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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 

Tasmania was a forested land when first sighted by 

Europeans. It remains essentially a forested land. The forests 

of Tasmania have served man well. Captain Bligh and other early 

seafaring explorers found i.n the forest the means for their 

continued survival. Colonizing Europeans sought in them self

sufficiency, others turned to them for commercial gain. The 

list of their uses continues to grow (~ater catchments, recreational 

areas, and wilde.rne:"S retreats}. The forests are ubiquitous yet 

the usual image of Tasmania is not of a forested land. A source of 

wonder and delight, and also of dismay and despair, the forests have 

beckoned and hindered settlement. In return the settlers have 

reshaped the landscape through their particular ust;s of the land but 

the forest has prevailed over large areas of the state. 

Rather surpri.singly, little attention has been given 

to the relationships which evolved between the European colonizers 

and the forest. Of all the possible aspects of study on this topic, 

only one has been selected. This study seeks to describe and account 

for the particular spatial and temporal patterns develope.d by the. 

external timber trade over the one hundred years from 1830 to 1930. 

It will also consider the significance of this trade to the State. 

An idiographic study such as this is but a part of the 

broader picture. British colonization brought Tasmania wi.thin the 

cultural and econorrtic sphere of an expanding and changing Europe. 

The timber trade is seen as one particular example of the type of 

spatial system that Tasmania evolved against the backdrop of nineteenth 

and twentieth century world events. 

Amongst the traits transplanted by the predowinantly 

British settlers was '.l desire for a commercial money economy as this 

would provide the capital necessary for development and for imports 

of goods and services not otherwise available. In pioneering areas, 
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such an attitude encouraged the search for, and experimentation with, 

readily available natural resources which with little ca?ital and 

minimal technological skill might provide staple ite.ms oi trade and 

hence become a source of wealth.. The timber trade must he seen 

within the historical context of a newly developing colonyts search 

for a staple. 

Trade serves many functions. For instance, the 

development and maintenance of specialization and regional 

differentiation is encouraged by exchanging the surpluses and 

specialities of one area for those of another ar~a however indirect 

the exchange. Tasmania with its vast indigenous forests had the 

potential for specialization. It is thus of particular geographic 

interest to examine the flow of goods and the nature of the links 

to see if Tasmania capitalized upon this initial advantage. Just 

as the spatial interactions exrunined in this case study occurred 

within the framework of a particular pioneeri.ng society, it is 

expected that this possibly unique set of events will contain 

elements of the universal within them. 

the general and the specific. 

Explanations will seek both 

Much change has occurred over the century. A 

systematic study of this change can attempt to determine whethf::r these 

changes relate to variation w:i.thin or between factors which remain 

essentially the same throughout, or if fundamental changes in factors 

are responsible. Time thus provides a sequence of situations in which 

to test the theories devised to explain such situations or to apply 

the theories devised elsewhere but still applicable and appropriate 

to Tasmania. 

The scope of the study has been limited in several ways. 

Firstly it has been restricted by confining the topic to a study of 

the external or export timber trade. External refers to the shipment 

of timber from Tasmania to any other political unit whether colony or 

nation. The word trade will be used hereafter in this limited sense; 
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any mention of the internal timber trade for the local market 

will be specifically designated· as such. The term overseas will 

have the currently accepted meaning of beyond Australia. 

Secondly, no attempt is made to relate the findings of this study 

to the present form and pattern of the timber trade. Thirdly, 

consideration of the complex evolution of the geography of the timber 

industry was limited to a broad outl:i.ne. 

Whilst not beginning w·ith the first export, the time 

period does cover the formative years of the timber trade. Toward 

the end of the period, tentative step.s were take.n toward sustained 

yield management of State forests, and toward an alternative use of 

the indigenous timber - paper making, but these changes had no impact 

on trade in this period. 

The achievements possible within a study based on a 

restricted topic over an extensive period of time depend heavily 

upon the available data; its form, quality and quantity. The 

limitations imposed by the data are considerable. Quantitative 

analysis, in particular, is found to be impractical but the breadth 

of the sources encourages the use of the approach of synthesis so 

characteristic of historical geography. 

The subjec.t of this study i.s the timber trade of 

Tasmania but t.he theme extends far beyond this parochial topic to 

consider the international flow of goods in the nineteenth century. 

This is a period when the world economy is beginning to function as 

an integrated system. In this sense Tasmanian timber provides a 

case study -in a particular form of spatial interaction. Meinig 

(1962, 7) eJ{pressed the importance of si;udying the remote frontier 

locality in detail as: 

It is precisely in this vJay that "by being 

thoroughly provincial,"' one may hope "to 

broaden the view." 

The theme encompasses complex processes that shaped the m·ovement of 

timber, and the theme seeks a synoptic understanding of these 
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processes within ~he context of particular places (Harris, 1971, 164). 

Understanding of the theme is not restricted to the eliciting of 

sequence, nor to the topical dissection of events bu!: depends heavily 

upon the assembly of separate but interrelated parts into a whole so 

that each aspect and each factor can be seen with proper perspective. 

Through synthesis, the sufficient and adequate conditions required 

for explanation (Harvey 1969, 430 2 can be determined. 

DATA SOURCES 

Thfg study is in the tradition of historical geography 

in Australia by depending heavily upon offid.al government sources. 

The annual trade statistics published in 1'he StaU.stics of :tasmania 

provide the hard core of basic data from which import and export 

trends have been determined. Most of the appendices are derive~ 

from this source. Much of the supplementary data came from other 

government sources. The Tasmanian parliamentary papers contained 

reports from government departments, petitions, legislation, and 

periodically reports from specially appointed Select Committees 

enquiring into such things as settlement, immigration and the provision 

of transport links. Government publications designed to inform the 

general public, and specialist reports by government officials often 

presented to scientific bodi.es such as the Royal Society of Tasmania 

or to conferences held by professional foresters are important in the 

later years. 

Of special value were the technical reports prepared by 

two foresters and instigated under similar conditions three decades 

apart. The creation first of a special section within the Lands 

Department and later of a separate Forestry Department were followed 

by assessments of the fore~t resource and of the depressed industry 

exploiting it (Perrin, 1887, 1898 and Rodgers 1928). 
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The papers presented in 1928 to the British Empi.re 

Forestry Conference heU for the first time in Austr1lia deserve special 

mention as a valuable s-:>urce of pertinent comment and data. The Rodgers 

Report (1928), for instance, was published as a conference paper. The 

conference stimulated the public.at:Lon of a special edition of The 

Forestry Handbook of Tasmania (1928). Fortuitously, this handbook 
/ 

(1928, 16) contai.ned a graph of Tasmanian timber export earnings from 

1840 and thus by providing the only indication of total timber export 

values from 1910 - 1921/22 it fills a serious gap in the official 

record. 

graph. 

The values used in this study were interpolated from this 

Other useful sources included the .HistoricaZ Records of 

AustraZia, the Bigge Reports, contemporary newspapers, biographies, 

early descriptive accounts, and the reminiscences of old-timers who 

participated in the timber trade. A hand .... written register of shipping 

entering and leaving the ChanneZ pc.:ts of Southern Tasmania between 

1907 and 1932 (but obviously incomplete from 1919} provided informat.i.on 

otherwise unaval.lable. This register was kept for personal interest 

by James Sawer, of Hope Island, Dover, who came by the information 

while acting in his official capacity of customs officer for the area. 

Comparison with other states is limited to the data 

readily available in the general literature and from basic primary 

sources. Neither were conspicuous for their quantity. The cross

section of the timber trade of all Australian states from 1898 .... 1900 

was made possible by the isolated collation published .in the 

Commonwealth parliamentary papers of 1901. Later comparisons, and 

the long term Western Australia data were published as appendices 

to Lane-Poolets paper (1928) to the conference cited above. 

Fieldwork within the narrow sense of augmenting the 

official statistics was no longer possible. However, a feel;ing for the 

period and a greater understanding of the physical and social setting 
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were obtained through the oral history already alluded to, and by 

visiting areas of supply particularly those with relict features. 

Though non-quantitative, the value of fieldwork in this broad sense 

should not be underestimated, 

Limitations of the Data 

In this particOlar study, a static view has been 

e.schewed for the intrinsically more demanding and rewarding approach 

of determining change over time. However, the vertical approach 

makes heavy demands upon information sources. Inherent inadeqttacies 

and inconsistencies of the data increase the difficulties entailed in 

establishing the time trends which characterize the Tasmanian timber 

trade. The following discussion is essentially concerned with the 

fundamental problem of determining the trade trends. 

are rqised in the relevant place in the text. 

Other problems 

The limitations are most obvious in the periods when 

trade statistics were e:Lther absent or incomplete. Prior to 1859, 

trade statistics were patchy and inconsistent, though it should be 

pointed out that those for 1854 and 1857 conform with standard 

procedures. 

quantity and 

until 1909. 

A continuous annual record of exports by value, 

destination for each itemized category exists from 1859 

From 1910 to-1921/22, the component due to interstate 

the 

the 

trade was not publ:t.shed creati.ng a big gap :f.n the record. From 1922/23, 

details of all timber leaving Tasmania are available. However the 

several changes in classification between 1857 and 1930 confounded by 

classificatory quirks interfere with the detailed interpretation of 

this data. 

Discrepancies of two types were found even considering 

only total values. Firstly, there were problems in the i~ems counted 

as timber. Appendix 1 has been adjusted to consistently omit the 

export value of non-indigenous timber (wlllow) and trans.,...shipped timber. 
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The second was due to error and in the compilation of data, 

Occasionally, the detailed individual entries and anr.ual totals 

(published separately) differed, and could not be reconciled, 

Also, lists of annual totals published in later years showed some 

variation from the or:iginal. In one case a major omission was 

footnoted ten years later to an adjusted total but the detail 

concerning destination was never printed. 

Heavy dependence has been placed on changes in the 

value of exports to indic.ate significant growth or decline, and as 

a guide to the contribution made by timber to the State ecorwmy. 

However, the monetary value has not been converted or related to a 

constant unit of mon.ey; nor has any other adjustment been made to 

compensate for the changing value of the pound. Despite several 

depressions, the pound is considered to have been relatively stable 

throughout two-thirds of the period. Inflation became si.gnifi.cant 

during this century. 

building boom of the 

rises of that period 

Aecelerating inflation in combination witt: the 

early 1920 "s is ref lee ted in the sharp pri.ce 

(Appendix 20). 

Inadequacies in the information concerning the volume of 

timber exported preeludes its use to supplement or to replace value as 

an indicator of trends. This is unfortunate as the constant unit 

would have ensured comparable data. Exports of sawn timber seem to 

have been measured in superficial feet (abbreviated to sup. ft.) 

though described as feet until 1890. It is interesting to note that 

until 1880, imports were recorded in a different unit, Zoads a measure 

used in England and Scandinavia. The dual use of two absolute 

volumetric units offers no problem as conversion factors are readily 

available. The major problem stems from the fact that numerous items 

are counted by number giving little or no indi.cation of size. Logs 

and shaped pieces fit the latter category. The approximate dimensions 

of palings, shingles, battens, staves, etc. are knotvn, but the 

relationship which would convert number to volume was not sought as 

thickness, width and within limits, length varied considerably 

throughout the period. An approximation was undertaken by Rodgers 

(1928) but the basis for the conversion was not given, so conseque~tly 



i.t has not been used. Except for two periods when market prices 

rose dramatically (1853-4 ~ nd from 1920) quantity and value are 

believed to have similar but not identical patterns of growth. 

Looking in more detail at the classificatory system 

reveals important lnconsistenc:i.es, firstly due to changes from one 

classification code to another, and secondly, in its application. 

The trend with m..:tjor classificatory changes was toward simplicity. 

Successively fewer categories were used. The category in which 

particular products were placed, either by the collector or the 

collator of the customs data shows variation over time and could 

create false impressions. For example, piles and beams, either hewn 

or left in the round are variously and apparently arbitarily combined 

with logs in some cases and with tsawnt: in others. In another case, 

the earHer exports of blackwood appe.ar intermittc;!ntly as logs and 

as blackwood. A further problem arises from the time span so that 

once common terms become obscure. creating an opportunity for 

misunderstanding. tPiecest and 'deals'· were prime examples. 

The port of ex:i.t for the timber trade was available 

for 1857-1878 and 1922/23 onward.. However, on closer scrutiny all 

of the earlier and much of the later data are revealed as merely 

book-keeping entries referring not to the actual port from which the 

shipment sailed, but to the port authority (Marine Board) administering 

that area. Thus the port data should be interpreted as a description 

of region, e.g. the south. In the later period some discrepancies 

between the separated ports and market data occur and are irreconcilable 

since one omits the other. 

Despite these very real problems, the data did cover a 

long period of time with a considerable. degree of uniformity which must 

render some validity to the conclusions. 
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Historical Geo8!2.EE.Y....End the Forest 

Two characteristics stand out ch::arly in a review 

of the literature pertaining to the historical geogr~phy of forests. 

The first is the breadth of themes encompassed by the topic, and the 

second is the relative neglect of the topic. Other aspects of 

man's activities such as settlement in general and agriculture in 

particular have been the subject of more intense scrutiny. 

Explici.t interest in the forst has ranged from the reconstruction 

of the extent and c0mpos:i.tion of the forest through a broad sweep 

of man's activities with:l.n, and attitudes towards forested or 

formerly forested regions to examination of the role of man in 

modifying the face of the earth. Few indivi.dual studies were 

narrowly focussed on a single aspect. All the studies reveal the 

influence of data sources in setting the parameters of the study 

and in defining the most appropriate methods. Whenever possible 

a wide range of sources was utilized to describe several themes 

highlighting the importance of synthesis in historical geography. 

The major themes can be categorized as reconstruction 

of the forest, attitudes to the forest, forest frontiers of 

settlement and permanent economic utilization of the forest. Attf.:mpts 

at reconstructing the forest clearly illustrate the role of data in 

setting the limits and possibilities of the study. The extent of 

forest at particular times is frequently the maximum that can be 

gained though density (e.g. Darby's Domesday geographies} and species 

mix (e.g. Mcintosh, 1962) can be determined in special cases. 

Behavioural aspects have received scant attention 

despite their potential for explanatory purposes as demonstrated by 

some recent North American studies (e.g. Harris 1975; Maxwell, 1966; 

Peters, 1972; Thompson, 1970). Perception as a basis for 

interpretation and action was traced through maps, written 

descriptions, official records and legislation. Synchronous spatial 

differentiation and the changes over time are shown to be an outcome 
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of particular attitudes and values. Spatial consequences of 

attitudinal change are outlined by Kromm (1968) in a study of lumbering 

activity and settlement patterns in Northern Michigan before and after 

the acceptance of sustained yield management. 

Studies of frontier settlement are, gi.ven the current 

emphasis, primarily studies of agricultural pioneering wHh incidental 

mention of forests and forestry if the area of colonization was 

originally forested. Some New Zealand studies (Franklin, 1960; 

Johnston, 1961; Petersen. 1965) give serious atteution to the 

relati.onships evolvi.ng between the pioneers and the retreating forested 

environment. Harr:ls (1975), Lower (1936) and Maxwell (1966) do 

likewise for Eastern Canada. 

Explicit studies of the forest resource as the stimulus 

for settlement concentrate on either the timber industry in economic, 

technclogical and locational terms or the implications and legacies 

of that activity. The tendency is for the former group to be 

evolutionary studies of change (Arnold, 1976; Dinsdale, 1965; 

Hardwick, 1963; E. Stokes, 1966), whilst the latter are frE:lquently 

'then and now' studies (G. Stokes, 1957; Head, 1975). Prior to 

sustained yield management, large-scale extracti.ve exploitation could 

only be transitory, and the likely duration of forest~based activities 

at any one place depended upon the local combination of quality, 

quantity, market demands and the technology, capital and enterprise 

available. Since the forest in Tasmania was not treated as a 

renewable resource prior to 1930~ the literature on the permanent 

economic u::;e of the forest has little relevance to this study. 

Studies concentrating on trade are rare though incidental 

and superficial references are commonplace. The substantive writings 

concentrate on the forested areas of North America, Scandinavia and 

New Zealand. Most tend to be particular rather than general. Some 

remain more interested in other related aspects, for instance, the 

brief study on the rise and fall of the port of Kiapara, New Zealand 

(Wright 1969) was more intent on tracing the pattern of shipping using 
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this harbour than in the pattern of its predomlnant ~xport. Another 

New Zealand study is interested in trade only to the extent that it 

affected the local sawmilling industry, parUcularly the damaging 

impact of cheap imports from North America (Arnold, 1976, 117-120). 

Three comprehensive regional studies provide coverage 

of the export timber. trades of Ghana and Scandinavia. Dickenson 

(1969, 176-178) describes the evolution of the export timber trade 

of Ghana over the years 1891+-1936. A bar graph of quantity 

exported annually shows sizeable but irregular fluctuations super

imposed on the long term growth trend. Demand and transport are 

descr:i.bed as the key to the fluctuations. Dickson implies that 

European demand for Gold Coast timber exceeded the supply for all 

but two periods - the First World War and the depression of the 

thirties. All other fluctuations were attributed to variation in 

supply which was seen as a function of the accessibility of the 

timber to transport. Initially water transport was used and the 

highs and lows .in the export pattern correlate with river levels. 

Later accessibility depended upon proximity to railways and low 

export figures reflect periods when exhaustion of the forest resource 

exceeded railway construction. The timber was used for cabinet 

making but no reason was given for the demand. 

Head (1958) and Millward (1964) present the 

Scand:i.navian Umber trade as an integral part of a comprehensive 

coverage emphasizing the forest-based industri.es. Both writers use 

similar explanatory factors, but stress different aspects. The 

evolution of the sawn timber trade is described by Millward in terms 

of a series of revolutions in the demands of overseas markets. 

Technological and market revolutions set into motion major changes; 

they enabled forest products to travel further and in greater 

quantities, and they generated new, alternative, highly processed 

uses for wood more lucrative than lumber. Narrative dominated the 

presentation. The overseas trade was seen as crucial to 

industrial development in an area lacking a horne market capable of 

stimulating such growth, howev-2r, only the inter·nal trade was described 
in much detail. 
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Mead (1958) made useful comments on the confusing 

terminology found in the timber trade, the northern hemisphere 

softwood trade and the relative output, value and uses of hardwoods 

and softwoods. The rapid growth of the timber trade in the peri.od 

from 1850 to 1900 was illustrated by reference to the exports of the 

Bothnian ports in Sweden and explained by the concept of economic 

distance as developed by Watson (1955) and von Thi.inen (Mead, 1958, 

93-102). The discipline of diatance created zones of specialized 

forest activity within Scandinavia (Saarinen, 1969, gives greater 

details for the Finnish zones). Relaxat:Lon of the discipline of 

distance which began with the transport developments of the 

nineteenth century transformed the timber trade. The resultant 

increase in accessibiHty combined wi.th falling freight costs 

coincided with a time of r.isl.ng demand i.n overseas markets and led 

to the emergence of new patterns of specialized activities. 

Eastern Canada shared the benefits of the transport 

revolution but progressivley lost the preferential treatment it had 

received in British markets (Albion, 1926). The Ontar.io timber 

trade and i.ts reh.t:i.onship to the structure of the :tndust.:r.y over 

three decades of development and change are outlined by Head (1975) 

who also pointed out that tlmber, though unacknowledged, was a 

prime staple, rivalling wheat in value of exports. The trade data 

for Ontario is presented as irregularly-spaced cross-sections, 

doubtless reflecting the data sources. The only c.ontiuuous data 

was for production from one region. Explanation was in terms of 

demand, transportation and the migration of productive areas due to 

destructive exploitation. All of the discussions on trade 

tended to be descriptive and none showed the detail of timber flows 

as used by Ullman (1956) to illustrate his original statement on the 

preconditions for trade. 
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This account of the Tasmanian export timber trade is 

the beginning of a lar.~er study on the geography of the timber 

industry over the same one hundred years. Since the only clues 

to some aspects of the timber industry are contained within the 

trade statl.sti.cs, they became the starting point. The story of 

the Tasmanian timber trade is presented as a systematic study of 

change integrating narrative and a topical approach. The earlier 

chapters are descriptive, emphasizing the changes as they occurred 

over time and attempting to set events and trends within their 

proper context. The images held of Tasmanian fnrest as a wealth

creating resource are examined in Chapter 2 for contemporary 

attitudes and expectations, wh:lle the following chapter assesses 

the performance of the forest-base.d export trade by reference to 

its importance in the State trade economy and by comparison with 

the export timber trade of another AustraJ.ian state.. Included in 

Chapter 3 i.s a description of the evolu tton of the Tasmanian timber 

trad~. The analysis of the detailed trade statistics in 

Chapter 4 enables a picture of the nature of the trade to be 

constructed and Chapter 5 outlines the factors responsible for this 

pattern of trade. 
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CHAPTER 2 GREAT EXPECTATIONS: TilE OFFICIAL VIEW 

Perception as a precursor to action has heen one of the 

key factors shaping the evolutivn of resource development within 

Tasmania. Perception reflects cultural and individual goals, 

experiences and personalities and is subject to modification by 

circumstances. Past perceptionSare revealed through analysis 

of man's words and deeds. Much of what follows is a study of words 

and deeds as they relate to a particular type of env:i.ronme.nt. 

Appraisal of the Tasmanian forests occurred within the framework 

of the contemporary value system. Factors such as the concept 

of best land use embodied in government legislation and practised 

by settlers and officials ali.ke, and the role of the government 

with respect to the provision of infrastructure and its relationship 

to private enterprise were influential in determining the course of 

the timber :l,ndustry and the associated timber trade. 

The perception held by individuals in a position of power 

is considered to be of particular importance in this re.spect but only 

the political and administrative views have been explored tn depth. 

Eluci.dat:l.on of this official view revealed a sequence of attitudinal 

changes which form the basi.s for three distinct pe:ri.ods each 

characterised by a particular perception of the timber resources and 

their worth. 

The analysis was based on a survey of official papers 

including publishe.d correspondence, reports and government handbooks 

for the general pubHc. Thus, the ~vord offi.c·ial is interpreted as 

referring more to public servants and administration than to political 

comment and policy. Both expHcitly stated views and those implied 

though the particular use of language was sought. Comment by 

government officials on the subject of timber tends to be irregularly 

distributed through time; not only are some years richer than others, 

but at times there i.s a dearth of comment. Almost all of the comments 

used are of the evaluative type, that is, they describe a person's 

opinion(s) of the forest (Sarre, 1972, 37). Few fit the other 



categories of affective, rational or descriptive constructs. 

Adjectives were found to be particularly revealing. One interesting 

facet in the later periods was the change from certainty to the 

conditional and back to certainty as shown by verbs such as is and 

should be. The latter was interpreted as indicating that the 

perceived potential was not being realised. 

There is no intent l.n this chapter to directly relate 

percept and behaviour, or to judge the validity of the views 

propagated during any of the phases. Differences of opi.nion can 

be found throughout the period under study. At times, official 

views and government pol.icy were. at variance with official practice, 

especially if responsibilities were shared by several departments or 

if incompatible policies were pursued. The general public did not 

always share the official view. The views emphasized are those held 

by the officials having the most contact with the forests, and 

therefore best placed both to assess the potential of the forest 

environment and to influence govenunent policy on its exploitation. 

The image of the forest upon which settlers and 

politicians are traditionally believed to have acted is the one 

described by Mault (1901, 127): 

On the vist01•s who came tv stay as settlers, (the 

immense extent of forest Zand in 'l'asmania) made an 

unfavoux•able 1:nrpression, as its Bign.ifioation to 

them was the cost of clearing tand for culti-vation. 

And this 1:rrrpres.':don has coZoured and affected aU 

that has been done in the way of dealing 11Ytth 

fo1•est land in the State. Trees have been 

regarded almost exeZus1:vely as imped-iments to 

ag.ricuZtw•e, and not as possess-ing any intr~:nsic 

vaZue wo1•th cons·ide1~ation. 

That hpis was not the only image of the forest held by Tasmanians will 
1 

becom~'apparent in the following sections. 

( 
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I: PERIOD OF EXPERIMENTATION, 1800 - 18l~O' s ----·--·-----------··-------

The settling of Europeans in a land so remote that 

connnunications with the !tomc-!land required a minimum o:: many months 

forced the settlers to s~ek self-sufficiency in their environment. 

That this environment was alien to their experience necessitated 

considerable readjustments. The struggles in adapting English 

agriculture to the vagaries of Port Jackson are described by Perry 

(1963). Just as this revealed conceptual limitations hindering the 

learning and innovatory processes upon which adaption of old systems 

to a new environment depended, so a similar study on timber would 

find likewise. As a wood-using culture, the settlers sought in the 

surrounding trees culturally-determined answers to some of their 

needs. 

Even if experienced in British forestry and wood-working 

techniques, the early settlers faced great problems in adjusting to 

the strange trees of the new land. Much of the timber is particularly 

difficult to prepare satisfactorily. English-made tools designed for 

softer woods were inadequate for the job (Curr, 1824, 94). Hardness, 

heaviness and poor quality equipment, axes, saws and nails affected 

the ease of wotki.ng. A compromise had yet to be reached between 

j:imber green enough to be more easily worked, but not so green that 

excessive shri.nkage and warping ensued after construction was complete. 

This, then, was a period of adjustment to unfamiliar timbers, a period 

in which knowledge was gaJ.ned largely by trial and error about the 

characteristics of th<~ indigenous timbers, the uses to which they could 

be put, and the tools and methods necessary for the extraction and 

preparation of such timber. 

The initial reactions of the European settlers toward these 

unfamiliar timbers seem to have been unfavourable. Delano, after 

spending the summer of 1803-4 sealing in Bass Strait commented on the 

st~ingy bark trees found along D'Entrecasteaux Channel. These were: 
j· 

( the finest groves of timber I almost ever• saw, 

The wood of this tree is very hard and heavy 

but apt to be.shelly and not sound at the heart 

• . • (There are) several. other k-inds of hardwood, 

but not many of them are very suitable for building. 
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Curr (1824, 110) after a longer experience concurred, stating that 

the timber of Van Die.men' s Land: . ,\.,' . 

is not ?f t;Jw best k1:nd and in many pa:r•t:~ 

of the isl..and the most desirable quaZiHes ar•e 

not found at aU, or if found., are smal..Z and 

stunted in their gr•owth., 

He went on to suggest afforestation with English trees, particularly 

oak, to provide for future needs with more suitable and familiar 

timber. Bigge (1823, 3:38) gave similar advice. Exotic species 

were planted throughout the cultivated area creating a reas~mri.ngly 

famiHar landscape and giving shelter, but afforestation for timber 

supplies did not occur. Great use continued to be made of the 

plentiful, indigenous timbers for construction, decoration and fuel. 

Official interest was of three types; satisfying English 

naval needs, saU.sfying government needs locally, and as an article of 

trade. All were viewed as ways of offsetting some of the considerable 

expense incurred by the British government in maintaining penal 

settlements in Australia. Convict labour was used to supply timber 

for all three purposes. The period is notable for the number of 

designated tr1:az sh-Z:pments and sampl..es wld.ch were sent ovE~rseas both 

by the colonial govermnent, and by private speculators. 

Interest in Australian timbers for naval purposes took 

three forms; explicit requests for timber shipments, the reservation 

of all sui table timber on land alienated from the Crown*, and the 

Governors' instructio)s to specifically include timber in the 

. I 
* The order grantiig land contained a naval timber reservation clause: 

timber deemed to be fit for navaZ purposes growing on or that may 
hereafter gro1J to be rt;.Served for the use of the Crown. (Curr, 1824, 
165)~ Bigge (1823, 3:38) recommended that the reservation be 
discontinued on the grounds that afforestation with oak would better 
sui.t naval purposes. 



assessment of areas to be explored and settled*. Specific actions 

were intermittent in occurrence corresponding with shortage in the 

home country. Spars, in particular, were in demand, but there was 

interest also in any timber suitable for ship construction and repair. 

The initial interest in Australian timber is now considered to be one 

of the motivating factors which led to the plan·,hng in 1788 of penal 

settlements in a such remote location (Dallas, 1969; Bl.ainey, 1966, 31). 

The second period of interest (1802 - 1804) coincided with moves to 

settle the southernmost portion of Australia. Serious problems beset 

both periods. Each experienced its own difficult:i.es in locating, 

preparing and transporting suitable timber short distances to waiting 

naval vessels (H.R.A. I, III, 570-71; H.R.A. 1, IV, 10, 251, 258). 

The first timb.er came from Norfolk Island, the second from the vicinity 

of Port Jackson. 

The third period (1819 - 1822) was the best organized with 

the supply ships H.M.S. Dromedary and H.M.S. Coromandel ordered to 

engage in a fact-finding mission to search out sources of suitable 

timber in Australasia. The reply (H.R.A. III, III, lll9-151, 18th Jan. 

1820) by Wi.lliam Sorell, Lieutenant-Governor of Tasmania, to the official 

request for help is highly informative about the contemporary ~iew 

towards Tasmanian forest resources. After refuting the supposition 

that New South Wales cedar was also available in Tasmania, Sorell 

described the properties, location and availability of the three natlve 

species he regarded as valuable for naval purposes. All were pines, 

and all were in short supply due to their inaccessible locations hence 

his inability to supply more than a few logs as samples, and these few 

were not of the best. He concluded: 

* 

Fr•om aU the knowledge wh1:ch I have, and from that 

which the people who I called before you imparted, 

I do not think that tre other Woods of this country 

are very valuable fo~NavaZ Purposes .•. 

From the inforrncti9f(which you r'eceived fr•om the 

Master of the Govkrnment vessel~ ther•e seems the 

fairest prospect of success in pr'ocuring spars of 

any size at New Zealand. 

Tasmanian examples, H.R.A. I, IV, 152, King to Bowen, 9th May 18b3 
H.R.A. III, I, 519-521, Macquarie to Meehan, June 
1812 



Within a month, the two naval vessels were :ln northern New Zealand 

waters seeking kauri, an ideal timber for spars. But, as in 

Tasmania, the relative inaccessibility of the timber inhibited 

procurement. The ships took respectively 10 and 12 months to 

obtain 98 and 108 masts (Stokes, 1966, 444). 

Sorell, wdting on the topic of timber to Under 

secretary Goulburn (H.R.A. III, III17 et seq., 2nd May 1820) 

advocated a favourite project, the establishment of a penal 

settlement at Macquarie Harbour so as to exploit the Huon and other 

pines found there in abundance. With coal thrown in for good 

measure the resource base resembled that utiLized by the Hunter 

River penal station, New South Wales. 

That the fourth and final period of naval interest (1833) 

followed inmtediately the publication of a descriptive account of Van 

Diemen's Land (Bischoff, 1832) is not seen as coincidence. For the 

first and only time, the request applied specifically to Tasmanian 

timber. The order was for blue-gum (Forestry Handbook, 1928, 11), 

the on~ timber described by Bischoff as both abundant and useful 

for shipbuilding. The smaller trees had an additional use as masts 

for small vessels for which they are found to answer well (Bischoff, 

1832, 22). 

From the naval viewpoint, Australian resources were not 

ent:l.rely satisfactory and interest lapsed. This was partly due to 

the highly specHi.c needs of the navy, and the fashion in which supply 

and demand fluctuated with European power struggles. Two other major 

contributing factors were an incomplete understanding of the best way 

to treat and use, at least, some of the timber obtained, and the 

difficulty in procuring local ti.mber best suited to naval requirements. 

Compared with timber for naval purposes, the official 

interest in timber for trade and for local consumption was more 

persistent and simpler in its expression. However, the attention 

accorded the two goals was unequal, the latter usually dominating. 

The desirability of developing locally produced articles for export 

was widely held by officials. It would confer financial benefits 

on the home country by providing freight thus eliminating the need 

for ballast on the return trip, it would provide pr>ofitable and 
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p.roductive employment of oonviot labour, and it would provide 

settlers with a source of cash that would help the colony become a 

market for English manufactured goods. 

But theory did not accord with practice. In actual 

fact, little was done to positively encourage the development of an 

export trade in any connnod:Lty 'by private indivlduals, and the tariffs 

levied for local revenue on imports and some exports ac.t:ed as 

disincent:Lves unt:Ll repealed. The colonial government exercised 

some control over timber product:Lon; it was fnhibitory when 

government permission was a pre-requisite for the cutting of timber 

for export from Crown land (H.R.A. III, II, 45, 26th October, 1813), 

while, in its other role, as r:tn r:tlmost monopolistic producer and 

supplier of h:tghly valued types of timber - Huon pine from 

Tasmania's Macq~arie Harbour, and cedar from the Hunter Valley in 

New South Wales, the government was both a constraint and a stimulus 

to trade. The two official roles were intertwined in the case of 

Macquarie Harbour. Initially acting as the author.·lty determining 

access to Crown land, LieutE::nant-Governor Sorell rewarded the 

initiative of a private individual, T.W. Birch of Hobart, with 

monopolistic access to a highly desirable forest resource for a 

specified period of time. The gains accruing to Birch convinced 

Sorell of the commercial feasibility of such an enterprise. (See 

H.R.A. III, III, 356-7, 20th March 1820 for Birch's account to 

Bigge.) 

Of particular interest i.s the view held of the timber 

resources of this country by the colonial administrators. On the 

few occasions they are called upon to assess the timber resources, 

the connnents by govenors and lieutenant--governors, both acknowledge 

the abundance and great size of forest trees, and reveal that 

increasing experience with indigenotis timbers had led to 

discrimination between species with few being held in high regard*. 

* Bigge (1822, 1:160) lists as useful in N.S.W., stringy bark, iron 
barke, blue gum (probably referring to E. salinga not to E. 
globulus) and cedar. 
Sorell (H .. R.A., III, III, 149-151) lists Huon pine, pencil aedarJ 
another fme zn:ne and stringy bark. 
A list provided by the OvE:~rseer of Sawyers, presumably for the 
naval fact-finding mission, is more explicit (H.R.A. III, III, 563). 
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The terms used to describe selected local timbers are highly 

favourable and imply confidence and faith in the worth of such 

timber. Compared with the accolades bestowed on softer, special 

purpose timbers, viz New South Wales cedar, New Zealar.d kauri and 

Tasmanian pines, the praise for selected Eucalypts was prosaic and 

mundane. Great du:t'abili.ty and l111.rdness were the qualities cited. 

Rarely did official comment include other innate prope.rties such as 

heaviness, and the problems of seasoning. Perhaps political 

instinct shaped their reply! 

Sorell (H.R.A. III, III, 149-15.1) describes Huon pine 

as one of the most useful woods in the world and as the most valuable 

of the Van Diemen's Land timbers on account of its durability, 

lightness, ease. of working and ability to repel insects. So high was 

his opinion of this timber and of the profit to be gained from its 

exploitation that he devoted considerable effort to this end. The 

rise of the Macquarie Harbour penal station relates to this 

expectation of its worth (H.R.A. III, III 17 et seq.); its demise 

to the falling profits caused by the diminishing accessibility of 

Macquarie Habour as incre.asing diff:i.culty was experienced by fully 

laden ships attempting to cross the mobile sand bar at the mouth of 

the harbour (Edwards, 1975). Subsequent penal stations established 

in Tasmania during the 1830's and 18L~O' s sought forested locations 

as one basis for productive eonvi.c t labour, but the emphasis had 

shifted to eucalypts. Port Arthur, and the probationary stations 

such as Southport, Dover and Taroona fall within this category. The 

output was used primarily to meet local governmenta;L needs. 

Whilst the colonial administrators displayed an attitude 

of hope, their enthusiasm and confidence in selected Australian timbers 

was not shat"ed by Conunissione:r. Bigge who constJi.tuted a one man Board of 

Inquiry into the administration of the colony of New South Wales which 

at this stage included Tasmania. 

Part of his brief was: 

His instructions were very broad. 

to inquire into and report upon the actuaZ and 

probable revenues of the colony 

Bathurst to Bigge, 6th Jan. 1819, Bigge Reports 1:2 
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B..tgge was clearly unimpressed by the local timbers. But he could 

see no alternative source of supply, and as a consequence, foresaw 

great local use being mad?. of the indigenous timber, and that 

tit~ber would become an inportant object of colon :tal trade. His 

final prediction was that timber was unlikely to become an article 

of external trade being disadvantaged by its inherent properties 

including the heaviness which exacerbated the problem of the long 

expensive voyage to market. The one forest-based product for 

which Bigge expressed optimism was tanning bark. 

The scant official interest shown in the hardwood timbers 

belied their importance in the life of the colony. Timber was and 

would continue to be the major building and roofing material. In 

addition, it was used for fencing, bridges, shtpbui.lding and the 

foundations for the early hillsi.de roads (Curr, 1824, 17). Whilst 

aware of its local importance, the popular view, though not universal, 

mirrored the offieial view. None of the early writers included 

hardwoods on their l:tsts of current :r anti.c.i.pated trade items but 

all included Huon pine and tanning bark. Ironically, in'a period 

marked by experimentation and behavioural adjustment, official 

perception lacked the flexibility required t1' accommodate to reality. 

The special, but different qualiti.es and availability of native pines 

and hardwoods were not seen in perspective. Unheralde.d, the timber 

trade had begun. 
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PERIOD OF GREAT EXPECTATIONS: 1850 1 _§......::.~.Q~ 
-~------~-... ----

Two extraordinary years form the. watershed between the 

old and the new iruage of the hardwood forests. The "Tas' . .1anian 

Traveller" wrote in the Tasmanian Mail (July 18, 1885) of the 

first settlers at Geeveston in Southern Tasmania: 

Agricu"lt;ure 1.Jas the first intention, but the 

Vici;or•ian goZd (Uggings suddenly created a 

market for 1ihat i;his vaUey had an ample 

supply of, nameZ.y, timber, so the axe, 

splitting knife and sau.1 took precedence of 

the hoe and the p {,ough, and have continued 

1.vithout intei>ntission since. 

The accuracy of the long·-tenn conclusion is clubi.ous, but this sudden 

reappraisal was a widespread reaction to fantastic prices and 

insati.abh~ demand in Melbourne for timber. The two turbulent 

years c£ the gold-financed timbt~r rush provided Tasmanians with 

a golden opportunity to capitalize upon the locational advantage 

provided by prime forests extending to tidewater. One such timber 

entrepreneur descr:l.bed the building frenzy in the following matter

of-fact manner: 

Weatherboard houses were being built r•ound the 

suburbs of MeZbourne by thousands, but the supply 

of timber was quite inadequate for the demand. 

Fenton, 1891, 163 

The bubble ~;urst when an over-supply of timber glutted the market. 

A more modest demand followed the crash of 1855 and the timber trade 

revived. The high regard for Huon pine was to continue, but the 

hardwood forests were henceforth seen to be the basic timber resource 

of Tasmania. 

The expectations initially held for the value of timber 

exports were unrealistically inflated in that they derived from an 

extraordinary situation which was unlikely to be maintained or repeated. 
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The chief government spokesmen of this expectation - both fully 

inflated and moderated - were surveyors. J. Calder, the Surveyor-

Gen£~ral of Tasmania, exp(:cti.ng timber to maintain its new position 

of principal export stable, saw a new value for the Huon claiming 

that: 

... our Southe.rn 'lands, abounding in forests of 

trees unequal.Z.ed ·in magnitude, and perhaps in 

va'lue in the world, whose ultimate good effects 

on the fox•tunes of the count1'Y need not be du.,eZt 

on. The value of such countries cannot be 

exaggerated; 

Calder, 1856, 8. 

a view he was to reiterate in 1864. However by then, other government 

surveyors were voic:i.ng more moderate claims: 

••• timber for many years will be a most important 

article of shipment unless these forests are 

wantonly dest:r.'oyed. 

s co t t ' 18 64 ' 12 

In the assessments given in Crown Land reports, the large sums of money 

to be earned from timber are mentioned. The timber of the Sandfly 

Basin south of Hobart was estimated to be worth a quarter of a million 

pounds (J.H.A. 1864; 19, 23), whilst another surveyor in the same year 

considered that: 

The timber betzveen Piper's River and the Great 

Forester River• must be wor·th at the ve1•y Zeast 

£200.,000 ••• 

J.H.A. 1864; 19, 5 

Whilst the would-be agriculturalistS among the general 

population may not have shared the surveyors' views of forests as 
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beautiful and valuable., ve.r>y fine 1 super>ior and as a sour>oe of uJealth, 

there can be no doubt that a significant and vocal proportion of the 

population concurred. The information given i.n petitions and as 

evidence to Select Committees of Parliament during tld..s pe.riod confirms 

the. importance of exper:Lence in shaping perception. All those in 

agreement with the government surveyors either had contact with, or 

direct percun Jary interest in the timber i.ndustry. Their chief 

complaint was that the politicians gave preference to another land 

use - agriculture, and that this created difficulties for the industry, 

partkularly the right of access to the timber resource. Timb.er-

getters operati.ng on Crown land had been required since 1834, to buy 

licences though enforcement of the regulation was relatively rare, 

however intending agriculturalists were given priority i.n the use. of 

land covered by a valid licence. As settlement expanded into 

heavily fore.sted areas the seope for conflict c.orr:espondingly 

increased. During this period, there was a reduction in direct 

government involvement. All penal stations but that at Port Arthur 

were closed down. The t:imber industry and its trade was firmly in 

the hands of private enterprise. 

But the influence of government did not stop there. 

Another widely held vi.ew, of which the surveyors were strong advocates, 

was the benevolent role to be playe.d by the government in the provision 

of routeways. For instance, resources without aecess were worthless: 

There would also be a great in,Jome fr•om the Hmber, 

fo:r• timber merchants in Launceston tell me they 

cannot get enough to supply the demand,; and one 

affirmed that, if a tl>anMay were made into the 

fine forest about Piper>'s River, he could find a 

mar>ket for all the timber a hundred men could 

split. 

Richard Hall, J.H.A. 1864; 19, 5 
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Many of the claims concern:i.ng the wealth to be derived from timber 

made by surveyors and by the general publ::tc were given as justifications 

for proposing that the govermne.nt build specifi.c tramways and roads. 

The provision of such infrastructure was seen as a pre-requisite to 

the ut:i.lization by private enterprit=:e of th:is great wealth. In return, 

the government would benefit :i.ndirectly by the increased prosperity and 

by the expansion of settlement as it was predicted farmers would 

follow the splitter and the sawyer. Discussion on the location of 

these proposed routeways, the preference for tramways, the. proposed 

methods of organizing tramway services, and the outcome belongs 

elsewhere, but it 1.s of considerable interest that the cost of 

establishing such transport systems was considered to be beyond the 

capabilities of indiv:i~uals. Tinilier interests looked to their 

government to make the investment. 

the forest. 

There is no doubt that settlers displayed ambivalence toward 

Contemporary documents are replete with references to a 

situation akin to that which was to face the settlers in the forests of 

the North Island of New Zealand (Franklin; 1960; Petersen, 1965). 

Without transport to market, the tree could not become a thing of value, 

and hence assumed the alternative guise of an obstacle to agricultural 

development. 

inevitable. 

Without transport, destruction of the forest was 
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As implied in the title, the evolving attitudes towards 

the forests were mixed. The model of the forest perceived and 

presented by a distinct group of officials was optimistic as to the 

immense latent value ... in Ou:P forests (Gre.en, 1901, xx), but 

pessimistic in the extreme as to the likelihood of realising this 

wealth. It was also a time of continuity and change with one 

contradiction towards the utilization of the forest resolved and 

another emerging. These contradictions refer to conflicts of 

interest; that resolved related to the best use of Crown land, 

whilst another arose over the best W3e of timber. 

unabated. 

Pronouncements of high expectations for forr~stry continued 

The strongest advocates were now the government-appointed 

forestry officers, particularly the Conservator of Forests and other 

specialists such as Mr L. Rodway, Government .Botanist, and Mr A. 0. Green 

of the Railways Department. Early in the per{od, there is a 

suggestion of an upward revaluing of timber's potential as a wealth

creating resource and this was at a time when the timber trade was 

declining in value. How~~ver this opt.imiem in the future wa.s bounded 

and restrained by dismay at lost chances and conte.rnporary practices. 

The need for caution, conservation and care foreseen in the earlier 

period of unbounded optimism was viewed as urgent. In fact, the 

failure to achieve the great potential was seen as not only a distinct 

possi.bill.ty, but as a more likely outcome. Perrin (1887a, 59:5), the 

first Conservator of Forests in Tasmania expresses these feelings: 

Timbe-r which in years to oome wiU be very valuable 

is, in the most ruthless and wholesale manner, 

destroyed by farmers and others, who now only see 

an enemy in th6 wooded features of their holdings 

which by-and-by might become of more value than the 

land itself. 

Similar views often accompanied by advice are repeatedly 

expressed in the Papers and Proceedings of The Royal Soeiety of Tasmania. 
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~'or approximately a decade from 189.3~ forest use and conservation 

were frequently raised. A few members felt very strongly on the 

issue; they and others delivered papers on the topic at irregular 

intervals. The source is all the more fruitful as the discussion 

provoked by the papers was also recorded. The evtdence presented 

to the Select Committee on the Huon Railway tn 1887 indicates that 

some members of the general public shared the viston of the forest's 

potential wealth. The introduction in the relevant Report accepts 

the same view (J.H.A. 1886; 138, vi). But the concern had yet 

to achieve a wide currency perhaps as the popular view was of an 

untapped forest of great extent. The expressions of dismay voiced 

by the well-i.nformed minor:ity were strongest while government policy 

and action ei.ther tgnored or actively discriminated against timber 

getting. 

Timber resourct~s of Tasmania, in the view of the first 

Conservator being 

of so var•ied a cha.raeter combined with exceUent 

quaUty, together with a superabundant supply, 

should lead t;o et){'Jl:''lf enoouragement being g1:ven 

to its conse1•vation and proper ear•e under 

reguZaUon_, in order that the supply may be 

kept up_, and enal1le 1'asmania ever to oocupy 

the premier posit-ion as a timber-producing 

pr>ovinoe among the Australian ooloni.es. 

Perrin, 1887a; 59, 7 

Calder (1856; 16, 8) had been the first to express the same view. 

Little had changed in the intervening decades. The State government 

had inherited from the colonial administration not only the belief 

in its ri.ght to control forest exploitation on Crown land, but a 

legal structure and licence system which it had extended. Its 

enforcement remained ineffectual. Perrin's report (1887a) had little 

immediate effect on either forest management or government policy and 

practice. Nine years later during the period (1892-1919) when the 

position of Conservator was left vacant, the Surveyor-General and 

Secretary for Lands, E.A. Counsell undertook a survey of the 
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Tasmanian ti.mbcr :i.ndustry for the Mlniste.r for Lands and \~arks 

(E.N.C. Bruddon). His ntrongly worded report condenns the neglect 

and the waste of the forest as well as the almost non-existent financial 

return to the government for the exploitation of Crown land. 

It is strange why the t:imber 1.:ndustry wrdch 

sho:yJ:!J.. have been one of the coun·t.ry 's 

principal re?Jenue-ea.r>n-ing as.gets almost from 

the beginning should have been so utterly 

neglected in the past; ... 

Counsell 1898: 48, 4 

Nor was he alone in this conclusion: 

Forest.ry has neve.r received the attention 1: ts 

inrpor>tance deserves f1•om either our gove.rn-ing 

or our scient-ific bodies Certainly it 
has netJe.r.' taken its pr•oper place as a matter 

of po Uey and pub Uc uti Zi ty! 

Rodway, 1899, 1iii 

This conclusion is not surprising. Great expectations, 

however conditional, remained a minority viewpoint. The popular image 

was more limited, and agriculture remained unchallenged as the best 

land use. The same E.A. Counsell (1901, xx) expressed this bias against 

forestry: 

a count.ry oould noi; be opened up by the timber 

tr•ade a~cme Good Zartd in t;his State is 

too good to be utiZ-ised as timber .Zand. 

The settlers had long expressed this attitude in their actions. A 

visiting English timber expert stirred a small controversy by 

dec.laring: 
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•.• I sai,J ·t~he lu't1Bte ·~ !,,Ufu~ and 1:gnoPant 

dest.ruotion of some of ·the f7:nest t;ree::.r which 

I felt 

:r•eall-y hetn•i:nid<. c:u; .r ~ool<ed at Hueh stand1:ng 

morn..1:m::mt:H of man's ignoPanoe and j'ol-ly 1:n 

destr•oy1:ng OY' aUmuing to be deet;r•oyed, Buoh 

a valuable j;:wt;cn• ·tn the p.Y•m;pel'1:t,y of you:r 

aoun tr•y and of ·i. tll o Z.·Z:ma l;e. 

On. 1:nvesi·tgaUon I found that bushfires, 

on the one hand, and wanton and useless 

ringbaPking and burr'Ling on the other>, !~Jere 

the pr>ino·ipal. causes of this depl.or>ab(e 

destruction of such val.uabl.e propert;y. 

there ought to be some immediate and 

drastic measures taken to prevent thls national. 

toss to proper•ty. 

Ueyn, 1901, 30-31 

No-one dented the waste. The argument centred around i.ts e.xtent 

and inev:i.tability. Local crtt1cs cons:i.dered that Heyn' s cd.t:i.d.sms 

applied as much to the t:lmber-gett:ers themselvE.~s as to the f<:lrmers 

and would continue to do so until close supervision of fo~ested 

Crown land became government practice. 

perpetuated the situation. 

Indifference not ignorance 

The changing attitudes of politicians were crucial as 

in an ad hoc manner, the gove.rnment was slowly changing its stance 

on the use of forested Crown land. There were three officially 

sanctioned uses of such land farming, mining and forestry: in any 

conflict of Interest, the last received least priority. This long 

standing contradi.c tion wns resolved during this period when for the 

first time since Sorell, timber-getting received priority in the use 

of some Crown land. Certainty of access to timber on Crown land 

dates from 1895. Prior to th:i.s the holding of a timber did not 

guarantee continued sawmilling supplies. 

great impact on the sawmilllng industry. 
This change was to have a 
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The other government move in this d:Jrection was the 

reservation of forest fo:c t:i.mber purposes. The fvaste Lands Act 

of 1881 acknowledged the importance of timber by enabling the 

Governor-in-Council to reserve land for the preservation and growth 

of timber. Incidently, H. also marks the start of the State parks 

system as Crown land could nlso be reserved for publi.c recreation. 

Accepted in principle in 1881, the first reservati.ons were made in 

the late 1880ts. By 1912, the idea was greatly extended thereby 

reversing, to some extent, the original situation. The principle. 

of closer settlement for agricultural purposes was combined with 

the principle of harvesting the timber on Crown land before such 

land could be alienated for agricultural purposes. This placed a 

considerable restriction on the Crown land available for settlement. 

The result was to create the broad framework of land use that still 

exists today. The principle that forestry could be the best use 

of a large portion of Tasmania's land has persisted. 

However, these policy changes lacked full commitment. 

For instance, timber reserves could be revoked by gazette on si.xty 

days' noti.ce. Further, the i.mpleme.ntation of poliey change was 

slow. The appointment of a fit and proper person to the newly 

authorized position of Conservator of Forests in 1886 heralded the 

real start of this period. The first two holders of this office 

effected little change. Their sect:lon was understaffed, and 

six years after its creation, the post became vacant to remain so 

for 27 years. This official expression of interest in forests 

may be aptly described as tokenism. A short-lived surge of interest began 

in 1898, and gradually a distinct section concerned with forest 

management gre•.v within the Lands Department to become in 1920 a 

separate government departmeat. But its finances and sources of 

income remained meagre. Nevertheless, this growth of bureaucracy 

indicated a growing interest in the wealth of the forest but the 

pattern had b(~en set, partial commitment was to persist and would 

inevitably reduce the effectiveness of any changes. 
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So th~ view of great expectations was now official and 

was pt:opogated by a wide cro8s-section of admtn1strato'ts and 

politicians. However, it is clear that the newly cm1verted had 

ulterior motives, To them, the tlmber :f.ndustry' s role was to 

serve and support the local nd.ni.ng <mel orehardi.ng industries. 

Some politicians, administrators and private citizens went so far as 

to suggest curtai.llng the exte.rnal timlH~r tra.de and hence el-iminating 

all possibility of timber shortages damaglng essential local industries. 

In much the same veln, the newly created but poorly financed Forestry 

Department put its energies into afforestation with pines in order to 

fill the gap in the local needs and the continued neglect of the 

indigenous hardwood forests was inevitable. By 1930, the great 

expectations became subdued, almost quiescent, awaiting the revival 

that was to follow the Second World War. 

This survey of the perceptions held of the forest serves 

two purposes. The percepti.ons held by those in positions of power, 

particularly political power, has had a major effect on the evolution 

of the timber industry. The major forest resource was located on 

Crown land. Percept-Jon anc1 accessibility (both legal, and in terms 

of availability of transport) determined the use made of the forest. 

The relevance of these actions will be seen in Chapter 5. 
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Many of the officials advocating the potential of timber 

as a wealth-creating resource c1.c~arly stated the spee:tfic outcomes they 

expected to be achieved. These include an assessmen~ of the nature of 

the forest resource of the island: 

- some of the most valuable har>d1Jood timbers to 

be found in the Southern liemispher'e (1921) 

- vast quantit;ies of very valuable timber of 

gr•eat variety 

- representing enormouB wealth to the state 

(1900;, 1921) 

that could be 

providing 

- of more value than the land itself (188?) 

one of erasmam:a 1 s) principal revenue-earning 

assets (1898). 

Such expectations could be used as criteria by which to judge the 

achievements of the timber industry. The extent to wld..ch one aspect 

of this potential wealth was realized is partially revealed by the 

examination of the trade stat:i.st.ics of Tasmania. 

I 
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CHAPTER 3 

Four chnractcrJ.stics of the extt~rnal t:i .. mlh~r trade during 

the century 1830-1930 stand out clearly, Three of these are its 

pers:fstcncc, its high rnnk among Tasmanian exports, and the value of 

its contri.buti.on to the State trade economy. Timber is regarded as 

one of the principal commoditi.es produced by Tasmania for export and 

is thus a stable i.tem of trade, albeit a middle-ranking one. Two 

extraordinary years following the Victorian gold rushes form the only 

exception to this generalization. In 1853 and 1854, timber products 

accounted for one-quarter and one-fifth respectively of total export 

earnings. However, the timber trade failed to maintain this level 

of importance, and in so doing, provi.ded an extremt'! example of the 

fourth characteristic the inconsistency verging on instability 

evident in both the short-term fluctuations and ln the longer term 

cycles of boom-and-crash. 

From the t:lme timber export data is f:!.rst ava:l.lable, there 

is no year without n~ntion of timber and only two early years in which 

the value of timber exports did not exceed 1% of the total annual erport 

earnings. Its persistence is thus indisputable. However, its 

importance is less clear cut. Timber has not, with the exceptions 

of 1853 and 185!+, been the leading or even the second major export by 

value. Thus it does not share the prestigious position achieved by 

wool and grains in the early history of the colony, nor the later 

importance cJf fruit, minerals and vegetables (see Fig. 3.1). 

For most of the century covered in the study, five export 

categories were responsible for more than three-quarters of the total 

trade. Of these five, wool, minerals and fruit were the major staples 

of Tasmania. Grains and ti.mber have made a s:!.gnHicant contribution 

over this period, and are considered to be important se.condary stables. 

All other exports must be class i.f :i.ed as be:tng of minor si.gni.f icance when 

the assessment is made over such J. long tirno per:i.od. 
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The i.n!portance of tlmbt~r :.ls confirmed by i.ts annual 

ranking among exports from Tasmania. A cross-sectiDnal sample of 

four consecutive years approximately thirty years apart is shown in 

Table 3.1. The sample includes two periods when timber is at a 

very low ebb (see Fig. 3.1 and Appendi.x lB). Although rankings 

are partly obscured by the various systems of export categorisation, 

the lowest ranking to which timber fell is thirteenth (1902). 

Timber was twelfth in rank i.n both l8I1J and 1903, but the usual 

posit:i.on for timber has been bt~tween fourth and n.inth. 

Exploitation of the resource base endowed by nature 

provided the. basis for the export trade of Tasmania. The secondary 

and tertiary sectors were modest in scale. There seem to be only 

three periods when finished manufactured articles form a significant 

proportion of the export trade. These include the 1830's when 

Tasmania acted as the gateway to Australia and as an entrepSt supplying 

Port Phillip and South Australia; the 1840's when imported merchandise 

unsaleable in the depression years was re-exported; and finally after 

the First World War with the beginning of large-scale manufacture of 

woollen textil£~s for th<:~ Austra.l:lan market. 

Processing of the raw materials was, in general, limited 

to the minimum requ:l.red for transportation. Jam, a product of some 

importance at the turn of the century fits this pattern as the process 

was essentially one of preserving a highly perishable product such as 

raspberries thereby enhancing its transferability. Some of the major 

industries developed in the twentieth ceLtury could perhaps be viewed 

as exceptions though the zinc industry had been attracted to Tasmania 

by another resource, cheap hydro electric power, that could not be 

exported from the State except as the energy input into refining zinc 

ingots. 
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Resource development and depletion are revealed in the 

changing sequence of major staples (Fig. 3.1 and Appeniix 3). From 

the. early 1830's until the 1880's wool was paramount earning between 

one-third and one-half of the total. The other major staple of the 

1830's was whale oi.l, a product whic.h reached its zen:tth both in 

absolute and proportional terms in this decade. In 1839-1840, the 

trade economy boomed (Fig. 3. 2). Exports of wheat re,'iVI:'~d following 

the crop failures in New South Wales, and the demand for livestock, 

foodstuffs, manufactured goods and timber increased w:i.th the settling 

of Port Philli.p and South Australi.a. Brit:i.sh demand for wool, whale 

oil, whale bone and bark was ma:intained. In these two years, wht~at 

prices were high. Wheat and other grains earned nearly £250,000 

representing a quarter of the total export value, slightly exceeding 

that for wool. The crash came toward tlH:\ end of 18MJ. Demand 

shrank quickly from the combined effects of an Australia-wide depression 

and developments on the mainland such as the mJer•Zandir1g of cattle 

from New South Wales to VJ.ctor ia. '.Lhroughout the 18!+0' s, wool 

(approximately l+O%), grains (20%) and whale oil ( 10%) were the mainstays 

of the economy. The other principal exports fell into three groups; 

re-exported manufactured items like clothing~ haberdashery, ironmongery 

and oil man's stores, other consumer items - tobacco, tea, sugar and 

spirits, and thirdly locally produced primary produce including timber 

which revived during the decade. 

The special demands of the gold rush era shaped the 1850's. 

It was a time of expanded trade opportuntt ies and growth of new staples. 

For a brief two year per:i.od, timber equalled wool as the major staple. 

During the remainder of the decade, grains rivalled wool for supremacy, 

whale oil recovered from the labour shortages of the early fifties, 

timber maintained an average of 8% gj.vi.ng it: a new importance, and 

fruit and vegetables emerged as a new staple. 

Roughly equivalent in export value during the late fifties, 

timber and fruit and vegetables subsequently diverged. Fruit and 

vegetables continued to expand and were to challenge the position of 

grains during the sixties whi.lst timber suffered a slight decline but 

continued to be important. 
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These same commodi .. tles continued to dondnate into the 

1870's, but new resource development was forcing change. Minerals 

rapidly repJ.aced wool as the first ranking export and numerous other 

pr~nary products, e.g. hops, hides, livestock, vegetables and bark 

showed considerable growth. Others went into decline. Whale oil 

virtually disappeared in the later years of the decade following 

depletion of the fishlng grounds, and at the same time, South 

Australian grain captured the interstate market at the expense of 

the Tasmanian producers. Tlmber experienced a boom during the 

mid-1870's and like fruit and wool maintained its importance 

throughout most of the decade. 

By 1900 minerals were pre-em:tnent. Earnings from copper 

were now of paramount: :i.mportance w.it:h silver, ti.n and gold in 

subsi.di.ary 

Timber was 

1920's. 

pos.i.t::ions. Wool and frui.t vied for second and tl:d.rd rank. 

at its lowt:•st ebb - a mere 2% of the total. 

A marked contrast is apparent in the pattern for the late 

After seventy years of depending almost entirely upon sl:tghtly 

processed raw materials, manufacturing had now achi.eved some importance.* 

Woollen textiles and refined zinc were the major contributors. 

Cont:i.nul.ty also existed. Wool, fru:Lt, jam and vegetables remalned 

major staples but their posj_tions were reversed, and timber had returned 

to a position of importance. 

The overall contribut:lon made by timber to the total export 

earnings of Tasmania has been close to 5% (Appendix lA). The 

variability of the trade has been considerable. The mean of the 

annual percentage for timber is 4.8% with a standard deviation of 3.8. 

However such summarizing techni.ques hide the periods when timber exports 

were particularly significant. The annual export value was significantly 

higher than average in the two deeades from 1850 to 1870 and in the early 

* See for instance, Statistios of 'l'asmania 1922, Appendix A, page 6 
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decades of the twentfeth century eonfi.rmi.ng that t:i.mber has been an 

i~portant and persistent contributor to the trade econumy of 

'fasmanJa. 

The total value of State exports exhibit a slow, steady 

growth over time (Figs. 3.2 and 3.3). The pattern is interrupted by 

peaks related to the settling of Port Phillip and the Vic tor:i.an gold 

rush, and by troughs related to the depression of the early 1840's 

and the long depression 1858-1872. Mining activity cushioned the 

effect of the depression of the nineties. It was anticipated that 

Federation would be benefl.cial to trade and the growth rate of the 

total State exports did increase after 1898, but this was due 

initially to a rapid growth in copper exports, not a freer access to 

a larger market. Increasing inflation in this later period also 

contributed to the trend but its effect was not determined. 

The evo1utlonary pattern shown by the timber trade was 

not so s.i.mple. While growth was great overall, it was not steady. 

The outstanding, isolated, high peak of 1853 and 1854 was not approached 

nor surpassed for over sixty years. A long-term, unsteady decline 

lasting <llmost: half a century occ:upi.cd most of these lntervening 

years. The c:onsoli.dat:ion of the Umber trad(~. was E;low in coming, not 

being achieved until the post-Federation era. 

Minor cycles are superimposed on the long term trends shown 

in Fig. 3.4. This cyclic pattern of boom-and-bust corresponds fairly 

closely to externally generated events which by affectlng the demand 

for timber had repercussions on the timber trade. 

The Hesitant Start, 18Ql,-1B52 

The impression frequently given of the early years of the 

Tasmanian timber trade is of isolated, spasmodi.c, single shipments. 
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However, a table of the quanltites of Tasmanian commodities 

imported :into the Unitcc Klngdom, 1827-1831 (Bl.schoff, 1832, 57), 

reveals a more fami.llnr picture - frequent but inconslstent exports 

of timber. The amounts are small, the peak being 1039 cubic feet in 

1830 followed by 53 cubic feet Jn 1831. If Huon pi.ne was the chief 

export then thls ixregulnrHy may be related to :!.t:s reduced a.vnilabil:tty 

about that time. Descriptions of the North-West Coast in the 1840's 

(Fenton, 1891) confirm the existence of a small but relatively regulnr 

timber trade based on supplying spHt hardwood timber to Adelaide and 

Melbourne. 

However the beginning was slow and hes:i.tant. Initially 

the Austral:i.an market was non-existent wHh Sydney being self-sufficient 

in timber, and the capital necessary for speculative exports of t:!.mber 

overseas was in short supply. In the United Kingdom, an import tariff 

until repealed added to the cost of the long voyage. The news of 

trial Hhipmcnts from New South Wales to India was r:1ost unpromising 

(Steven, 1969, especially 286). The first known Tasmanian initiative 

was delayed, possibly stifled, by bureaucracy (H.R.A. III, II, 44-5, 

26th October 1813) while a small shipment to London of hardwoods and 

other local produce prior to 1822 was a financial failure (H.R.A. III, 

IV, 434, 19th October 1822). 

Other isolnted examples of inltiative include the loading 

of 200 tons of U mlH~r from the. Huon on the London-bound S, S, Lady 

Har•courl; i.n October 1829, a s.i.ngle, highly prof:!. table shipment of blue 

gum to China in 1845, and the export of t:i.mber worth f-6,000 to the 

Californian gold rush in 1849. These shipments were not followed up. 

Neither were the two Admiralty requests - for spar timber in 1820 and 

for blue gum suitable for shipbuilding in 1833. The reason for the 

last is stated unequivocally as bad timber., not true to specification 

which consequently condemned the Colony fox• many yea:NJ • • • (Forestry 

Handbook., 1928, 11). 

I' 
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Less spectacul3r but of great significance for pioneering 

settlers, and for local merchants div~~rsifying their trading base was 

the development of the timb~r solitting industry along the forested 

coastal fringes of the South and North···West. Fenton (1891, 61) 

noted that while agriculture was depressed in the 1840's there was 

stUZ much vitaU-t;y ·in the t:imber' tr>ade. 

The techniques for extracting and transporting this heavy, 

bulky conm10dity were. evolving, but unless water transport was available, 

hardwoods did not travel far at this stage. 

The pattern of local usage was mirrored in the export 

trade. Pine was prefe.rred, yet despite the demand remained a minor 

item due to the problems of accessibility. Hardwoods were held in 

lower rer.ard yet by the late 1830's they form(~d the bulk of the small 

but increasing exports of tlmber. The growth of the intcr-c.olonia.l 

t:l.mber trade followed the growth of the settlements in South 

Australia and Victoria. The strength of the demand :i.n both the 

mainland and overseas nmrkets reflected similar factors, namely the 

supply of subst:i.tutes, custom(~r preference and the diffusion of 

information. 

The Timber Boom, 1853-l85LI 

The Vlct:od.:m gold rush of 1851 wh:lch enticed the able

bodie~ men from the farms and ~orests of Tasmania also caused the 

exodus of builders and carpenters from Helbourne. 

demand left for timber, tlw export trade slumped. 

WHh so lUtle 

Then as the number 

of successful diggers leaving the gold fl.elds for the relative comfort 

of Melbourne grew, so did the demand for building materials. B~t 

as Fenton (1891, 160) had noticed in February 1852, timber was in 

very short supply. The HPlbourne prices had bt:~e.n low, but rose 

dramatically as demand outstripped supply. In 1854, the returns to 

Tasmanians on timbers exported in that year were as follo~s; palings 

averaged 24/6 per 100, posts and rails 85/- per 100, shingles 35/6 per 1000, 

I ,· 
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general purpose sawn ti.tr.ber 17/6 per 100 feet whUe board and planks 

reached an average of £8 per 100 feet (compare with later prices in 

Appendix 20). Actual pr:l.ces were more extrenw. Palings bought at 

the water's edge at Forth for between J:1 and J:-,5 per 100 reaHzed 

pdces rangi.ng from J.~2/l0/- to f,s per 100 i.n Melbourne (Fenton, 1891, 

160-161). The bJg discrepancy reflected the lack of market 

information on the part of the seller. Intense demand and high prices 

populad.zed the timber trade and ~~ncouraged investmt~nt :tn tlu~ industry. 

The total valu.e of timber exports rocketed with the 

phenomenal increase in prices. The effect on an averaged value is 

shown in Table 3.2. The basis for the quanti.tative conversion of 

the variety of measures used in the export statistics 5.s unknown, but 

assuming consistency, it enables a compari.son to be made. If the 

quantity exported indicates consumpti.on, and the earnings indieate 

price then the two aspects were out of phase. Thus, s:i.milar earnings 

in 1852 and 1855 were made possible by very different prices. 

Table 3.2 Tasmanian Timber Exports during the 
Gold Rush Era 

---·-·---·-··--·--- -·--·----------------.,.----.. ---------------...... 
YEAR QUANTITY 

SUP. FT. 

1851 9,350~000 

1852 25,573,000 

1853 50,647,000 

1854 31+, 41 7, 000 

1855 15,000,000 
·-----

AVERAGED VALUE 
PER 100 SUP. FT. 

·-------------··---·-·--··---· -----------···-····----
32, 726 7/-

89,507 7/-
443,161 17/6 

306,857 17/9 

98,546 13/2 

Forestry Handbook, 1928, 13 

The general structure of the timber industry from 1851-

1854 is not known, and the following is based on the recollections of 

one Northwest Coast pioneer. Fenton, en route to Ballarat, foresaw 

the conversion of Melbourne's tent town into conventional weatherboard 

housing. Discont.i.nuing his journey, Fenton returned to the Northwest 

I -
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Coast to prepare for the timber rush. Others may have done likewise. 

Buying timber already sp.it into palings, he organize,\ transport to 

tldewater. Once the gr,cat demand began, the lack of cotnrnunicat:Lon 

and transport ensured a very sl.ow start to the trade from the Forth 

and Leven Rivers. However the news of waiting cargo spread and 

three hectic months followed as ships came :l.n quick succession to 

transport half a million palings sold at the inflated prices cited 

earLier. 

The profits for the timber merchants and shippers ,,,.ere 

high, but so were thE:~ risks. Fenton's last contract was to supply 

for three months an unlimited quantity of palings at the moderate 

price of £2/10/- per 100. During these three months the market price 

fell to 8/- per 100 as the fixst of the immerl8e quanHHes of timber 

ordered from the U.S.A. arrived. The timber continued to arrive in 

such quantities that the market was glutted. The consequence was a 

drastic reduction in the volume of t:mber leaving Tasmania during 

18.55. But one man's experiences may not be typical. Table 3.2 

portrays another version of the same event - an abrupt sustai.ned price 

rise following an immense increase in demand and preceding uum::ttched 

slumps :i.n demand and price. 

The Period of Unsteady DecLine, 1855·-·1902 

Dept'ession, BZump ancf decline are words commonly applie.d 

to the timber trade throughout this period, but the situation was not 

uniformly gloomy. The remainder of the 1850's and most of the 1870's 

were good years. External events played an important role in the 

shaping of the Tasmanian tlmber trade. The growth in V:lctoria created 

by the gold rushes led to moderate .but sustained demand for timber 

untH the mid-1860's. However, prices fell at the start of the 

depression :in 1858, and remained low until the depression ended in 

1872. The combined effect of low prices and falling demand is 

apparent in the lowered export values. The one bri~ht spot was the 

New Zealand trade which expanded as a result of the Otago gold rush. 
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Problems beset the evolving timber trade. These 

problems of transport, tariff barriers, comp<:~titi.on, rrarketing and 

security of supply were as :Lmp0rtant as the fluctuating external 

demand in determining the development of that trade. 

Resourct~ e.xploJ.tation wnB dependent upon th(~ provision 

of land transport. The surveyor, W.A. Tully (J.U.A. 1862; 14, 8-9) 

noted that there was little point in opening a market overseas by 

advertising the special propert:ie.s of Tasmanian timber tvhen inadequate 

transport into the forest prevented a continuous supply and ensured 

high costs. In these circumstances, it was pointless to respond to 

the :i.nvitation by an Indian company to tender for railway sleepers. 

As Tully saw it, such trade was possible only if the government 

assumed responsibility for the construction of tramways. Cheap and 

efficient transport would also eliminate another factor bringing 

Tasmanian timber i.nto disrepute. Most of the t:lmber products were 

processed in the forest and carried out along rough tracks. As t·he 

distance of carta.gt•. i.ncreased, many splitters economised on transport 

costs by lightening the load. Pali.ngs became thlnner, and these 

were then seen by consumers as an inferior product. Some of the 

proposed tramways wert>. built, but the government also economised 

and the impact was mueh less than was antl.d.pa ted. Land transport 

was to remain a perennial problem. 

Tariffs bc~cmne common· pL!lce duri.ng this pcrtod. In 

addition to rats:tng revenue, protectionism was v:i.ewed by most of the 

colonies achieving self-government as the best economic environment 

within \vhich their own industr1.es could grow. Tasmanta was quick 

to impose import tariffs upon particular items. The public response 

to sud1 proposals tvas also qufck; among the numerous petitions was 

one from the Huon: 
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.That a 1'a:r upon the importat;ion of Cattle and Sheep 

is pecuZJc rLy objeotionabte to your PeUtio·~ers~ a 

grea·t porh:on of whom are dependent on the 

ne·ighbow~ing Colom:es fm' a market: for thei2• 

U-mber>; fen' tlu.?y c1cnmot avoid j'opeseei.na that 

retaliatoPy mcasu:t•es_, afj'eot·ing the stapLe export 

of t;he District W'ilZ be t;al<en by the Parliaments 

and Governments of those Colonies interested in 

the export of Cattle and Sheep to 1'asmania." 

J.H.A. 1856, 48. 

By 1870, the Tasmanian statistician was complaining about the 

detrimental effects of .'the War of 1'ar>iffs on Tasmtutfan exports, and 

later cited Victorian officials who proclaimed the success of their 

tariff barriers: 

11ze impo1•t of saz,m timber j'Pom 1'asmania has 

almosi; enti.r•ely ceased s{nce the imposition 

of protecthJe duties ... 

quoted in Statistics of 'tasmania~ 
18?5, xi 

Customs data partly fnvali.dates thts cla:tm. Vi.ctoria imported 

between .f.,s,ooo and e10,000 worth of sawn t:i.mber annually from 1870 

to 1878 despi.te the tariff, and when palings and decorative timbers 

are included, the Victorian market accounted for one-third of the 

timber exports during the 1870's. This was about the same 

proportion as New Zealand. South Australia was the third major 

market. Intercolonial tariffs persisted until federation and 

regardless of their effectiveness, were perceived as a major 

obstacle to trade. The decline of the Tasmanian timber trade 

during the 1880's cannot be attributed to their more vigorous 

application. The import tarHfs applied equally to West Australian 

arrah, American softwoods and Tasmanian hardwoods. An example of 

and markets for Tasmanian timber is seen in the following 

ble. 
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Table 3.3 }~U.1J!-9X_L!.?.!:tfl_~i:..t:..l.?_~_ 

on sawn timber per 100 sup. ft. 

---+-··-------·----- ·------- ·--·------ --·-------i 
Tasmanian 
~ .. --
Exports, 
!.§.§}, 9 £10,781 1,628 579 

Blackwood 

Other 439 11 '890 3,860 

Statio tics of 'l'aBman·ia, 1889, 192-4, 204 

Dud.ng the 1880's, the Tasmanian timber trade. definitely 

lost ground in its former markets. The New Zealand trade halved, 

probably due to the competition from the newly opened forests of the 

North Island. The South Australian, and to a lesser extent, Victorian 

markets were accepting the West Australian j arrah as a substitute,, In 

addition, the extension of railways into Victor:la's own forests in 

Gi.ppsland meant yet another compet:J.tor, one free of the tariff impost. 

Marketing presented three di.fferent problems, the quali.t:y 

of the supply, the need for enterprise, and consumer bias. M.arke.Ung 

was the concern of i-ndividual sawm:Ulers, and of urban-based timber 

merchants. Some engaged in practices prejudicial to the timber trade. 

Some exports were of inferior quality chiefly due to i.nadequate 

seasoning; others were passed off falsely as higher grade or of a 

more highly valued timber. With new and strong competition in the 

traditional markets such behaviour damaged Tasmania's reputation. ·The 

timber industry did not ~npose minimum standards. Instead, it relied 

heavily upon personal and cont:i.nued contact between the wholesalers 

and the suppliefS as the basis for ensuring quality. Customer preference 

favoured softwoods, and these were becoming readily avai.lable. 

quali.ty timber rc.inforced the prejudice against eucalypts. 

Inferi.o r 

,'' 
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The seeking out of new markets required initiative 

and foresight, and the maintenance of markets, both o11 and new, 

required organization. Insufficient energy was devoted towards 

these ends. Involvement in marketing was l:lnd.tecl. Moreover, 

the lack of unJ.ted act:! .. on forced suppliers to compete 11gai .. nst each 

other in the same markets and prevented self-regulation of 

standards. Sustained effort invested in developing new markets 

was rare; most attempts were lndivJ.duallstic once-only affairs. 

In addition, many opportunities were mlssed. Knowledge that New 

South Wales timber merchants were taking advantage of low prices 

for Tasmanian timber during the depressed years of the sixties by 

reselling at a higher price to Queensland buyers (J.L.~. 1863: 7) 

did not lead to greater direct action. This was indicative of 

the lack of enterprise of the Tasmanian trade. 

Government poli.cy, actively ;though unintentionally, 

discouraged enterpri.se within the t:iJuber industry in Tasmania. 

Many of the marketing problems reflected tl1e smallness of most 

suppli.er s. Large scale activity depended upon the utilization of 

mechan:lcal proeessing and the assoc.i.ated development of land transport 

facHiti.es. Crown land was the major source of standing timber and 

the uncertainties surrounding tenure wPre crucial. Mobility 

evaporated wlth i.nvestment and snwmlllers were faeed with the cho:ice 

of purchnsing Crown land for non-agr:i.cultural purposes, wh:i.ch was an 

illegal goal, or of tnld.ng the risk that the forest: :i.n wh:i.ch they 

invested would not be selected by others. For many, the gamble was 

lost (Perrin, 1877b, 4)~ Tasmania failed to attract overseas capital. 

New attitudes characterize the 1890's. Despite the 

poor start and the extremely low export values~ this was decade of 

hope. The optim:i.sm sprang from :i.mproved market prospects. Overseas 

markets were opening up, perhaps due to an inadequate supply in their 

own forests as claimed in Tasmania, but more likely due to an expanding 

need for timber. And further growth was imminent. The proposed 

federation of Australian colonies would replaee protectJ.onism by flee 
trade. 
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Overseas shipping links had contracted markedly by 

the early 1880's; stcam0rs were by-passing Tasmania. The 

development of overseas markets morE! than ever was to depend upon 

the initiative of individuals; a new spirit of enterprise pervaded 

the industry. The craze in Europe for wooden cobblestones led to 

a large trial shipment. The load of sawn stringy bark and blue 

gum paving blocks was laid in front of the Middlesex Hospital, 

London in October 1894. The trial was satisfactory. Orders 

followed leading to a great expansion in trade from 1896 onward. 

Ra:llway sleepers, both hewn and sawn, were soon in demand; this 

was the very trade foreseen by Tully in the 1860's. Plles, the 

third special purpose product sent overseas in quantity further 

exempLify the role of initiatlve in creating the demand for a 

particular product. The items sold on the Australi.an market were 

mostly scantl:i ngs, mining t:imbers, piles and blackwood. 

Notwithstanding the promising market developments, 

the problems remained. The need for quality control intensified with 

overseas exports. The i.nitial trial shipment of sawn hardwood sent 

to London in 189!1 by a group of sawmill owners and timber merchants was 

subjected to an independent inspection <tnd some of the timber was 

rejected as inferlor h:i.ghHghting the need for conti.nued independent 

inspections - either through self--regulation or through government 

action. Hardwood paving blocks were in competition with the cheapest 

timber on tht~ London market - yellow (h~al mostly from Norway with every 

single piece stamped with its classification and grade. One 

government official, A. 0. GreE~n ( 189.5, ~) felt that Tasmani.a should 

emulate the Norwegi.an marketing system for the value of the marked 

timber l,Jas as weU established as the price of gold. However it was 

the end of the decade before a government inspection system for overseas 

exports was underway, and then it was optional, requiring a specific 

request from either buyer or seller. 

, I 
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Activity in the Un:Lted Ki.ngdom was not confined to 

The recruitment of British capHal to fln·mce new 

largc·-scale development followed the reso lut:lon of one of the problems. 

New legislation :l.n 1895 guaranteed sawmillers the right of access to 

forested Crown land held under licence. Despite these changes, the 

government interest and the contimH~d optimlsm, the trade continued 

to be described as depressed until 1901. Two reports on the 

industry (Counsel, 1898, Perrin 1898) reveal problems derived from 

government neglect. The resource base had deteriorated, the 

accessible timber was being cut out and the return to the government 

bad been negligible. Others independently noted the undercapitalized 

and conservatlve nature of sawrnillers. Only the inefficient marketing 

system escaped comment. Numerous assessments were made, and solutions 

proposed; some were extreme: 

The tirriber trade possessed greater diffiault?:es 

(than the apple t1'ade)_, and to do muah for• it, 

the Government ?JJouZd have to take t;he whole 

management of it. 

Rodway 1902, xxiv. 

The Period of Consolidation, 1903-1930 

The first decade of the Twentieth Century was a period 

of growth derived from a restructuring of the industry associated with 

an influx of Brit:tsh cap:i.tal. Large scale exploitation became more 

common. At the large sawmills, ai.r seasoni.ng under controlled 

conditions and government inspection were normal procedure. For 

the first and only time, overseas exports exceeded the value of 

interstate sales. Some mills, such as the Hopetown Mill at Dover, 

specialized in sawn sleepers for overseas export. 
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The open·l ng of the Australian market to free trade 

between states was a mixeJ blessing. 1be price of th~ Tasmanian 

timber. in the m.:J.inland markets fell by an amount equal to the 

former tariff making it more attractive, a benefit also enjoyed by 

Western Australia and New South Wales timbers. However, the costs 

of production were to rise as the move for a uniform wage structure 

gradually reached southward to Tasmania forcing an accommodation 

with higlwr wages and shorter hours than existed previously. 

The First World War interrupted the growth of the 

oversens export of timbe·r. By the 1920's, the overBeas markets 

had decHned by one-·thlrd in value and represented only 7% of the 

total shipment of timber. This was not much better than the 

pattern of the late 1850's. The domestic tra.de had grown with the 

building boom of the twenties and Tasmania had little surplus 

produc.t:lon. Maintenance of overseas markets would not have been 

possible (Rodgers, 1928, 843). 

A slump followed the boom of 1923-1926 and the :lndustry 

was again described as depressed. The downturn in trade reflected 

a decline in demand for Tasmani<:m timber highlighting the chronic 

weaknesses of the local industry. The timber was not competing 

successfully against the :i.ncreasing importations of softwoods from 

Amf'r:i.ca and Scandinavia despite increasing fede.ral tariffs against 

such imports. It was the v.iew of the Austra Han Inspeetor-General 

of Forests (Lane-Poole, 1928, 98) that no tar1~j'f wall would exclude 

oregon, western ye Uo1.J p{ne, spruce and r.•ed and wh{t;e hal He. The 

prices of importt::d softwood hrtd r:i.sen to the unpr.•ecedented f{gur>e 

of fi2/8/- per 100 sup. ft. during the 1920's boom. 

With the costs of production, transport and wharfage 

increasing, Tasmanian producers found it difficult to compete in price 

with imported softwoods. The perennial cry of inferior quality was 

again heard; the fault lay with the marketing system which permitted 

damaging practices to continue. 
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The Chief Forester of the A.C.T., G.J. Rodgers, undertook 

a survey of the forest resources of Tasmania for the D~velopment and 

Migration Conunission enquiring into the deprc:\ssed economic si.tuati.on 

prevailing in Tasmania. Rodger's brief covered the snwmill:i.ng 

industry, the feasibllity of afforestation with softwoods, assessment 

of the area and condition of the indigenous forest resource, and the 

reorganization of the Tasmanian Forestry Department. The terms of 

reference contained direct and explicit instructions to report on 

ways of eliminating the defeet:s mUUating aga1:nst the sale of 

Tasmani.an timber and the reorganization of the industry to ensure 

that the defects were eliminated. 

The marketing system in operation during the 1920ts is 

described by Rodgers (1928, 842-3): 

At the present t:ime ·t;he bull<. of the satvn t-imber 

p.r>ocluced ·in 'l'ar;marda is sold in Vict;orta. 

UsuaUy timber 1:s p'laeed in the handn of 

timber> merdzantn for saZ.e. These mer•chant;s 

seU the ·Hmber sub.jcct to th.e{r> o1un grading 

on a charge of .5 per cent of the value of the 

sale. 

':l'asmanian miUer.•s eompl .. a{n that owing to the 

absence 0 f a de rz>d te br•and on the timbe.r they 

ar•e sub.jeet: to be defmuded by the merchant; 

gi'ading porUon.c; of their timber• as second 

gY'ade and seU-ing 1:t as j'ir•st; 1.vhile th{s 

practtce .. z:n the case of timber• wh .. ieh actt1a Uy 

is second gr•ade 1:s r.•uh1irzg the nmne of 

Tasmam:an timbers. Such statements ar>e 

difficult to prove~ but the obvious remedy 

is fOi' the millers to est;abl .. ish a co--operative 
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timber•··· yard 1~n Melbourne, and suah other 

aent1'ei3 as the volume of bu.sines,c; may 

uJar•rant. 

It aer•tainly appea:r•s as if 'l'mnnanian [rr>ms, 

possesnz>zg t~?:mbCJ.' yar;ds In MeLbour>ne~ clo the 

most eaUsfaotor'y and oonsistent business. 

Sh:ipping agents were now respomdble for plne1ng much of the tlmber 

on the market, but sawmillers eonti.nued to tender :i.ndc!pendently for 

speci.ali.zed items such as piles. 

That Rodgers made any comment at all on marketing is 

surprisb1g as subsequent State government action exen~ted the 

sawmilli.ng :industry and ti.mbe.r trade from the enquiry through the 

creation of the Tasmanian Tinilier Organization Proprietary Limited. 

Lobbying must have been intense, and succE~ssful; only Tasmanian 

sawmillers and ti.mber merchants were eligible for membershi.p of 

this organization (Rodgers, 1928, 844-846). This self-regulating 

organization aimed at stabilizing the industry firstly through 

control of a co-operative but unifi.ed markeU.ng system, and secondly 

by fixing standards for quality by ensuring adequate seasoning and 

adequate inspection of timber for export. 

to set its own house in order. 

The timber trade was 

11IE CONTRIBUTION OF OTHER FOREST-BASED EXPORTS 

The Tasnmnian forest provided a basis for many different 

types of forest-based products. For instance, the eucalypt was known 

to have wood rich in pyroligneous acid, and twigs rich in potash and 

valuable 'essential' oils. The bark contained tannin, the wood a 

resin and the flowers were full of honey. The wood was believed to 

be suitable for paper-pulp. The seeds were valuable for sale abroad, 

parti.cularly those from the blue gum which was i.n demand for 

afforestation and for purifyi.ng the air of marsh land. Charcoal 



. ould be added to this l:lst as could the less skllled product
1 

irewood. But the patt,Jrn of expli.otilt:ion was stmpln: 

At present t:Nws are end doum for the seeds 

alone., or fov oil o:r• j'oi' t{mber•; but it 

aeema oer•tm:n that when the induHtrieB of 

saUJ'ing_, pulp1:ng and d1:sHZ.Zing are combined., 

as well as the utilisat:ion of the smaller 

·tvees that abound among the large:r' ones_, the 

expenses of each ·industr'y wUZ be considerab1..y 

reduced, 

Green, 1902, 38-·39 

The other species could also make a contribution. 

bark was ri.ch in tannin and the wood rich in gum, the 

(Bursar>ia svtnosa) had a fragrant resin, the Oyster Bay 

ine (CaUitrz:B 'l'asmaniea) exhuded g,nn sandarach and Xanthorr•oe a 

red resin useful for staining and as a varnish (Green, 1902, 38). 

loitation of these and other forest products could provide an 

nomic basis for frontier settlement. 

The bark of the black wattle (Acacia molUrwima) was 

ought for its high tannin content, and though other species e.g. 

ilver wattle (Acacia deaZ.bai:a) were also exploited, black wattle 

basis of the bark industry. Bark-stripping required no 

pital and little skill. In the early days the strips of bark were 

orted urprocessed, but later they were ground prior to shipping. 

early attempt to reduce transport costs by extracting the tannin 

liquid form was unsuccessful (H.R.A. III, IV, 434-5, 19th October 

822, and Bischoff 1832, 55). The bark was in demand for tanning 

urposes locally, in the United Kingdom, and in other countries with 

cattle industry. The combination of abundance, t~ase of procurement 

process.ing, and ready demand made bark an ideal commod:lty in the 

earch for staple products. 
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Tasmania experienced two bark-booms. The f:l.rst was 

in the 1820's and early 1830's, the second :ln the 188C's. A 

bcJ-r'l< j'r>ont{("J' may have eyist:ed :l..n the. earlier period, but relatively 

l:tt.tle is known of prec:l.se dc.tnils. It:i.ncrant gangs of strippers 

were active in the North-west (Fenton, 1891). The Van Diemc.n's 

Land Company derived £1,000 or over one-ninth of its annual income 

for 1832 from bark (Bischoff, 1832, 154). Bark-strivping preceded 

the permanent settlement of the Cygnet area by some of the itinerant 

bark-stri.ppers. In the 1870's aud 1880's, bark waB an important 

suppl~nentary source of income for farmers: 

AU the seUZ.e.N; on this E'as·t Coast of 2'asmania 

make a g.r•eat bus{ness of WatHa Bark ••• 

Unfo.r>LunateZ.y t:her•e ar>e no waUZes on E'ar>lham 

or• the bm•k would ha:ve sold the p.roperty. 

The f;zJo young Campbe l Zs who bought "'11ze 

Gx'ange" have .so7.d £1, 4._0 wor•th of Bark from ·it 

s{nce they pur•chsed. 

May, 1887, 171~. 

Blackv.mod (Acac1:a melano::cyZon), another source of 

tannin had become a popular decorative and cabinet timber by the 

1870's. Whilst timber- and bark-getting acti.vi.ties could be 

integrated, it appears that they were, in general, mutually 

exclusive (Report of i;he Wa.UZe Bc:u•k Bom•d of E'nquJry, 1892, 24). 

Although timber merchants processed th~~ str:!pped bark, the 

exploitation of the resource for each commodity was undertaken by 

different groups of people. By this time, t~nber-getters were 

fully committed to their speciality and did not engage in side-li.nes. 

In Victoria, the cheap and plentiful supply of high 

quality tanning bark formed the basis of a second industry. Converting 

hides, many of them ~nported, into leather became a lucrative industry 

with the advantage to the Victorian economy of considerable value being 

added by processing. By 1890, the Victorian leather industry and 
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the Vietorlnn export trade were feared to be competing for the 

diminishing supply of local bark. J'he Repor>t of the E'nquiry 

advocated the systematic cultivation of wattles so that both 

industries could continue unimpeded. 

In 'l'asmanla, bark , ri.valled ttmber :in :i.mportance for 

approximately half the period. From 1882 to 1896, the annual 

value of bark exports generally exceeded those for timber (li'ig. 3.5). 

Similar values were maintained from 1897 until 1903, then their 

respective fortunes diverged. Bark declined before stabilizing, 

while timber experienced spectaeular growth. 

As an export earner, its overall contribution ls 

meagre amounti.ng to 1.2% of the total (1910-1921/22 exeluded; see 

Appendix lA). Of this amount, almost one-third was earned in the 

decade 1880-1889 when bark represented nearly 5% of the decennial 

total; the annual proportions varied from 3.1% to 6.4%. Even at 

its zenith, the annual bark value never quite reached £10,000. 

The higher earnings by bark complemented a decline in 

earnings by timber. For nearly forty years (1855-1891), their 

combined earnings represent between 6 t~o 12% of the annual State 

total, a position maintained despite the increased total earnings 

derived from the mi.nlng booms. 

Only ti.mber and hark achieved importance. Few of the 

other products were developed commercially (Appendix lB). The most 

persistent minor product was willow or osiers used for wickerware. 

Strictly speaking, willow does not belong to this study as it was 

derived from an exotic species, but attention was unavoidable given 

the ambivalence of the customs class:ification. In the years for 

which port data is available, Launceston was the sole exporter of 
willows. The river banks of the cultivated and Anglecised plains 

of the Northern Midlands were the major souree of supply. 
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felled trees. 

Eucalyptus oil was distilled from the leaves of freshly 

One tho\ 1.sand pounds we.:i.ght gave at least seventy ounces 

of o.Ll. Blue gum (E. globulun) was the preferred speci.es accounti.ng 

for the southern location of the distilleries. At least one of the 

d:i.stilleries was integrated wi.th the timber i.ndustry. Eucalyptus oil 

exper:ienecd {1 phenomenal ri.so in the 1890's (Appendix lB). In 189t~, 

when distillery produetion data nppcnrs for the first time, there were 

two factories opC:'ratJ.ng. The annual value of produeti.on was £3,351. 

The industry never reached the proportions nor the organization that 

characterized similar explioUtti.on in Vi.ctoria (J.& P.P.P. Tas. 1920: 

18, 53-SLI). The decline of the trade is harder to document as 

different oils from several sources were frequently combined producing 

meaningless data. The total listed earnings from willow and 

eucalyptus oi.l to 1909 are very si.m:Uar, approxi.mately £33,000. The 

other mfnor products which lnclude firewood and undefined 'gum' 

contributed even less. TI1us overall, the minor products while 

welcom-~ extras, were insignificant in boosting export earnings. 

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE TASMANIAN TIMBER TRADE - IMPORTS 

Any timber :imported :i.nto the State di.minishes the 

contribution made by exports to the balance of trade. The value of 

timber imports increased over the 85 years of recorded data from just 

undt~r li..: 2, 000 to £69,000 per annum (Appendix 2A). Hm.;rever, Umber 

:i.mports did not share the spectacular growth tlchieved by the export 

trade (Fig. 3.6); in all. but two periods (1845-6 and 1882-1906), 

the value of timber exports was at least twice that of timber 

imports. On.ly for fifteen years were the vahws close to cancelling 

each other. Though timber is lnsignifi.cant, both by proporti.on* and 

by rank i.n the pattern of total State imports, its presence and 

persistence is inconsistent with the i.mage of Tasmania as an area 

of surplus productlon. 

* Proportion of State imports -maximum 2.2%; 
clevia tion 0. 5. 

mean 1.1% and standard 

i 
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A lack of sAlf--suffi.ci.ency was the usual explanation: 

We have ·1:n a Bf;ate of natu:r•e abundant heavy, 

tough, har~d~ dur•able mat:m•-z:az and alBa an 

ample VaY'{cty of beau.dfuZ. uiOadu ·in demand for• 

aabirzet: an'i m'namental, wor•l<; but Uw t;imbex' 

we u)(mt, the ·tbnbeY' we have t;o 1:mpor•t, is the 

soft but faiY'ly sl:Y'ong, light-weighted woods 

that are so common in the NoY'ther•n Herm:spher•e. 

~l'hese woods aY'e the pY'oduction of pines and 

fiY'B, and cannot; be dispensed with without 

consideY'able loss and inconvem:ence. 

Rodway, 1899, liv. 

e imports were almost entirely soft-woods. The chi.ef sources were 

th America and Scandanavi.a. Sped.al purpose Australasian timbers 

cedar from New South Wales, or kauri and kahikatea from New 

land represent a small proportion of the total. The extent to 

ch hardwoods resembling the local product were imported was 

ignif:!.can t. In a few cases, Tasmanian exports appear to be 

Tasn~nian supplies of indigenous pines were neither 

equate nor appropriate to the domand. 

ed the effect of customer preference: 

However, to this must be 

J/oY' many years., f;he tendency in this colony 

has been to subst;itute impoY'ted deals for' 

our own haY'dwoods 

Proc. Roy. Soc. 1~sm. 1899, xlix 

settlers had brought with them a preference for softer timber. 

easier to use, more stable when drying out in position, 

l:i.ghter to handle, and were used for many tasks where the local 

s were equally as suitable. Oregon was used as pit props in 

i 
i 
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many underground workings and much of the Tasmanian apple crop 

H~ft the State in eases prepan..d in Scandinavia. In periods of 

prosperity, the rate of substltution increased. 

industry. 

Timber imports di:.uintshed the vlability •)f the local 

Coincidence of a slump i .. n exports with growi.ng imports 

in the 1880's exacerbated a situation already aggravated by the 

nature of the imports. Very little was unprocessed. At least 

one-quarter of the timber had already undergone cons:i.derable 

further processing (both reduction ~1 size and planing) in the 

country of origin which correspondingly reduced employment prospects 

in Tasmania. Yet the requ:Ls:ite sk:i.lls and equipment were available 

as timber merchants in the major urban centres specialized in the 

dressi.ng of timber. 

There were two reactions to the i.mportation of timber. 

The negative one stressed the need to protect the local industry and 

saw the solution in a tariff. 

the other. 

Afforestation with exotic pines was 

The Tasmanian government imposed import tariffs on 

timber from 1863 onward, and the Federal government continued the 

practice. The policy was to discriminate according to degree of 

processing in order to protect tlw local milling industry. The most 

processed products attracted the highest tariffs (Table 3.4). 

However the revenue earned from such tariffs was minor and it seems 

likely that the tariff was so low that it offered little protection. 

In addition, by 1911, there were serious contradictions in the 

federal tariff schedule. For instance, the aggregate of duties 

payable on smaller s:tzes of dressed timber was less than those on 

sawn timber yet to be dressed. The class.ificatory classes were 

regarded as being too crude. For instance, boards attracting the 

same tariff varied greatly in labour content; a board 6" x 3/8" 

had three times the labour cost of a board 6" x 1 3/8". A final 

e.xample was provided by wagon wheels. Complete wheels attracted the 

low duty of one shilling, and the flnished parts ready for assembly 

, , ·w 
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wen~ duty free. The raw material (sawn hickory pieces) were 

duti.nble aceordlng to size (TJucm Ne1JS, Jan 11, 1911). Tariffs 

undouhte.dly raised the prlccl of the :i.mported eommod:i.ty but they 

wc>re unsuecesHf:ul as n dc~t::errcnt and falled ns a st:l.rnulus t:o the 

importation of unprocerHJcd ti.mbcr. 

YEAR LOGS 

TASMANIAN TARIFF ON 'I1IMBER IMPORTS 
_,_...__,....,._.,._..,. ___ .. ~--..-. ..... -...................... ~.~·'"--"""~ .... , ...... , ........ .._ .................... ~ ...... "~"'' ............ ---·-"' 

3" 
per 100 
sup. ft. 

3" 
per 100 
sup. ft. 

BOARDS 
per 100 
sup. ft. 

FRUIT 
CASES 

-----·· ···--------------··· -··-·---·--·-···--- -·--·--·----- r---------1--------1 

1863 Exempt Exempt 1/4 

1869 Exempt Exempt 1/4 l•/2 
1880 1/- per 100 1/- 2/6 5/-

sup. ft. 

1891-2 Exempt Exempt 2/6 5/- 1~d. ea. 

1894 10% 1/6 2/6 5/- l!;zd. ea. 

-~--.. - .. -·--... --.. --....... ---·------ ------
NOTE: The earlier tariffs have been converted to superficial feet. 

STA'l'IB1'ICS OF 'l'ASMANlA 

Self-suffi.clency in timber could also be obtained by 

afforestation. There were runny justifications for such action besides 

the elimination of the f:i.nanc.inl burden of tmports: 

t.Jaste l,cmd lJouZ.d be put; to much better uee 

t;'fzan crt p.rcwent:_, mm>e labour would be employed, 

the s ('?enm.'y u.)ou ld be more pleasing, and the 

climatic con&it·ions would be 1)-npr•oved. 

Proc. Roy. Soc. 'l'asm. 1899, 1. 

In addition, it was bclievE.~d that pines would flouri.sh in Tasmania, 

therefore export earni.ngs could be boosted by supplying neighbouring 

markets from Tasmanian plantations. S6uth Australia and New 

Zealand undertook large scale afforestation, but Tasmania did not. 
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Though the impact of tbnber imports on the local 

ustry should not be underestimated, the outcome of the balance 

trade in the timber trade was usually healthy, and the significance 

.this can be seen in a comparison with the other Australian states 

the turn of the Century (Appendix 5). New South Wales and 

toria, which vie for premier position, and South Australia 

umed 90% or more of the growing total of timber imports. Tasmania, 

ern Australia and Queenland, the three least developed states, 

rted relatively little. It is worth noting that Western 

·ralia and Tasmania stand alone as states in which exports 

.rison of the E ort Timber Trade of Tasmania and Western Australia 

Western Australia shares m:1ny of the features 

acterizing Tasmania. Both are n~cognized as exporters of timbers 

from indigenous, predominantly eucalypt, forests. They share 

cultural and historical i.nfluences within their ti.mber 

and were developing over a similar period of ri.sing 

technological change. Whilst local demand was important, 

small local markets and both were disadvantaged by their 

i.solati.on from th~:~ main markets of Australia and elsewhere. 

n thi.s common background, a comparison of the total value of 

er exports from each from 1850 to 1929/30 is of value. 

as well as the lack of them, may throw new light on 

timber trade. It may also provide a comparable yardstick 

to judge the relati.ve achievements of each. 

A comparison of the annual earnings of each state's 

reveals three stages, the first and last are of clear 

by one state but involve a reversal of position. Tasmania 

the early period, Western Australia the later. The middle 

e of approximately fifteen years (the late 1870's to early 1890's) 

f roughly comparable earnings (Appendix 6, Fig. 3.8). Tasmania 
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never regained the initiative. Both states peaked in the twenties, 

but the Western Australian maximum value (1927) was nearly three times 

the Tasmaninn(l923/24). By the end of the study period, the 

difference :In export earnings was reduced as Tasmanian exports did 

not decline as sharply at the onset of the Great Depression. 

Both t:i.mber trades show Bubstnnt lal and sustained growth 

during the last thirty years, but it was neither simultaneous nor of 

the same order. Similar growth rates (Fig. 3.8B) which affected both 

industries, occurred sooner in Western Australia and lasted longer. 

Growth continued after take-off but at reduced rates and again the 

Tasmanian pattern is one of less certainty and earlier curtailment. 

A brief survey of the Western Austral:i.an timber industry based almost 

entirely on secondary sources was undertaken in an attempt to 

elucidate the factors contributing to the success of Western Australia, 

and by comparison, the relative failure of the longer-established 

ti.mber trade from Tasman:ia. 

One possible cause of this difference is that Western 

Australia possessed a suped.or resource base. In terms of area,and 

using the present situation as representative of the past, Western 

Australia has a slight edge over Tasmani.a (Table 3. 5). In terms of 

productivity, the differences are again sligl1t though Tasmania does 

have a greater area of h:i.gher rainfall forest. 

Table 3.5 _g_<?.mEa.E_!_~<?.~~l._!o re~t:: .. ~~! ea..§_ 

BY_£.Q.JQ:ST T!:pE, 30 June, 1971 

--------------·-·-·--·----· 
Forest Type 

Rain Forest 

Eucalypt: 
Productivity I 

Productivity II 

Productivity III 

Plantations (March 1972) 

Tas. 
(' 000 hectares) 

456 

457 

1,838 

26 

2' 778 

W.A. 
('000 hectares) 

213 

2 '777 

36 

40 

3,066 
-----------· ----· 

Official YBAR BOOK of AUS'l'RALIA 1975-6, 897 
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The indigenous forest of each conBisted ehiefly of 

eucalypts providing timber with similar properties of hardness, 

heav:lness, strength, great length and moderate dur.abLU.ty. Though 

the dominant species were d:lfferent, each depended heavily upon few 

spedes. These were jm~rah (Eucalyptus ma.:rg·inata) and from 1879, 

karri (E'. diversicoZ. OY') in Western Australia and blue gum (E. gZobuluB), 

stringy-·bark (E. obUqua), swamp gum (E. regnans) and gum-top stringy-

bark (E. delegaten:n:B) in Tasmania. The last three Tasmanian timbers 

are marketed under the common 11<1me of Tasmanlan oak. In both states, 

pure stands of these t~nbers are not uncon®on but mixed stands are 

more usual in Tasman:la and for karri. However, dispersion was not 

a serious problem. 

AccessJbUi ty to the forest was affected by different 

phys:tograph.ic fea tun:~s. The less rugged relief of Western Australia 

enabled easier and cheaper development of land transport, and the 

terrain may have been more suitable for large scale expliotation. 

However the coast of Western Australia provided few good harbours from 

which the produce of the forests could be shipped. The Tasmanian 

forests, on the other hand, extended to the edge of numerous harbours 

and estuaries navigable by the shallow draught vessels then in use. 

The difference in physical accesibility may have been significant in 

the evolution of different spatial patterns of exploitation. In 

Western Australia, the timber-getters moved inland with the railways 

from Bunbury and Busselton which in a systemat:lc, integrated and lHrge

scale manner fanned outwards into the extensive forested hinterland. 

The Tasmnnian pattE~rn was of num<:~rous, separate, short, often 

rudimentary pathways from tidewater inland which restricted explioitation 

to a narrow coast-hugging belt of the forested area for most of this 

time. 

Both states contained an extensive area of high quality 

prime forest at the time of European settlement. The physical 

resource endowment was comparable :ln area and quality though varying 

in accessibility. The superior performance by Western Australia 

cannot be attributed to an inherently better resource base. 
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The effect of legal accessibUity and government policy 

had been so detrimental to the large-scale develrpment of the 

ian tlmber industry was nPt determined for the W<;stern 

The current status of the forested land (Table 3.6) 

.sts that the Western Australian government has been more fully 

an efficient use of its forest resources than was the 

Table 3.6 C Sl2!!.PJ!E:!_~<?l'!... .. £.L.Y()t~<~~~L-~.E.C~!l~<J. .. _:.J~L.Q.V!_f.:Jl~J3.Illl L~. 
30th June, 1971 

ship 

ate Forests (a) 

her Public (b) 

Tas. 
('000 ha) 

926 

721 

W.A. 
('000 ha) 

1,925 

416 

ti.onal Parks 122 31+ 

vate (c) 1 '009 691 
--·---
2, 778 3,066 

Publicly owned land, Permanently reserved or dedicated pd.marily 
to timber production. 

Publicly owned land, vacant or occupied under lease not specifically 
secured for permanent timber production, but on which control of 
timber rests with the Crown. 

Privately owned land, and leasehold land, where the Crown has no 
control over timber rights. 

Officn:az YEAR BOOK of !IUS1'RALIA., 1975--76, 897 

A third poss:Lbili.ty is that the internal structure~ of the 

industry was significantly different in the two states despite 

on private enterprise. Government policy, 

.preneurial organization and patterns of trade relationships will 

ce the nature of the industry. As in Tasmania, the timber 

TY of Western Australia was two unequal and spatially separated 

s - in this case sandalwood and the eucalypts (jarrah and karri) 

distinguished by different organization and markets. 
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Sandalwood (8ant:aZ.wn BJn;c!ai;um), an aromatic timbE!r much 

valued by the Chi IWSI.', was till' basin of tlw early export :industry. 

Sandalwood was exported throughout. the Pnt:lre period, but reached its 

peak bctweelt 1870 and 188/f c-.nndng .£ 777,000 (Crowlc~y 1960, 6/-63). 

1~e industry depended upon itinerctlt cutters who made their own 

contribution to settlement by cxpl.oring the drier margins of the 

forest lnnds in thei.r search for tlds valunble but htghly di .. spersed 

tree. The market was entirely overseas and the trade was organized 

by shipping companies and merchants. 

Superimposed on the sandalwood trade is that based 

on eucalypts, and this became the mainstay of the Western Aust:rali.an 

tfmber trade. The three periods of growth (Fi.g. 3.9) are related by 

Crowley (1960) to rising demand. The simplistic model was of rising 

demand leading to investment of capital which increased the 

efficiency and scale of expliotation to a level sufficient to meet 

the demand. But the Tasman1an forests were equally capable of 

satisfying the new demand. The model conta1ns no mechanism to account 

for the. selection of the Western Australi.an forests as the redpi.ent 

of this investment though other factors were mentioned within the 

context of the narrative. Crowley's model of investmcnt·~generated 

restr:uc:turi.ng and growth has been superimposed on the annual trade 

pattern. However the l~nito of each phase are vague. 

i 
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PERIOD OF 
LOCAL 

INVESTMENT 

Structure 

extreme.ly small 
scale 
exploitation 

Demand -

small and 
loca l:f.zed 
--·---··~~-·-·-··-···-··----· 

(except for 
Sandalwood) 

uu 

II 

PERIOD OF 
AUSTRALIAN 
INVESTMENT , 

1870 
? 

1890 
? 

small scale 

Inter-State 
demand 

III 

PERIOD OF 
BRITISH 

INVESTMENT 

large scale 
exploitation 

Overseas, inter
state and local 
(mining) demand 

Prior to the 1870's the exploitation of the hardwood 

forests was highly localized, small scale and dependent upon man and 
animal power. The opening up of the jarrah forests began with the 

construction of the first railway lines from the coastal ports to the 
· forest. In 1871, twelve miles were built near Busselton, and a year 

later a second feeder line from Rockingham to Jarrahdale was opened. 

I 

' I 
1,' 

\, 
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Others followed. The increased accessibility of the forest was 

accompanied by the :tntr .. )(luct:lon of mechanized proces ling and an 

increase in the scale of operation, and from 1876, exports 

exceeded the local consumption of timber. The complementary 

demand arose from government construction of infrastructure 

throughout Austral:l.a. Jarrah raHway sleepers underlay the 

extension of the railways across the South Austral:ian wheat lands, 

and squared jarrnh poles supported the overland telegraph built 

between Perth nnd Adt~la:ld<-~ :l.n 1875-77. South Australia supplied 

a large proportlon of both the demand and the investment. By 

1890, the still eniliryonic industry remained close to the original 

ports and consisted of numerous mechanized but sm~ll scale units 

wh:tch had not yet eliminated the pitsawyers. 

Unprecedented expansion occurred during the 1890~s. 

The growth was financed largely by ~ritish capital following two 

seemingly unrelated events; the gold rushes to Coolgardie and 

Kalgoorlie in 1892-93, and the opening of overseas markets for 

jarrah road paving blocks, and for jarrah railway sleepers. 

The British financed mi.lls set new standards in the scale of 

operation, mechanization and uniform quality. Amalgamation was 

the reaction of the smaller local companies and this enhanced 

their ability to compete by copying the newly formed companies. 

There can be no doubt of the scale of that activity. In 1900, 

Western Australi.a possessed 25 sawmi.lls which employed 2799 workers 

and produced 118 million super ft. of timber annually. By 

contrast, Tasmani.a, where the influx of British capital had barely 

begun, had 69 sawmills employing only 833 workers (P.P.P.P., 1901, 

959). 
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Overseas markets were of prime importanc<~ (_Fig. 3 .10). 

As was pointed out :i.n a survey requested by the Tasmanian government 

into the prospects for i.ts timber trade (Perrin, 1898; 48,8), much 

of this trade began with successful promotions of the Western 

Australian Umber in London: 

West ll.ustraUa enjoys control of t;he London 

market for A ust;ra lian hardwood today_, 

deservedly, because that Colony has made 

special efforts to open up the trade. 

Pioneers such aB Messe.rs. C. and E. Miller• 

and H. M. Davies wor•ked for years_, and spent 

thousands of pounds before they ooul.d 

over>come t:he conser'Va'tism of London vest:r·ies, 

and it i<3 jw.rt that they and others who have 

successfully faced the opposition of 

power•ful soft-u.wods paving "Rings", shoul-d 

reap the first fruits of that huge busineBB 

in Au,gtral1:an blod<s for street-paving 1uhz:ch 

is sure to be bni Z t up at no distant date. 

The F:trst World War lnterrupted the\ overseas trade. but, :i.t recovered. 

The slump in exports from 1927-32 coincided with a compensating 

growth in the local market. 
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The expectations held of the. Tasmanian timber trade 

were not achieved in the century covered by this study. The images 

of the forest hel.d by Tasmanians and described in Chapter 2 did not 

accord w.ith the performance. Tasmania did not hold the p.remier 

posit:'ion as a t?:mber• ·p.r>ocb.A.c1:ng [YY'OVinoe among the AustraZ1:an ooZonie.s, 

nor was it the major supplier to Victoria. There is no evidence 

that timber had become of more value than the land itself. It was 

defi.ni.tely not the pFincipal revenue-ear•ning assetJ nor an enormous 

source of wealth. Its achievements were more modest. 

Timber was an important item of trade, which in 

combination with the local market and any multipli.er effects meant 

that timber was an lmportant element in the permam'nt prosperity 

of the State. Though the reality fell short of the expectations, 

the achtevements should not be underesti.mated. · Timber has long 

been one of the principal exports of Tasmania and an important 

staple. 

, I' 

i 
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CHAPTER l+ THE NATURE OF THE TRADE 

The discussion so far has concentrated on the total value 

earned from timber exports. Wh:llst totals portray one measun1 of the 

importance of the trade to Tasmania and also display the sequence of 

that trade's evolution, totals convey little about the geography of 

the timber trade. An understanding of the nature of the spatial 

interactions is aided by an analysis of the details which in aggregate 

created the total. Further benefi.t:s gained from 1nvestigat:ion of 

detail are the revelations concerning the geography of the Tasmanian 

timber industry. The first two sections, products and ports, discuss 

findings pertaining to the nature and location of tl1e timber industry; 

the thi.rd section, markets, looks specifically at the geography of the 

ti.mber trade. 

I: PRODUCTS 

'JSmber :l .. s a heterogeneous commodl.ty, and that leaving 

Tasmania was no exception. There is a confusing multiplicity of 

terms used to describe the products :f.n the official statistics. The 

products are classified on the basis of three aspects: shape, type 

(species) and processing. Battens, laths, shingles, pali.ngs, posts 

and ralls, staves and logs (round and hewn) are standardized shapes 

often with an ~nplied functl.on. The bulk of the timber le avi.ng the 

State was har'd1Jood or gum, a reference to the eucalypts. Other 

generic terms include blackwood, pine, myrtle and sassafras, all of 

wh1ch were used for cabinet and decorative purposes. The type and 

degree of processlng J.s made expli.cit in the terms sawn and d1'essed. 

The official statistics show inconsistencies in the application of the 

classifications, and discrimination in that only one of several 

properties would be listed, e.g. hewn eucalypt logs were simply 'logs'. 

I 
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CHAPTER L~ THE NATURE OF THE TRADE 

The discussi-on so far has conc.c~ntrated on the total value 

earned from timber exports. Whilst totnls portray one measure of the 

importance of the trade to Tasmania and also display the sequence of 

that trade's evolution, totals convey little about the geography of 

the timber trade. An understandi.ng of the nature of the spatial 

interactions i.s aided by an analysis of the details which in aggregate 

created the total. Further berH'fi.ts gained from investi.gation of 

detail are the revelationi concerning the geography of the Tasmanian 

timber industry. The first two sections, products and ports, discuss 

findings pertaining to the nature and loc.ati.on of the ti.mber i.ndustry; 

the third section, markets, looks specifically at the geography of the 

timber trade. 

I: PRODUCTS 

'l'imber- is a heterogeneous commodity, and that leaving 

Tasmania was no exception. There is a confusing multiplicity of 

terms used to describe the products in the official statistics. The 

products are classified on the basis of three aspects: shape, type 

(species) and processing. Battens, laths, shingles, palings, posts 

and rails, staves and logs (round and hewn) are standardized shapes 

often with an implied function. The bulk of the timber leaving the 

State was hat'di,Jood or guJrJ, a reference to the eucalypts. Other 

generic terms include blackwood, pine, myrtle and sassafras, all of 

whi.ch were used for cabinet and deeorattve purpose:~s. The type and 

degree of processing is made expl.i.d.t i.n the tenus sawn and dr-essed. 

The official statistics show inconsistencies in the application of the 

classifications, and discrimination in that only one of several 

properties would be listed, e.g. hewn eucalypt logs were simply 'logs'. 

i 

I 
j 
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The Change in Products 

Two products by virtue of their combined bulk and 

earnings dominate the Tasmanian t:i.mber trade. These were palings and 

sawn timber. Palings are boards of variable width and thickness, but 

of definite length (either five or six fe~t). 'Sawn' being known by 

the manner of processing reveals Uttle about i.ts shape, but boards, 

scantU.ng and later sleepers were the most common. Both palings and 

sawn timb(~r were predominately derlved from eucalypt trees though a 

considerable quantity of blackwood was also sawn. The combined 

earnings of these products never fell below 80% of a decennial total. 

Table 4.1 Palings and 'Sawn"' as a proportion of the 
decennial total 

------------·-···--·-------·-·-----·--·---· --··-----
Decade 

1850's 

1860's 

1870's 

1880's 

1890's 

1900's 

1910's 

1920's 

% 

8l~. 0 

85,/1 

83.8 

83.5 

80.4 

96.1 

no data 

83.6 

-----·--~---·------·-·----.. ------·--

Pali.ngs and sawn boards had overlapp:i.ng functions. Some 

palings were ver'y bPoad and st;out;_, as smooLh as a planed boar'd and fit 

for any house, while others were of the most inferlor quaZ.ity :~ narrow, 

and fit only fm> fencing (Fenton, 1891, 162, 1.63). The difference 

between the two products arose originally from different methods of 

processing within Tasmania, palings being split. These two major 

products served the same markets at the same time, a situation quite 

different to that found in Ontario in the nineteenth century. 
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The Ontad.o t::tmber trade W<Hl also dom:inat:ed by two 

squared timber (logs) and 1 bonrds' (<~quivalent to 1 sawn 1 ) 

a different: market charactE?.rized 'Jy different 

sat different periods of time (Head, 1975). Squared timber 

BrHai.n. 1~e trade grew rapidly as the Napoleonic Wars 

the supplies from Britain's traditional source in the 

The trade peaked in the early sixties and then slowly 

to vanish early this century. Rapid growth in the export 

timber began during the l8!f0' s and expanded rapidly in the 

the growing de.mand for· timber in the ci.ties south 

Exh.cJust:i.on of the more. accessible American forests 

the competition and the increased use of inland waterways 

Ontario's position. However, the concurrent 

and decline of the two Umber trades did not lead to a simple 

industry by another due to historical and 

factors. The squared timber industry was concentrated in 

Valley and utilized the fast flowing waters to carry the 

logs downstream. The sawn t:i.mber :industry, with its 

in the opposite direction, was located as close as possible 

ports on Lakes Ontario, Erie and Huron. 

In Tasmania, the two major products came from the same 

were sent to the same markets, the di.fferences being in 

the industry. However change is evident in the 

trade. During the 1850's sawn timber dominated but the 

reversed in the 1860's. During the 1870's, sawn timber 

to equal the earnings from palings. From the 1880's, palings 

by 1920, were of minor importance whilst savm forged ahead 

position of pre-eminence (Appendix 19). 

Change is also apparent amongst the minor products despite 

sifactory problems. The initial multiplicity of items was 

i.cally reduced with the change in cl:Jssifi.cati.on in 1903, while 

use of the blanket term 'sawn' hides later divers-ity related to 

demands for specialized materials. Sawn blackwood, laths and 

gles, logs and staves are the most :Importa.nt of the minor products, 

st battens are the least. Changes in demand affected all. of them. 
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Many specialized products suffered a marked decli.ne during the late 

nineteenth century. Sh:'.ngles W(~re supersedE~d by corrugated iron 

and roofing tiles, laths by plaster board, and posts and rails by 

fencing wire. TrenaJ.ls and shaped pieces were rendered obsolete 

by the new technology of steel ships. 

On the other hand, increases occurred in blackwood and 

other cabinet-t~nbers, in railway sleepers, street paving blocks, 

piles, and staves. Picket fences were fashionable about the turn 

of the century. Staves used in barrel·-·making showed a marked 

revival during the 1920's. This may reflect the change to large, 

centralized breweries with long dlstri.bution chains. Increases in 

decorative timbers may be an indication of rising standards of 

li.vi.ne; and a consequently greater :i.nterest in interior decoration. 

The remaining specialized products depended upon the 

inherent properties of particular ec~alypts. The hardness and 

durability noted by the early governors made blue gum and stringy 

bark suitable for use as railway sleepers and wooden cobblestones. 

Tasmanian sleepers aided the expanston of railway systems in South 

Africa, Indi.a, and China from the 1890's and Tasmanian timber paved 

the streets of England and possibly France. An additional property, 

heaviness, was important in generating demand for blue gum to 

construct railway wagons ln Germany. The sale of mining timbers 

depended upon its strength. 

Great length was another valuable attribute ULt'lking 

Tasmanian eucalypts highly suitable as piles and beams. Periods of 

extensive port development should be identifiable through the export 

of piles. The Victorian and Otago gold rushes stimulated port 

expansion. Tasmanian piles aided these developments, as well as 

the extensive port development schemes of the British Navy (from 

Hull to S:imonstown) in the 1890's and the post war extension of port 

facilities in Melbourne. Unfortunately most of the data concerning 

the newer specialized eucalypt products must be gleaned from contemporary 

reports. All but pi.les are classified as 'sawn'. Similarly hidden i.s 

the development of a varJ.ety of sawn boards and scantlings. 
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; 
1 The above changes in fortune indicate the effect of 
l 
'hanging demand. Most of the decline related to substitution 

Jrising from changes in fashion and technology. Some of the 
'l 

\

ncreases depended upon special properties whether decorat:Jve or 

.tructural. and must have been preceded by the spread of 

rformatl.on. Despite these highly speciali.zed commodities, it 

1eems llkely that general pur>pooe constructJon timbers from eucalypt 

~re the mainstay of the interstate trade. 

he Change in Processing Techniques 
l 
I 
I The name of most timber products during the nineteenth 

I t b pntury implied the method of manufacture. It is t ws possi.le to 

l·oup items on this basts. The categories used below are sawn, 

llit and little modified lengths of timber (see Fig. 4.1 for a list 

I the items in each category). The first two methods, which 

\counted for approx:imately 90% annually of all timber exports, are 
I 
lfferent techniques for reclud.ng a log to particular shapes or forms. 

I 
j Each category developed its own set of skills, equipment 

~ transportation patterns. Splitting depended upon the fact that 

~w timber could be readily separated into straight, virtually 

~allel strips cr boards. Such trees were typically dispersed 

foughout the forest. Once located such a tree would be felled and 

•

1
~cessed on the spot. The log was cut into billets of the desired 

:1gth, then the billet was splH with a spli.t ting knife into paHngs, 

tngles or staves ready to be carried out of the forest. Most of 
l 
t early sawing was also by hand. Pi.tsawing, entai.led the d:i.gglng of 
l 

lit across whi .. ch the log was placed. A long two handed saw was 

~d, one sawyer standing above the log, the other beneath it in the 

I· Processing in this manner was frequently at the site of the tree, 

I as the resource was less dispersed being any tree of suitable 

~nsions and condition, it was possible to use the same pit many 

fs. Sawmilling based first on water power and later on steam, 

trnal combustion and electricity :introduced spatial separation of 

testing and processing, and depended upon adequate transport 

~niques. Likewise with the movement of 'little modified lengths 
l 

t 

i 
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of t:tmber', though in the case~ of hewn or squared logs considerable 

processing had a.lreacly occurred at the site of harvesti.ng. Hewing 

required n special imple~cnt, the broad axe, and the Bdme technique 

could be applied to the production of railway sleepers. 

The clwngJng reln L i onshlp between the two dominant 

groups provides clues as to the nature of the :i.ndustry. Technological 

change was a significant factor in this change. Splitting was seldom 

mechanized, and hand splitting was eventually replaced in the twentieth 

century by sawmilling as the prejudice against sawn palings and fruit 

cases was overcome. Also many of the specialized split products had 

been displaced by substitutes. Staves was the one product which 

continued to 1930 to be manufactured by splitting. The scale of 

exploi.tation increased wi.th the changeover to mechanized processing. 

The relat:ionship between sawn and split exports 

(Fig. 4.1) changes in a manner roughly paralleling that between sawn 

and paling exports. This is not unexpected as they represent 

basically similar things. The paling exports are augmented by some 

additional Hems to form the split~ exports category. Sawn timber 

remains unchanged. During the 1850's, the two methods of processing 

supplied roughly va1.ues of exports though sawn did have a slight 

edge. In the next decade and a half (to 1878), split products 

dominate, though after thE>. peak year of 1867, sawn timber began to 

reassert itself and by the 1880's was clearly pre-eminent, a trend 

continued to the present except for a sl~rt but striking recession 

during the depression of 1893--l, when hard times caused a resurgence 

of splitting and the temporary closure of some mills. In 1901, sales 

of sawn timber increased, but not as dramatically as did logs in that 

year. 

Thus from the turn of the century, the replacement of 

litting by sawing was marked, and by the 1920's the replacement of 

technique by another was almost complete. Only staves and a 

ortion of railway sleeper production had yet to succumb. 
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of Processing 

The bulk of the exported timber was only slightly 

A small but significant amount was shipped as legs and an 

smaller amount was exported as sem::.-f:ird.sht~d or dressed lumber 

for use as floor boards, panelling, architraves, pickets, etc. 

Tasmania's timber exports in common with most exports were 

terized by a low degree of processing, and therefore, by a low 

dded component. 

Little manufacturing was undertaken as a general rule. 

s are thus of staves not barrels, of cabinet-timbers not 

Admittedly the increases in bulk involved in these examples 

have had an adverse effect upon transportability. However, more 

t sem:i.-finished items such as ready-made chair p:leces would have 

reasonable compromise. 1be exact value of dressed timber exports 

to determine as the customs classif:lcation failed to identify and 

such exports until 1920/21. P:lckets were recorded from 1903 

some dressed timber was combined :i.next.ricably w:i. th bu.i.lding 

The lack of a specJfi.c. category indicates its :i.nsignifica.nce. 

amount of dressed t:i.mber export:E:~d in 1909 re.ce:ivc!d special 

:i.n footnotes conveying an impression that :l.t was atypical. 

, the 1920's were a time of change and dressed t:lmber expanded 

to earn 11~% of the total. quality and degree of seasoning 

recorded. 

It is worth noting that timber imports were more highly 

than timber exports. On this the data is clear as the import 

atte.mpte.d to identify the relative levels of Jmported labour 

as tariffs were related to this parameter. 

A relatively large volume of ti.mber left the State 

or after only minor modification. In thi.s form 

per unit volume prices and the reduction i.n 

opportunities correspondingly reduced the impact on the 

Logs and little modified timber had been minor in the 

but grew in volume as processing facilities developed at 

as transportation became easier with technological change. 

i 



Jllate 1 

Plate 2. 

Preparing piles 

Note the waste. 

Adventure Bay. 

Blue gum piles awaiting shipment to the 

Admi.ralty harbour works, Dover. 

Prepared by the Gray Bros. t Adventure Bay. 

Note the rings both ends of each pile 

(see page 128). 

Photographs, J. Beattie, 1901. 
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From 1877 to 1903, the value of logs varied between 6 and 157~ of the 

total with 1901 being the peak year. Moreover, exporting in the log 

continued to grow in absJlute value though not in proportion. Logs 

valued at six times that of the 1901 peak were exported in 1924/25 

when it represented a mere fraction of that year's total. Averaged 

prices indicate the relative returns on the different forms of timber. 

The price for logs includes that earned by higher valued piles. 

Eucalypt logs in 1924/25 returned an average of 18/4 per 100 sup. ft., 

undressed timber averaged 23/3 per 100 sup. ft., but the same volume 

of dressed eucalypt timber returned 44/6. 

Piles deserve special mention. Although relatively 

unprocessed, piles - whether in the round or squared were of considerable 

value due to their great length. The squaring of logs for this purpose 

was usually wasteful. The procedure. was carried out in the bush w:i.th 

simple tools; the log was roughly squared with a normal axe, then a 

broad axe was used to smooth the sides. Much of the Tasmanian supply 

came hom the southern forests. Such lengths required special but 

makeshift loading techniques used under relatively primitive conditions 

and located as close as possible to the areas of supply. 

Blackwood is another special case. As with piles, the 

problem of substitution by other timbers at the market was markedly less 

than that facing general purpose eucalypt timber. The first 

Conservator of Forests (Perrin 1887c~ 69, 6) was firmly of the view 

that Tasmanian blackwood would hold its own. against all competitors as 

to quality, cost and easy means of transit. Its competitors were teak 

and Victorian blackwood but these Perrin (1887c, 69:6) noted were 

disadvantagr;d: 

Teak~ from the fact of its scaPcity_, and that it 

is nearZy three or four t·imes the present price 

of btac7\1;)ood~ with a r•ising tendency~ wiZZ never 

supersede bZackwood3 handicapped as the former is 

with heavy freight charges. 

South-easter'n Victoria certainty possesses blackwood 

of etcceZZent quaUty 3 but its distance from safe 
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TABLE 4.2 STRUCTURE OF BLACKWOOD EXPORTS BY PROCESSING A...TW VALUE 

1880's l 1890's 
1 

1900-02 1922/3- 1929/30 
I 

logs sawn 1 logs sawn logs sawn logs undressed dressed 
i 

I Value £ 22,949 33,594 I 12,352 56,327 3,697 21,013 ··70,321 504,604 16,823 
I . I % 40.5 59.4 18.0 82.00 I 15.0 85.0 11.9 82.3 2.8 

I Volume sup. ft 6,388,844 4,466,722,659,223 1,604,20711755,850 3,419,142 7,400,000 27,958,000 675,000 

I 
% 58.9 41.1 I 29.1 70.9 18.1 81.9 20.5 77.6 1.9 

I I I 
i Average Price in I I j I 

J shilling; per 7.2 15.0 I 37.5 70.2 I 9.8 12.3 19.0 36.1 49.9 

1100 sup. ft I I ~~ __ 

STATISTICS OF TASYUilliA 
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anchorage or navigable water presents formidable 

obstaoles to itl=J transit, and as a matter of 

co'UT'se, iFJ only obtainable at a very Za:rgeZy 

increased .eost. 

I 
I 
l 

The Yet Tasmania had failed to capitalize upon this market advantage. 

price bei.ng paid for blackwood was ridieu'tousZy low and the degree of 

local processing was minimal. Perrl.n could see no reason why the 
l 

~ T 1 
e benefits of processing should not accrue to asman· a. l 
l 

I In the 1880's almost 60% of the volume was exported as logs 
I \which netted only 40% of the value earned by blackwood (Table 4.2), and 

l the average prices were slmilar to that paid for eucalypt timber. Rapid 

I and positlve reactive to crlticism on forestry and lumbering were 

l exceedingly rare, and it may be coincidence, but the pattern of the 

1 1890's was markedly different (Fig. 4. 2) • The price had rocketed, and 
l 
I I the amount of unprocessed timber shrunk drastically. But it still 
I I represented almost one-third of the total volume. The high prices may 
I 1have reflected a scarcity. In the 1880's, 11 million superficial feet 
l 
j 

jwere exported compared with a total of 2~ million in the following decade. 
I 

IThe price difference meant a greater return for less timber (Appendix 9). I The marke.t appears unstable as the average prices crashed during the 

lfirst few years of the 1900's. Then the data ceases. A plausible 

!explanation is that blackwood had difficulty ccmpeting against the 

!growing flood of imported softwoods (see Appendix 5). 
~ I 

I 
l During the 1920's, blackwood exports reached 36 million 

~uperfi~ial feet but very little left.,the state as dressed timber. 

lone-fifth of the total volume was exported unprocessed giving a 

lsigni.ficantly lower return. The increased prices for blackwood were 

~robably due to a combination of renewed demand and inflation. The 

~easons for the relative lack of processing accorded biackwood are 

rnknown, but it is presumed that they derive from the generally 

rndercapitalized nature of the industry, and the anxiety and 

rautiousness of sellers which inhibited a true assessment of the 

tommercial worth of their product. The growing affluence which created 

lhe large demand for decorative timbers, thereby encouraging imports, 

hso required timber in a more finished and smoother c.ondition. The 
I. 
I 
I 

' 
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Tasmanian timber industry did not readjust sufficiently to this change 

in demand and the benefjts derived from the increased value-added 

component largely accrued elsewhere. 

II: INTRASTATE PATTERN: PORTS and HINTERLANDS 

Informa.tion about the geography of forest exploitation 

was sought through an analysis of the port trade statistics. The 

zonation of specialized forest use characteristic of pre-industrial 

!Scandinavia was lacking in Tasmania. Those zones arose from the 

jeconomic effects of distance so that the lower-value, bulkier :!.terns 

jwere only produced close to water transport. Thus luniber was 

~produced from coastal forests while the forests further inland 

~reduced charcoal, tar, pitch, turpentine and resins. These highly 

~efinecl products were more transportable. Even further inland, a long 

\term fnrest fallow system termed burn-beating combined with grazing of 

jthe woodland was the basis for agricultural settlement (Saarinen, 1969; 

~ead, 1958). 

I 
I 

In Tasmania, distance and the availability of transport 

facilities were crucial to forest utilization. But the effect was to 

lontrol the actual areas exploited for a similar range of constructional 

timbers not to encourage the production of more highly refined and 

raluable items better able to stand the economic cost of distance from 

temote localities. In spite of this uniformity, spatial 

fifferentiation derived from specializations are discernible in the 

trade data. Differences in the resources base and in the level of 
j 

~conomic deveiliopment were chiefly responsible for this internal 

rariation. 

' i I Ports and their hinterlands maintain a complementary 

lnd symbiotic relationship. The items of trade leaving each port 

!
, ill therefore be a reflection of the hinterland, and can be used to 

etermine the nature of that hinterland. The data is res.tricted to 

wo well separated time periods, 1857~78 and 1922/23 to 1919/30. 

~ch period will be considered s~parately since comparisons are 

I 
' I 
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difficult due to the inherent limitations of the data. In the 

earlier data, markets are id~nti.f:i.ed but the actual pot·t of exit 

is obscured, whilst in the later period more ports are indivldually 

specified but the market information is now missing. Some 

supplementary data is avai.lable for the later period. 

1857·-1878 

Two ports, Hobart and Launceston, are named but in 

reality these represent the port systems of the southern and the 

northern halves of the colony respectively. The two sets of ports 

showed variation in several aspects of the timber trade. The 

southern trade was consi.stently about two-thirds of the total export 

trade reflecting the greater accessibili.ty of the extensive southern 

forest, the better developed nature of the timber industry in the 

south, and the abundance of blue gum, a eucalypt ln great demand. 

· The south was favoured by the numerous bays and estuaries which 

reduced the need for more expensive land transport by allowing shipping 

deep into the forested area. But this does not give a complete picture 

of the internal geography, beeause ave.raged priees for palings and sawn 

timber reveal that the northern products were usually consistently higher 

in price. It is not known if the discrimination was on the basis of 

quality, or species of timber, or of increased level of processing, or 

due to some other factor. 

The major products of the two areas are very similar and 

similar proportions (Fig. 4.3). Minor products show variation. 

maintained a larger selection of items especially of specialized 

Battens, and from the 1860's, laths, shingles, shaped pieces, 

posts and rails are chiefly from the south. Export of staves and 

initially from the south, moved to the north where timber 

suitable for staves was in greater abundance. The preferred 

was blackwood which was relatively common in the north. All the 

orts specified as blackwood are from the north, and by 1878, blackwood 

and sawn timber) accounted for 22% of the value of the northern 
orts. 
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Southern ports traded with more places and had a 

v:i.rtual monopoly on trade w:tth more distant places e.g. Guam, New 

Calendonia, New Zealand. LauPceston's trade was largely confined 

to nearest neighboprs -Victoria and South Australia. In many years, 

Launceston supplied more timber to these two markets than was sent 

from the south. In both the north and the south, the pattern was 

of linkages being directly between the area of supply, e.g. Port Huon 

t~,r.: the Forth River, and the market. The major ports of Hobart may 

have served as an assembly area for the smaller less frequent trade 

li.nks to Mauritius or Guam. Huon pi.ne was brought from the West Coast 

to the larger sawmills in both Hobart and Launceston. There is also 

a suggestion in the press of illicit exportation of logs direct to 

Melbourne which bypassed port cleararices. The simplicity of a 

dominant port is lacking in the pattern of imports (Appendix 2B). 

~~!/23 - 1929/30 

The pattern of ports is more complex, but again it can be 

used to represent particular parts of the State, :i.n this case the south, 

the north, the northwest and the west. The first three are the major 

timber producing and exporting areas. The respective value of their 

timber exports was in the ratio of 2:1:2 though some variation did occur 

(Table 4.3, Appendix 7C). The south has thus maintained its dominance 

vis-a-vis the north, while a new area has developed in the northwest. 

Other regional differences reflecting hinterland specialities 

are also apparent. The northwest had a virtual monopoly on stave exports. 

Most of the blackwood harvested from Crown land in 1928 was located in the 

extreme north-west (Fig. 4.4A). Thus presumably most of the blackwood 

logs and timber origi.nated from the same area. The Myrtle (beech in F:l.g, 

4.4A), another decorative timber was also a speciality of the north-west. 

The West coast was the major source of supply for indigenous pines, but 

relatively Uttle was exported direct from Strahan.· Eucalypts continued 

to be tpe mainstay of the trade and harvesting was located as close to the 

coast as the forest resource and other land uses allowed. The south, 

with its several distinct areas of exploitation, was the premier producer 

of eucalypt· timper. The differences in resource base suggest that 

decorative timbers played a significant role by enabling the north-west 



TABLE 4.3 TASMANIAN TUlliER EXPORTS BY PORT 

Port Value Expressed as a Percentage of Annual St t , 
~ ·~ lnt~l 

Port of Exit 
1922/23 1923/24 1924/25. 1925/26 1926/27 1927/28 

l9~Hl/29 
---~ --~-..,_._ __ .,,., __ 

% % % % % % 
1929/30 

" % 
"~-'f'"~-

I <-:, 

, Burnie I 14.8 13.9 .. 14.1 11.4 7.6 9.6 ·--~ "" !l,!) 6,3 Devonport l 5.1 3.2 2.8 4.0 3.3 2.4 
12.4 12.2 13.5 13.5 

2}& 1.3 I!L 
Smithton 12.0 13.8 

7.2 9.8 9.8 9.6 
n. t) 20.4 ~, i/H Stanley 9.6 9.2 

Ulverstone 1.2 1.4 2.1 3.7 
12.1 9,3 I i , t, ,l 

1.8 1.6 
l.? 2.9 ~.L i 

l North-West Coast I 40.8 40.5 42.3 42.1 34.2 -·-----------~ I ~ "' 1 ('() 36.7 )' ·. -
0 'i,l} 40.2 ...-; 

! ! ! I'J I Hobart I 36.4 39.6 39.0 35.2 43.6 42.6 ! . n 

0.01 0.1 0.1 0.1 '•O. J 39.Q. I King I:::.::..a:::.c I - -
0 llj - ,! ti j Launceston l 22.5 19.6 18.3 22.6 22.2 20.7 -

Is . 0.4 0.2 0.3 
:.t:s_~~ 20,7 il tranan - - - 1. 0 0.1 

I 
~! dt. 

'~~ n, ~ ., 
~--· 
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to rival the export values from the south. 

be confirmed from the trade data. 

Unfortunately, this cannot 

One interesting aspect of the hinterland of the North

west Coast ports is the westward migration of timber supply areas 

(Table 4.3, Fig. 4.4). It is assumed that timber, a heavy, bulky low 

.value commodity was moved to the nearest port for export. The migration 

arose from a combination of factors. The forest hinterland of Devenport 

was affected by the agricultural activity which through progressive 

clearance of land correspondingly increased the d:i . .stances to the coast 

(see Fig. 4.4A), a factor of reduced i.mportance to the west • 

. Exhaustion of the more accessible forest in the longer settled eastern 

sections reinforced the impact of an a~tive forest frontier concentrating 

in forest exploitation in the high 

quality resource to the south of Stanley and Smithton. Similar 

migrations of lumbering activity are known to have occurred in the south, 

but the single port entry for the region obscures this fact • 

• 
In terms of commodity mix, all ports but one are 

dominated by sawn timber. Ulverstone, a relatively unimportant supplier, 

has specialized in palings (45% of its exports) and logs (25%). The 

degree of processing was greater in the bigger urban centres. Launceston 

appears to specialize in the more finished items being responsible far 

56% of the dressed timber. The North-west Coast contributes 71% of the 

least processed item, logs. If the provision of sawmilling equipment 

lagged behind the westward migration of extraction, this would reduce 

the ability of the industry to process timber from the newly opened areas. 

Hobart dominated :i.n the export of palings (6!+%), the remainder being 

supplied largely by the North-west,' Sawn timber was provided by the 

three major timber areas in proportion tc their overall earnings. The 

two other producing areas, Strahan for the West coast, and King Island 

contributed less than 1% of the total State exports. 

i' 
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The private register of shipping entering and leaving 

the southernmost ports of Tasmania (Port Huon, Dover and Southport} 

from 1909 to 1932 gives a clear picture of the structure of the 

shippi.ng links. This was a major area of supply and timber 

monopolised the cargoes. The links with interstate and New Zealand 

ports were frequent and direct. Small sa:i.ling vessels (most being 

under 500 tons) came j_n ballast and left with sawn timber. During 

the period covered by the regi.ster, steamers of 1000 tons or more 

entered the Australian coastal trade causing some change. These 

stayed briefly (one or two days) and were on port-hopping schedules 

so that they came with a part cargo, loaded a part cargo at the 

several timber ports and discharged part cargoes at the destinations 

along their route. 

Overseas links were also direct but infrequent and 

diminishing with the post-War trend to assemble overseas shipments 

in Hobart for export. The ships were large steamers of approximately 

2000 tons and a foreign crew who to judge from contemporary newspapers 

fascinated the locals. All came in ballast, most stayed approximately 

one week, and loaded only special purpose timbers, predominantly 

sleepers but also squared piles and beams. The ships came from 

various European ports and sailed to Britain, Germany, India, Singapore, 

Hong Kong, China and occasionally to South America. 

Timber imports again lack the consistent pattern shown 

by the exports. At first the imports of Hobart, Launceston and the 

Northwest were in the ratio of 3:1:1 and while the North-west's share 

remained about one-fifth, that of the two major urban areas rapidly 

approached equality. The origin of the imports is unrecorded. 
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III: 'HARKETS 

The provincial nature of the timber trade is clearly 

indicated by the marketing pattern. The nearest mainland states 

constituted the major markets throughout the entire period of study. 

Overseas markets, principally New Zealand were important in all but 

the first and last decades for which information is ~available. 

But only from 1903 to 1910 did overseas sales ac:count for half of 

the total sales (Fig. 4.6 and Appendix 19). The relativ~ly few 
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places i.mporting Tasmanian timber is the second saliE~nt feature. 

A classification by value and persistence indicates 1·.hat Victoria, 

::.outh Australia and Ne\•1 Zealand were the major markets. New South 

Wales, though variable, .was the fourth most important. All other 

destinations were minor when considered over the entire period 

from 1857 to 1930. There were three types of minor markets. 

Queensland was a small but persistent buyer; the others were short

lived. Small amounts of timber were exported between the 1850's 

and the 1890's to Mauritius and various Pacific Islands. The links 

were almost always from Hobart. The third group of minor markets, 

also spatially remote, imported large volumes of specialized ti.mbers 

from the 1890's to the 1910's. These included the United Kingdom, 

South Africa, France, Germany and Asia. 

The pattern of commodity flows (Fig._ 4.5A and B) reveals 

spatial differentiation and change over time. Con®ent has already 

been made on the change in products and in the different patterns of 

linkages established by Hobart and Launce.ston. The basic pattern was 

for general purpose timber to be short flows showing distance decay, 

while all the major long distance flows were of special purpose 

timbers not affected by distance decay. Bark was the only forest 

derivative to travel far in the earliest years, but its overseas sales 

show a progressive decline, and by the 1920's, it was limited to 

interstate trade. Soaring labour costs were blamed for this decline 

and inferior bark from plantations of Australian Acacias in Natal, 

South Africa tended by cheap, coloured "labour was supplying much of 

the overseas and Australian demand (J. &. P.P.P.T. 1920; 13, 53). 

Stripping had continued to defy efforts at mechanization. It was not 

until 1977 that the successful trials of a reliable debarking machine 

were reported (South African Digest, 27th May 1977). 

The timber trade of Tasmania clearly showed the effects 

of distance decay and of trading links so it seemed likely that the 

timber trade of the other Australian states would be similar. Data 

for the three. years predating the establishment of the Commonwealth 
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and collated to indicate the need for a federally applied protective 

import tariff (compare import and export values, Fig. 4.9; Appendices 

4 and 5) was used to test the hypothesis. The pattern of timber 

flows for one year is depleted schematically in Fig. 4.7. Though 

there were changes i.n the other two years the pattern remained 

similar. For ease of comparison all timber flows were expressed 

as a percentage of the timber export total of the relevant state 

and plotted at a uniform scale. This avoided the distraction 

associated with using the different export values, 

neighbours. 

As fmticipated, the trade was chiefly with near 

There was a rapid decline in timber flows with 

increasing distance and few states sent a significartt percentage beyond 

Australasia. Western Australia was the exception in that most of its 

trade was to distant areas and the volume increased with increasing 

distance; however the timber entering the interstate trade showed the 

effects of distance decay. The divergence is more apparent than re.al 

as examination of details reveals agreement with the Tasmanian pattern. 

Until the mid 1920's, sleepers dominated the export trade of Western 

Australia (Lane-Poole, 1928, Appendix 1). The other products being 

sent overseas were paving blocks and piles. All long distance flows 

were of special purpose timbers. Trading links aided the 

transferability of these products. Norwegian ships brought 

softwoods to Australia, and returned to Europe with jarrah sleepers 

(Blainey, 1965, 282-3). 

South Australi.a which appears to be another exception 

in that the intervening state of Victoria was virtually by-passed 

actually conforms to the model. The t::i.mber, exported overwhelmingly 

to a single market, consisted of oregor. and other timbers destined 

for the New South Wales mining centre of Broken Hill. The movement 

which was from the coast inland followed the established transport 

links. New South Wales wns thus a nearest neighbour. The effect 

of distance is well displayed by the Victorian trade. The 

distribution of Victorian exports among the three adjacent states may 

reflect a third factor, varying size of market. Victorian exports 

to Queensland were affected by the presence of an intervening 

opportunity. New South Wales was notable for the number of markets 
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the importanee. of which tended to be inversely proportional to the 

distance from that state. The United Kingdom dHfered from this 

pattern and it is surmit:ed that this represented special purpose 

timbers. The bunkering of steamers at Newcastle and the strength 

of the numerous trading links between Sydney and Pacific Islands 

contributed to the diversity of markets. Queensland shows a 

marked inequality in the size of adjacent markets. This reflects 

the relative strengths of the linkages between these areas and the 

var:Lat:i.on in demand. It was a time of railway construction in 

China;the long distance flow probably represented sleepers. 

The conclusion is inescapable. The timber trade of 

all Australian states was characterized by the same basic patterns of 

movement. Most timber travelled over relat.ively short distances to 

adjacent areas. And though the evidence was incomplete, only special 

purpose timbers overcame the friction of distance. 

When the total flow of timber around and from Australia 

i.s considered as an entity, a different pattern emerges (Fig. 4.8). 

Remote markets dominate. The contradiction is resolved by examining 

the respective values of the trade originating in each state (F:i.g. 4. 9). 

Western Australia was pre-e.minent, and its pattern of markets determined 

the total Australian pattern. Tasmania seen within the Australian 

context generated little inward or outward trade. New South Wales 

and South Australia had export trades consi.derably greater than that 

of Tasmania. The South Australian position was anomalous. The state. 

lacked an indigenous forest resource, and the state government schemes 

based on softwoods began soon after 1870 but the yield was unimportant 

until the 1920's (Wallis, 1970, 12). South Australian exports were 

only one-thi.rd to one-quarter of its imports and represented timber 

moved overland to Broken Hill. The practice of re-exporting softwoods 

accounted for some of the exports of New South Wales and Victori.a, 

including their exports to Australia's premier timber producing 

province in the west. 

of softwoods. 

Imports were dominated by long distance flows 
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The Tasmanian Umber trade was based en eucalypts with 

a minor but significant contribution from blackwood.. The indigenous 

forest provided the sole basis for the export trade. Most of the 

timber was exported in the form of general purpose constructional 

materials used for housing and fencing, the movement of which 

declined rapidly with increasing distance from Tasmania. Only 

special purpose timbers travelled far. At particular times, large 

quantities moved to Europe, South Africa and Asia, and were also in 

demand in the Australasian markets. Both type.s of commodHies 

show considerable annual variation in amounts exported. Technological 

change affected the processing and the products exported; some became 

obsolete and others dev~loped. · Products typically underwent little 
' 

processing and the move to more refined products such as paper had 

yet to reach the stage of commercial production. With respect to 

levels and type of processing, Tasmania lagged behind most mainl~nd 

states. Despite its importance to Tasmania, the export trade was 

only a minor part of the total Australian trade. 
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Chapter 5 EXPLANATION OF THE TIMBER TRADE 

Introduction to the Theory of Trade 

The principle of complementarity has been identified 

by Ullman (1956) as the basic factor controlling the existence of 

trade between regions. This assumes that the item of trade possesses 

transferability. Complementar:i.ty originally utilised the concept of 

areal differences which resulted in the surplus of one area meeting 

the deficiency of another thereby creating spatially separated areas 

of supply and demand that specifically complemented each other. 

However the term "complementarity" is applied also to a more 

competitive situation, that of a difference in price sufficient to 

allow viable trade in that good. The movement would be from the 

lower price to the higher price area. Obviously the idea of price 

differential was implicit in the original idea or else the exchange 

could not be profitable hut Ullman's model concentrated upon areal 

specializations and resultant varia.dons in availability. If the 

transport costs are included within t.he calculation of the price 

differential then transferability is, at least, partially reduced to 

one aspect of complementar:i.ty as are factor endowments and intensities, 

comparative advantage, and internal and external economies. 

Complementarity will be considered to be synonomous with the concept 

of price differential for the purposes of the following discussion. 

The two components which create complementarity are 

the value place on a good by the market and the opportunity to move 

the good to that market. The value or desideratum of a good is 

measured by the market price and is influenced by the factors of 

demand. The movement opportunities open to any area of production 

are affected by the factors of supply and transportation. Trade 

patterns may be modified by substitution either of a good or of an 

area, the latter being terme~ intervening opportunity. The concept 

of price differential even means that a lower priced competitor may 

undersell the local specialist commodity in the local market. 
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The search by a pioneering society for a staple item 

of trade is motivated b'i the desire for a commercial economy and 

shaped through the :Lntcractions of culture, man and environment within 

the context of a particular relative location. In terms of the 

orthodox factors of land, labour and capi.tal, a frontier economy has 

particular attributes. 'Land' i.s typically the only factor of tvhich 

there :i.s an abundance. Interpreted in the broad sense of a natural u · 

endowment, 'land' is i.n this. case, extensive mature forest which 

could become an export staple through the application of labour and 

capital. Labour was characteristically scarce and expensive; the 

requisite skills may be lacking but the circumstances of frontier life 

rewarded those who learnt quickly. Capi.tal, which could be used to 

replace labour was in short.supply and the activity tended to be 

small scale and rudimentary. The scarcity of capital accentuated the 

need for organizational skills which would ensure the most efficient 

and effective use of the capital available. Enterprise was shown by 

some members but entrepreneurial sk:.:.lls and ability were likely to be 

lacking. These difficulties were compounded by isolation measured 

in terms of distance and inaccessibility from potential markets. The 

economic growth of a pioneering colonial society depended upon the 

extent to which the advantage of natural endowment was seized upon and 

at the same time the extent to which the difficulties inherent in the 

location were overcome. 

For each and every item of trade there will be a finite 

set of places in which a demand for such a commodity existst and for 

every area of supply there exists a second finite set of places to which 

movement opportunities are possible. \'i'hen this second group, the set 

of movement opportunities, is plotted over space a map is created of the 

opportunity surface for that cormnodity produced at the particular place 

of supply under consideration. It is to be expected that each different 

item derived from the Tasmanian forest would have its own characteristic 

opportunity surface determined by its desiderata and cost structure. 

The opportunity surface is bounded by the limit of trade viability 

and would be located at the break-even point where the price 

differential exactly equals the transport costs. 
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Fig. 5.1 Opportunity surfaces depi7ting relative movement opportunities 
for several of the timber products supplied from Tasmania. 

However, relatively few of the places on the 

opportunity surface will actually engage in trade with the specified 

source of supply. The actual trade linkages will be a small number 

of those. possible. The theories of trade provide several different 

explanatory models but none is entirely satisfactory in explaining 

the nature of the Tasmanian timber trade from 1830 to 1930. The 

particular form that any trade takes must reflect the conditions of 

demand, transportation, and stipply specific to that case of spatial 

interaction. Discussion will be of these factors as they apply 

to the Tasmanian case study and while not limited to the conceptual 

framework of any one model that proposed by Ullman has been influential. 
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DEMAND FACTORS: The Nature of the Market 

Desiderata is the chief factor detertnining the maximum 

amount the market is prepared to pay for a good. Due to practical 

difficulties, it is equated with the market price. The desiderata 

accorded Tasmanian timber depended upon the purpose to which they 

were to be put, and the extent to which they were unique. A rough 

but useful classification is a two-fold division itito general and 

special purpose timbers. Much of the timber that left. Tasmania 

was general purpose construction timber, e.g. fencing materials and 

scantlings used for framing. Boards were more specialized, but 

remained essentially general purpose timbers for exterior use and 

flooring. The market desired cheapness, ease of use, and 

reliability of quality and quantity. Since most timoers are 

satisfactory for some or all of thPse functions, the range of possible 

substitutes is very great. Availability, price structures and 

consumer preferences determined which timbers were in direct 

competition at any single ti.me. 

Special purpose timber capitalized upon intrinsic 

properties of particular woods, properties which matched the task. 

Substitution was reduced in these cases to other ti.mber, or in some 

cases, other materials with very similar or identical properties. 

Special purpose timber was not always highly priced. Prices were 

low for railway sleepers and paving blocks, but relatively high for 

piles and decorative timbers. Need, range of possible substitutes 

and the availability of supply significantly affected the price. 

The market situation for sleepers was hlghly competitive unlike that 

for piles. Piles of great length had few substitutes. Decorative 

timbers were more highly valued by the market. 

Subst:ttution on the Australi.an mat'ket adversely affected 

the Tasmanian timber trade. The substitution was both of product and 
area. Many of the more specialized products such as shingles, 

battens and trenails became obsolete with changes in fashion and 

technology. General purpose hardwoods had a low desiderata and lost 
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ground to imported softwoods. Piles, staves and decorative timbers 

were least affected by the substitution of product. Tasmania 

suffered from another disadvantage. Its products resembled those 

from other Australian forests creating a potentially competitive 

situation. Th:f.s was initially of little importance as most 

alternative sources of supply remained :f.nac.cessible. The situation 

changed with the expansion of railways into the forest beginning the 

large scale production of virtually identical products. Few of the 

substitutions of area were intervening opportunities strveto senso 

but the outcome was the same. In periods when substitution of area 

was great, the Tasmanian ti.mber. trade, already threatened by softwood 

imports, decli.ned further. 

The ove.rseas market provided the example of the domestic 

situation in reverse. Tasman:f.an timbers sought to become a substitute 

in a market traditionally dominated by Scandinavian timbers.. Initial 

efforts were to little a.vai.l. However moderate success followed low 

key promotional activity during the 189o•s. Doubtless the 

contemporaneous and vi.gorous campaign promoting the similar hardwoods 

of Western Australia benefitted Tasmania. The eucalypt timbers gained 

a portion of the Bd.tish market where properties of length, durability, 

heaviness and abundance were needed, but the competition remaine.d 

strong. Only once was Tasmanian timber considered to have no equal. 

Blue gum proved superior to the only other timber considered capable 

of meeting the special needs of harbour construction in the English 

Channel. Great length and 'ltJeight were the attributes which eliminated 

all other competitors. Strong tidal currents made pile-ddving 

difficult and increased the likelihood of logs accidently floating 

into busy shipping lanes. The high specific gravity of blue gum 

removed the need for expensive weight:f.ng procedures and the savings 

enabled the hJ.gh freight cost to be met. In addition blue gum being 

less palatable to the tex'rida worm was capable of re-use (Heyn, 1901, 

24-25). Used as temporary staging, nearly seven million superficial 

feet in the form of piles 100 fee~ long and 20 inches squared left 

Norfolk Bay, Adventure Bay and Dover for the naval works at Dover, 

England. The impact of the large order is apparent in the percentage 

of timber exported as logs in 1901. Blackwood, alone of the decorative 

timbers found a small but steady market in Britain where the competition 
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from well-established, lower priced timbers was very great, 

Tasmanian timbers handicapped by frieght costs, were further 

handicapped by a lack of uniqueness and their continued sal~ on the 

British markert depended on the creation of a customer preference for 

timber made in Tasmania. 

Trends in Domestic Demand 

Timber is no.t a commodity regularly consumed like wheat 

and fruit. New co.nstruction i.s the key to the size of the market as 

the demand arising from maintenance is minor. Thus the size of the 

market depended heavily upon the state of the economy, being greatest 

in times of expansion and least 'in times of re.cession. Activities 

consuming large quantities of timber include underground mining, 

railways, telegraph lJnes, port facilities, and housing. As much 

const7:uction tends to be intermittent in nature, the outcome will 

inevitably be translated into the fluctuating pattern of tradt' so 

characterJstic of Tasmania, New South Wales and Western Australia. 

The peaks in the first two trades were frequently in response to 

activity in Victoria {The Wealth and Prog.ress of N.S. W., 189.1~ 123). 

Relationships between total population and total 

consumption during the 1920's show spatlal variation. Consumption 

rates depended partly upon the nature and extent of activity, and 

partly upon the local resources and extent of their utilization. 

The average world pattern of timber consumption showed overwhelmingly 

use of softwoods, with hardwoods representing only one-fifth of all 

lumber consumed. In Australia the ratlo was closer to parity (see 

Table 5.1) and was clearly affected by the local preponderance of 

hardwoods. In times of prosperi.ty when the demand for timber 

increased, the relationship between indigenous hardwoods and imported 

softwoods was more or less maintained. Australian states varied in 

their rate of utilization of timber and in the proportions of hardwood 

and softwoods consumed. Tasmania had a per capita consumption rate 

approximately half the Australian average while Queensland was just 
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5.1 ~l!EP..t io_~-Ra_t;_e_§ _ _l or _ _!!.mber 

per capita per annum 

Au s t r_<:i_l.~~S: ... :}9 2 7 
sup. ft. 

Hardwoods 

Softwoods 
imported 8lt 

locally grown 18 

Tasmania 

1909-10 

1922-2lf 

Sources: Australia 
Queensland 
Tasmania 

90 

gueensland c.1.2lZ_ 
sup. ft. 

Structural Hardwoods 
(eucalypt) 

55 

Cabinet woods 15 
(cedar, etc.) 

102 Coniferous woods 105 

19.2 

103 sup. ft.. 

96 sup. ft. 

(imported mostly) 

Lane-Poole, 1928, 97 
Lane-Poole, 1928, Appendix 2, 124 
Rodgers, 1928, 834 
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below that value. Clearly some states must have been big consumers 

of timber; these were expected to be Victoria and New South Wales. 

Given the low volume of imported softwoods, the Tasmanian pattern of 

softwood consumption was probably the reverse of that in Queensland. 

Per capita consumption may have dubious validity as a 

basis for prediction of total market demand. Some activities with 

high consumption rates were located in sparsely populated areas and 

may reflect the development of resources and infrastructure, e.g. 

mining areas, or the construction of the Trans-Australia railway line. 

However, the siz.e of the population and their income influenced demands 

for housing and decorative timbers. The extent to which the market 

would grow with population increase is unknown. Neither earlier 

relationships to population nor any relationship to levels of prosperity 

were determined. 
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Cultural factors which determined the accepted way 

of performing particular functions also affected market size. 

Desiderata and its associated size of demand is affected by the 

technology in use and hence the ease with which a particular commodity 

is obtai.ned. Thus metal was not a constructional substitute until 

the appropriate technology was developed. New technologies led to 

the replacement of shingles by corrugated iront while metal beams and 

later steel and concrete were used instead of timber. Other factors 

affecting the accepted way of performing a task reflected fashion 

and behavioural aspe.c ts. Thus the size of the warket, both domestic 

and overseas, was related to contemporary construction activity and 

to the willingness to use that partieular timber. The choice was 

determined by a combination of' the inherent characteristics of the 

timber, the nature of its supply,culturally determined alternatives 

and a range of behavJoural aspects. 

Marketing the Product 

Behavioural aspects through their influence upon decision~· 

making set the limits of the desiderata, and give rise to customer bias. 

Knowledge, attitudes and experience provide the key to the customer's 

preferences while resistence to change and avoidance of the unfamiliar 

are to be expected as normal reactions to difference. Eucalypt 

hardwood timbers were unfamiliar in all but Australian market places, 

oversea demand was bei.ng met by other, familiar and well established 

alternatives. The history of timber exports to overseas markets is 

to a large extent a history of the dissemination of information. 

Diffusion of information concerning indigenous timbers 

preceded settlement, but it was inaccurate, and the first attempt to 

obtain naval spars from Australia ended in failure~ The flow of 

information in official correspondence and from returning settlers 

prompted early efforts to obtain Australian timbers. For upwards of 

seventy years, neither the government nor private speculators 
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perservered in the promotion of ec.ualypt timbers on the British 

market. Information and sample specimens, some of exce·)tionally 

large dimensions, were sent spasmodically. The London Exhibitions 

in 1851 and 1862 attracted such examples. Haridicapped by unfamiliar 

properties, irregularity of supply and possibly higher prices, 

acceptance of Australian timbers was very slow. 

During the l890ts promotion intensified and achieved 

limited success more Tasm.anians visited Britain with the intention of 

advertising Tasmanian timber and to learn the requirements of the 

market. The Gray Brothers of Adventure Bay, Bruny Island were among 

the most enterprising at this time. While Fred Gray managed the 

extraction and preparation of ,timber, his brother Henry attended to 

marketing. Henry Gray continually engaged in promotional activity 

using newspapers, specially published booklets and the personal touch. 

By visiting the United Kingdom twice and South Africa once, Henry 

Gray 0~tained first hand information about likely demand and sent 

samples of special purpose timber to particular projects, an aetion 

which led to large orders being placed during this and the next decade 

wHh his firm. The Gray Brothers specialized in squared blue gum 

pilings up to 120 feet in length and guaranteed to be of uniformly 

high quality. Between the late 1890"s and 1906 blue gum piles were 

sent to the Admtralty Harbour works at Dover, U.K., Simons town, 

South Africa and at Malta; to the New Naval Docks at Keyham Devenport 

and the Hull Joint Dock, Hull. Such enterprise was well timed as it 

occurred at a time of ri.sing demand. Active promotion of Tasmanian 

timbers did not revive in the post-war era despite the great expansion 

of demand. Tasmanian timbers continued to be avai.lable but from 

specialist timber merchants. 
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Fig. 5. 2 Advertisement in EJnpire Timbers, 1928. 

The Australian situation was also modified by 

diffusion. The movement of substitutes into the Australian markets 

where hardwoods wc~re known and accepted was s·.tbject to the same 

processes of diffusion and acceptance as eucalypt hardwoods 

experienced in Europe. Advertising, avai.lability and competitive 

price led to the trial acceptance of the innovation but softwoods began 

the process with an advantage, most Australians were migrants already 

familiar T.vith such timber. A satisfactory experience which was an 

essenU.al pre-requi.site for continued use required the availability 

of sufficient information to assure appropriate use and supplies of 

adequate quality. 

Negative attitudes to eucalypt timbers acted against 

their ready acceptance in Europe and made them more prone to rejection 

and replacement than occurred in Australia ... The appearance of the 

timber and prejudice due to preference for softwoods and to ignorance 

delayed the initial trial acceptance. Unfortunately the first 

experiences were not always satisfactory which reinforced the existing 
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prejudice. Eucalypts were more or less subject to the defects of 

gum-veins and blotches, dry rot in the heart timber, knots and cracks 

of various kinds. Not all Umber exported was careiully culled. 

In a collectJ.on of soHcited testamoni.als ('Tasmanian Forestr>y, 1910, 

52-4}, the Engineer in charge of Existing Lines for the Tasmanian 

Railways commenttng on Tasmanian experience claimed that small, broken 

gum veins were not a defec.t in sleepers, that gum blotches did not 

reduce durability and that the characteristic spl:l.ts or 'suncracks' 

that arose during seasoning were not detrimental unless of considerable 

length in straight grained timber1 however heart was to be completely 

avoided. The Tasmanian Government Timber Inspector echoing this last 

comment underlined the importanc.e of education: 

I am at a loss to under>stand engineer>s and 

other>s in their> enquir>ies from our> merchants 

for quotat1:ons specifying that heart tviU be 

accepted; thus showing the necessi·ty of 

making ow., timber>s better> known to for>eign 

enqu-z>rer>s, who ar>e mor>e in touch with 

dec{duous gr>oum timber>s whel'e heart-wood 

is always accepted_, .•• 

Fox•estry Handbook, 1910, 54 

Ignorance could thus lead to a very unsatisfactory experience. The 

defects of shakes and shrinkage were viewed very seriously as a cause 

of prejudice, and were judged to be undesirable in appearance though 

not r>eaUy affect·ing str>ength and durability (Forestr>y Handbook_, 1910_, 

9}. 

A British timber expert (Heyn, 1901, 27) described his 

experience with such timber and his solution to the problem: 

At fir>st I was rather> frightened to dr>ive piles 

which had gr>eat shakes at the ends, but I must 

say that J with one or two excep-tions., they bor>e 

the O"i'deal well. AU those piles which I am 

now sending to Dover a.r>e r>i-nged at both ends in 

the bush. . .• and I find this a very good 
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preventive. I think that, gener>aUy speaking, 

these shcr.kes are more detrimental to the 

appea:r•ance of the ·timber than injurious to i·ts 

rea'~ value. But for timber which has to be 

sold in open market, of course it would be 

wrong to over>look the fact that these shakes 

might pr>ove a serious obs"l;acle to their sale. 

The major problem facing the Tasmanian timber trade was 

the need for quality timber which required not only careful cutting and 

culling but also careful and adequate seasoning. 

expert (Heyn, 1901, 29) noted: 

As the same British 

• . . ther>e is not the slightest use in send-ing 

unseasoned scantlings of 1'asmam~an timbers to 

Eng"land. It would arrive ·there r.Jar>ped, cracked, 

disfigured, and would have no chance against the 

enormous quantity of really good wood with which 

it would have to compete. 

Sending shipments tnot of the best' began with the inception of timber 

flows to Britain and though the practice may not have been widespread 

the presence of some inferior timber vms enough to damage the 

reputation of all timber. 

Prejudice was not restricted to Tasmanian timbers. In 

the 1920's, a period when Britain needed to find new sources of softwoods, 

oregon was subjected to close scrutiny so as to determine the causes of 

the unfavcurable attitude towards it. The conclusions reached were 

that it had been earned by defects in the condition of the wood arising 

from inadequate seasoning and the effects of the long voyage to market. 

The other problem was an inherent property, the grain was too prominent 

for British tastes, becoming apparent ~ith time despite careful 

smoothing (E'mpire Timbers, 1928, 46.,8). The situation, it was 

suggested, would be rectified by careful selection and. grading prior 

to shipping, the very solution firmly advocated by Green in J894 for 

.. 
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Tasmanian timber. However, this digression into the problems 

experienced by Oregon indi1~ates the existence of con~:iderable variation 

in standards. Oregon was prnise.d in Australia as 'g1aded'· but was 

apparentJv inadequately sorted for the British market used to very 

high standards of uniformity and guaranteed quality .. 

An aspect of the overseas market likely to disadvantage 

new competitors was related to finance and marketing. Scandinavian 

timber was sold to the trade in cargoes or parcels through agents who 

gave four months credit. Amed.can procedure was cash agains·l; the 

document. Also the time between purchase and delivery was only two 

to three months. Exporters of oregon it was noted, did not 11lways 

have the required tonnage on h~1nd and then i.t faced a longer voyage 

to the buyer (Empire Timber•s, 1928, Ml-40). The same lack of 

available stocks was a long-established feature of the Tasmanian 

industry and increRsed the possibility of substitution at the market& 

The Impact of Pro tee t:l.onism 

Import tariffs levied on timber were designed through 

the resultant price increase to significantly impair the competitive 

position of those imports. Tasmanians firmly believed that tariffs 

levied against their timber exports were highly effective .in achieving 

that aim, for instance, tariffs had practicaZly shut Tasmania out of 

the impo.r>tant market of Victoria. The n:i.neteenth century decline of 

the timber trade was attributed to this additional obstacle to trade, 

and it was an article of fal.th that a return to free trade would 

mean a revival in the timber trade. 

There is little supportlng evidence. Large volumes of 

dutiable timber were exported to Victoria until the 1890's when another 

opportunity intervened. With the raihmy developments of the period, 

large scale exploitation of Victorian forests for the local Victorian 

market commenced. A similar situation of i.nternal development 

providing alternative and closer sources of supply prevai:_ed in New 

Zealand further reducing demand for Tasmanian timber. Tariffs were 

ineffective while the demand existed and the claim that protective 
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tariffs closed interstate markets to Tasmani.an timber is largely myth. 

The importance of the t:uiff lies in its behavioural not economic 

consequenceB. It acted as a psychological barrier to the supplier 

dampening his expectations and possibly his entrepreneurial efforts, 

and at the same time suppli.ed him with a rationale for declining 

export sales when the root causes lay elsewhere. The anticipated 

major expans:ton in interstate sales did not eventuate :l.n the decade 

following federation, 

TRANSFERABILITY 

Whenever an area of supply :i.s separated from an area 

of demand trade between the two is possible only if the product can 

be transported satisfactorily from one to the other.. Movement is 

thus of great slgnificanee in shaping the interactions possible. 

The cost of movement ec1.n be high enough to discourage trade between 

places in proximity and to prevent trade between distant. places. 

Transferability measures the effect of the friction of distance in 

terms of time and money costs. The nature of the product is one 

aspect which affects ability to move over space. Timber did not 

suffer from perishabi.l:i.ty but had i.ts own i.nherent problems of bulk 

and weight. These were exacerbated by the low unit value earned by 

ti.mber which reduced its ability to support high fre:i.ght costs. 

Unlike some other high bulk ~ low value co1mnodities such as wheat, 

wood chips or :I.ron ore, timber remai.ns difficult to handle in bulk 

and transport costs const:I.tute a significant proportion of the. total 

market cost. Eucalypt timbers were handicapped more than most by their 

high specific gravity. One hundred superficial feet of unseasoned 

eucalypt timber was twice. as heavy as the same volume of Oregon 

(Table 5.2). This had consequences for the transferabilities of the 

two timbers. The same ship loaded to the Plimsoll line with one or 

the other type carried the same weight of timber but that represented 
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twice as much oregon. This difference in the amount of timber 

carried assumes greater importance in the cost structure as freight 

rates for timber were determined by weight but that same timber was 

sold by volume •. If the two timbers were in competition then the 

lighter wood would be advantaged by lower costs per hundred superficial 

feet. 

Table 5.2 Accepted Trade Weights for Freightage 

By Sea and Rail of Prind.pal Timbers 

Used in Australia 

Softwoods (Imported} Hardwoods_ (Indigenous) ----
Oregon 700 sup. ft. to a ton Green 360 sup. 

Red Deal 750 sup. ft to a ton Dry 480 sup. 

Yellow Pine 900 sup. ft to a ton 

ft to a ton 

ft to a ton 

·--~--·----------·-----------

Lane-Poole, 1928, 133 

The form of the transport had an effect: on the 

transferability of timber. Economic movement over long distances 

was possible only by water or rail. Economic viability with other 

forms of transport was restricted to short hauls. This was of 

great signifieance in the case of moving logs to the mills, and 

accessibility to suitable transport was a major determinant of the 

loeation of exploitation. Unless rail facilities were established, 

forests remote from ports remained remote from the area of commercia} 

logging. The problem of land transport costs for logs was partially 

circumvented for timbers which floated allowing ri.vers to become 

the basis of the land transport system. This aided the getting of 

Huon pine, New South Wales cedar and most overseas softwoods but was 

not applicable to eucalypts. Heaviness was one of their intrinsic 

properties; blue gum and jarrah were particularly heavy, sinking when 

i.mmersed in water. Thus the extraction of eucalypts depended on the 
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more expensive forms of land transport. Tasmania \vas fortunate .i.n 

being able to minimise this cost. Possessing prime forest in close 

rroxlmity to and readily accessible from the sea, Tasmanian timber 

could undersell supplies brought shorter distances from less 

accessible mainland forests. Thus Tasmania had a comparative 

advantage which provided a firm economic basis for the e.a:rly 

establishment of trade to the small but growing Australasian markets. 

The conversion of logs to sawn or split timber 

involved cons:i.derable reduction in volume and weight while becoming 

less awkward to handle. However all processed timber required 

greater care in handling. For tnstance, once sawn, floation was 

no longer feasible for lighter timbers, and this factor had a major 

influence on locational patterns'in Ontario (Head, 1975). The 

medium by which ti.mber destined for market moved furthest and in 

greatest quantities was by sea, a reflection of the differential 

freight scales. Freight costs wer-:- determined by many variables 

including the weight per unit volume, the quantity, the distance and 

the nature of the shipping link. The weight and bulk of eucalypt 

timber has already been mentioned. Economies of scale in the 

organization of shipping were equally important. A greater cargo-

carrying capacity reduced the freight costs per unit volume& All 

overseas consignments from the southernmost ports of Tasmania were 

large scale ope.rations that may have become increasingly efficient. 

Turnaround time in port fell from one month to one week or less 

prior ~o the First World War. However organization was required 

or the advantages accruing from economies of scale were lost. 

large scale movements depended upon the provision of sufficient 

Such 

quantities at the appropriate time. Coastal shipping, by contrast, 

was predominately of small scale movements. 

The distance between potentially complementary areas 

can be measured in units of time, of linear distance e.g, miles and 

by economic costs. The last is the most relevant to a discussion 

of trade flows. Some roughly concurrent economic costs are listed 
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in Table 5.3 and the costs of transferri.ng timber from many different 

areas of supply to the ntarket of Melbourne during the. 1920's are 

depicted in Fig. 5.3B. Two contradictory trends are diseernible. 

Firstly, the pattern of freight costs lacks a direct relationship 

with distance. Thus, Sydney and the Baltic ports are equidistant 

from Melbourne when measured by cost despite the great variation in 

actual distance and in the time taken by the voyage. Likewise 

Brisbane, and the Tasmanian and (North) A.merican ports were equal 

distances from Melbourne in economic spact~, and Melbourne was located 

further from the Western Australian timber ports than was Colombo. 

This distribution of freight costs over economic space is partially 

explained by reference to the nature of the timbers in transit, the 

extent to which economies of seale were utilized and the nature of 

the shipping links. Government policy had a great influence on the 

last factor. The Navigation Acts restricted coastal txade to 

Australian vessels thus preventing the use of Bri.tish and other 

foreign owned vessels for all but overseas shipments. The foreign 

ships charged lower freight rates reflecting the lower rates of 

pay received by the crew and greater size of vessel. The actual 

linkages, their frequency and nature, reflected historical and 

geographical factors (examples are out.Hned by Blainey, 1966, 201-05 

and 285-7). Some of the Australian ships regularly employed carrying 

ti.mber plied between the many areas of supply and demand being 

controlled by shipping agents and depending heavily upon improved 

communication networks for efficiency. Thus timber for New Zealand 

may on one trip be loaded in a northern New South Wales port whilst 

the next load came from southern Tasmania. 

The second feature shown by the freight rates is for 

those from the same place or for the same commodity to vary directly 

with di.stance. Thus Melbourne was further from the Baltic in 

economic and linear distance thQn was Britain, and Sydney was further 

from Western Australia than v1as Melbourne. Particular costs e, g. 

wharfage, loading for any voyage are fixed regardless of its length 

but increments associated with running costs occur with increasing 

distance. Thus Sydney was very close to Helbournc in economic 
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Table 5.3 Sea l<'rei_ghts c.. 1928 

A: Australian (Interstate) 

Sydney to Melbourne 

Tasmanian ports to Melbourne 

Brisbane to Melbourne. 

Cairns to Melbourne 

Western Australian ports to Melbourne 

Western Australian ports to Sydney 

INTERNATIONAL 

B: Baltic ports to Australian ports 

American ports to Australian ports 

Western Australian ports to Colombo 

C: Baltic ports to Britain 

White Sea ports to BrHain 

St Lawrence to Britain 

British Columbia via Cape Horn 

(no data on freight via Panama Canal) 

Average cost per 
100 sup. ft •.. 

4/3 

5/3 

5/3 
s; .... 
7/2 

8/-

1/-

1/8 

1/9 

7/1 

to 4/9 

to 5/9. 

to 6/..., 

to 8/6 

4/5 

6/-

5/3 

to 1/3 

to 1/10 

to 2/-

-----------·---·----· 
Sources: A, B. Lane-Poole, 1928, 121,133 

C. Empire Timbers, 1928, 39. 

space when measured from Western Australia. However, not all 

interstate freight rates conform to this pattern~ Northern Tasmanian 

ports were located close to Melbourne but had higher freight rates 

than did timber f lm-.rs from Sydney. Again, the explanation lies in 

the nature of the shipping linkages and their influence on frei.ght 

costs. Less shipping plied between Tasmania and Melbourne; their 

capacity tended to be smaller, their voyage potentially more hazardous, 

and their cargo less assured, many timber ships returning to Tasmania 

came in ballast. These factors simultaneously increased the cost 
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structure while reducing the competition. Consequently Tasmania 

was economically further away despite close physical proximity. 

In the case of Western Australia, relatively little 

timber was shlpped to the eastern states although large amounts 

moved greater distances to overseas markets. Differential freight 

rates were a contributing factor, but this trade pattern also 

reflected the i.nte.r-relati.onships which existed between market 

demand, total costs and profitability of the trade. The costs to 

be recouped by sales at the market were of two types, those related 

to production and those related to transport and distribution. The 

additional cost associated with transportation is influential in two 

ways. Firstly it determines the maximum distance that any product 

can profHably travel. Gi.ven differing costs of production but 

equivalent freight rates, the break-even poi.nt for each item 

produced in the same area will vary in proportion to the difference 

between the costs of production and the market price. If the costs 

of production were the same, then ~terns obtaining lower freight rates 

could move further before transport costs exceeded the price 

differential between the two places. This latter case was probably 

, important for the overseas movement of sleepers. 

Secondly the increasing additional costs associated with 

increasing distance of movement is likely to progressively reduce the 

competitive position of that timber product. This applies 

particularly whenever intervening opportunities provide similar 

timbers with lower costs. Since timber is a high· bulk-low value 

commodity, freight costs are a significant factor in the final cost 

structure. Thus the impact of distance is particularly great creating 

the rapid distance-decay effect observed in the timber trades of 

Tasmania and other Australian states excluding that of Western 

Australia. Unfortunately the data does not permit a quantitative 

analysis of this tyranny of distance. Table 5.4 indicates that 

various products subjected to more or less uniform freight rates had 

very different market values per unit ~eight, but the costs of 

production are unknm,rn for all but one product, unseasoned sa,..,n 

eucalypt timber (Table 5.5). Some of the higher valued items do 
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Table 5.4 Average Market Price for Tasmanian Forest Products, 1902 

BY UNIT WEIGHT 

----------------·----------------·---------
PRODUCT 

No. of -··--items to 
-~-------

a ton 

S 1~~-:P_~_E§.. 7 1 
X 1011 

X 5 11 

12}1. Blue gum 

13!J; Stri.ngy bark 

3840 

Staves ------
50!~ 

298 

256 

Wattle 2' 8" x l+" x. 1n 

Wattle 4'0" x 4!:2" x. 1" 

Blackwood 4' O" x Ll!:2" x 1" 

308 

350 

27.2 

51 

70 

E.~l.!:.· 

Paling_~ 

6' X 6" X 211 

6' X 6" X 1!:2" 

Fence Posts 

7' X 711 X 511 X 211 

Fence Rails 
----~-~--~-·-

9' X 7" X 2" X 1" 

9' X 6" X 2" X ~1" 

to a ton 

38!~ 

360 

480 

360 

!9....?-Id~. ( 1" thick) 

Blackwood 

Eucalypt, green 

Eucalypt, dry 

Log~. 

Blue gum 

Bark 

---·---
Sources: Green, 1902, 69 

} 

) 

) 

) 

MARKET PRICE 

no data 

10/6 per 1000 

8/- per 100 

10/- per 100 

12/- per 100 

8/6 per 100 

40 to 50/- per 
100 

30/- per 100 

25/-

7 I~· 

8/6 

pe.r ton 

131/6 

Sta·t1.:s tics of IJ.'asman:ia, 1902 

n.a. 

40/4 

40/4 

29/8 

30/7 

26/2 

11/.3 to 13/7 

15/3 

96/..-

25/3 

42/~ 

14/5 

131/6 (£6/11/6) 
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Table 5.5 Cost and Market Price Sawn Eucalypt Timber, c. 1928 
per 100 s.up. ft. 

A. Costs: Tasmania 

Average. production costs and 

cartage to wharf 

Freight (Northern Tasmania to 

Melbourne, wharfage and all 
costs 

Total 

B. Costs: Victoria 

Air production costs and 

cartage to railhead 

Freight - by rail to 

Melbourne 

Total 

C. Market price 

vari.ed from 27 /-· to 50/

a fair average price 33/4 

20/1 

6/6 

26/6 

Actual price paid at 

the wharf to the miller 

varied between 12/- to 

27/-. 

20/6. 

Average price, 

11/4 to 15/..,.. 

1/10 to 5/8 

13/2 20/8 

Sources: A. Rodgers, 1928, 840~841 

B. Lane-Poole, 1928, 132-133 

C. Lane-Poole, 1928, 103 

(' 
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:l.n.volve greater processing costs e .. g. shingles, staves and seasoned 

boards while others clearly show the intr:l.nsically greater value 

e.g. bark and blackwood which enabled those products to reduce the 

effect of distance to an extent not shown by most forest products. 

Table 5.5 reveals the slender margins that existed on some grades of 

timber from Tasmania, and highlighted the need for effi.ciency of 

organization and for quali.ty of product. The Victorian production 

cost data is not strictly comparable since it omits several costs 

includi.ng depreciation but it does suggest the competitive advantage 

held by areas of supply favoured by location close to the Melbourne 

market. 

Technology has drastically altered the role of 

transfe.rability by reducing the tyranny of distance. The change 

to steam and steel i.ncreased the efficiency of water transport by 

making more trips possible in the same time period, increasing the 

manoevrability of the vessel and later by increasing the carrying 

capacity without a commensurate increase ln crew, wharfage fees 

and so on. Steam contributed significantly to the relaxation of 

the discipline of distance in Scandinavian areas of supply. The 

great advances experienced by sailing ships were also significant 

and Western Australia continued to rely on such vessels well into 

the early decades of this century (Bla.iney, 1966, 282-3). The 

patterns of timber flows thus underwent much modification during 

the years from 1830. The flows lengthem~.d and intensified and the 

details changed but many of the origins and destinations continued 

to show long established patterns of supply and demand e.g. 

Scandinavia to Britain. New flows required the creation of new 

markets or the development of new areas of supply. The expanding 

areas of F.uropean colonization in North America and Australia 

provided examples of this e.g. timber moved from Ontar:i.o to eastern 

U.S.A. and from Tasmania to Melbourne. And the new also interacted with 

the n!c~ areas of timber trading, e.g. white pine and eucalypt timber 

to Britain and Baltic pine to Melbourne. The revolution in 

transport technology made this interaction economically possible. 

It is conjectured that an awareness of an accelerating reduction in 

the friction of distance contributed significantly to the timing of 
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the successful entrepreneurial activity which preceded the large scale 

flows of eucalypt timbe'7 chiefly from Western Australia to remote 

overseas markets. 

Some of the timber exports transferable only through 

technological change were in demand because of that change. Railway 

lines needed sleepers, telegraph Hnes needed poles and bigger vessels 

needed wharves extended into deeper water, and these benefitted the 

timber trades of both Tasmania and Western Australia. The changes 

in technology and scale also benefitted suppliers of softwoods which 

were able to travel further and in greater quantities at highly 

competitive prices. 

Land transport shared in.the transport revolution. Use of 

railways altered the patterns of accessibility to Australian forests 

and thereby allowed new areas of supply to develop which removed 

Tasmania's orig:i.nal comparative advllntage. 

Throughout the century of study, transferab:i.lity has been a 

major factor in the Tasmanian trade creating the strong distanee decay 

patterns. Heaviness comb:i.ned with low value, and exacerbated by high 

local shipping costs and minimal economies of scale tended to create 

relatively high freight rates which in combination with the increas:i.ng 

availability of substitutes has led to unfavourable market situations 

with increasing distance from Tasmania. The total costs may exceed 

the value the market is prepared to pay for the product; alternatively, 

a difference in degree, the costs may exceed the value that need be 

paid for similar purpose timbers. Only special purpose timbers show 

exemptions from the fri<:ti.on of distance. 



SUPPLY FACTORSi The Nature of the Industry 

The magnifi.cence of the hardwood resource was never in doubt. 

At no stage was the idle condit:i.on of -lnills during times of 

depression due to a lack of supplies. The. problems arose from the 

nature of the industry i.tself. Particularly from the TJJay in which 

attitudes, knowledge and capital shaped an industry based on a timber 

recogni.zed as di.ff:i.cult to prepare. In terms of factor endowments, 

the aspect in which the Tasmanian timber industry appeared to be the 

roost def:tdent throughout the entire period of study was capital. 

particularly its organization and enterprise. 

Land 

The quality and quantity of the standing tiniber was 

indisputable, but other factors did !l.nfluence the value of the land 

resource base. Accessibility was an important determinant of the 

nature of the industry. Phystcal accessi.bility relied on proximity 

to tidewater and the development of railways. Tasmania was 

naturally well endoto7ed with one but poorly off for the other. The 

government aided the development of infra-structure by financing the 

construction of tramways from the 1860's and of railways from the 

1880's but this was of limited value for forest exploitation and 

was more than offset by the deterrent to private Investment in 

expensive forest railways implicit in the colony''s land laws. 

Despite tLe excellence and accessi.bili.ty of the resource, Tasmanian 

forests were unattractive to foreign i.nvestors until major changes in 

legal access were enacted in 1895 and restructuring followed the tnflux 

of British capital. 

The forest was extensive, but it was damaged by the actions of 

man. Bushfires, wasteful practices of destructive exploitation and 

ring barktng had wrought havoc in more accessible areas. The 

destruction was perpetrated by farmers and timber-getters alike and 

sprang more from apathy and indifference than from ignorance. Laws 
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limit:tng and regulating the use of forest on Crt::wn land had existed 

from the 1830's when l:f.cencing of those engaged in forest exploitation 

began, but the policing of them was always inadequate. l<'ull control, 

care and management of the indigenous forest had not been achieved by 

.1930. The wide~·spread concern over possible timber shortages in 

Tasmania arose from an awareness of the damaged condition of forest 

accessible to transport facilities and not from any conception of 

any inherently inadequate resource. 

Labour 

This is the second of the three traditional factors of 

production but was of mi.nimal impact i.n determining the course of 

the timber trade. SpeciaLized skills appeared early, and for most 

of those engaged in the production of timber, it was a full-time 

occupation. Labour shortages occurred at particular times; in 

the infant settlement, during the early days of the gold rush, and 

during the First World War. There is no obvious evidenee of 

serious long term shortages of manpower but labour was always 

expensive though there was variation in degree. However by the 

turn of the ce.ntury Tasmard.an rates of pay and conditions of 

employme.nt appear to have lagged behind other Australian states so 

that labour costs were lower in Tasmania at federation, but uniformity 

was :i.nevitable and was largely achieved by the 1920''s after a period 

of industrial unrest. By the last decade of the study ped.od high 

labour costs were held responsible for the high production costs. 

The belief was based on comparison with costs in overseas areas of 

production but the comparison omitted consideration of economies of 

scale and relative ease of procurement and preparation. The figurer 

quoted below were compiled to show the expensive nature of Australian 

labour and may contain bias, but they are the only comparable data 

readily available. Labour was thus seen as a major factor contributing 

to the unfavourable situation of eucalypt timber when compared with 

softwoods. 



Table 5 •. 6 

America 

Norway and 
S-v1eden 

Victoria 

Capital 
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LABOUR AND WAGES 

Average Basic wage Percer,tage 
hours (average of workers 
worked weekly) on baSic 
weekly wage 

£. s. d. 
- -
58 3 14 10 60 

lf8 2 8 0 n.a. 

48 4 7 0 6 

Lane~Poole, 1928, 133. 

Percentage 
of workers 
receiving 
marginal 
allowances 
for skill 

40 

n.a. 

94 

--

Large-scale exploitation of the forests able to utilize 

economies of scale exi.sted :i.n Tasman:i.a from the 1850 •·s but it was 

uncommon until the turn of the century. Most procedures were small 

to very small sized units, often depending on family labour and always 

under-capitalized. The subst:i.t.ution of machinery for labour was 

relatively slow, and typlcally low 1.n terms of horse-power. Adoption 

of mechanical improvements was also slow. Many failed to invest 

profits from the good years into upgrading facilities, thus production 

capacity, equipment and techniques tended to lag behind more progressive 

and better financed countries. Inefficiency was not inevitable but H 

was widespread, and this increased the costs of production. The 

industry was structured as individual units supplying similar products 

to the same markets and competing against each other as much as against 

timber from other sources. 



The eucalypt timbers had :lntr:lnsic properties which 

placed heavier demands on capital than do most other timbers. The 

logs were particularly cumbersome to move. Their great weight and 

length necessitated special techniques and equipment. Their hardness 

necessi.tated adjustments to cutting. Both of these increased the 

capital requirements for logging operations and milling. But the 

high unit costs of production for eucalypts when compared with 

softwoods arose chiefly from seasoning. Eucalypts tend to be 

unstable undergoing considerable shrinkage and change of shape 

while drying hence seasoning is desirable prior to use. This was 

recognized in the early years of adjustment to Australian timbers. 

Evidence to Bigge (H.R.A. III, III, 415, 21st April, 1820) reported 

the advantages of ~he· .. ·need··of) air·drying timber for up to two years 

before use. Curr (1824, 97) cpmplained of the premature use of 

timber. The problem in hls opinion was intensified owing to its 

sel-dom being c~ut at the proper time of the year. Throughout the 

course of the ni.neteenth century the ideas about seasoning underwent 

little change. The need was acknowledged by all, but it was seldom 

practised as a standard or systematic procedure by producers. 

Probably much of the seasoning happened ln an ad hoc manner while the 

timber awaited transportation and sale. Popular opinion, bushlore 

and scientific argument showed considerable agreement on causes and 

treatment. Experimentation of very limited scope occurred but 

seasoning remained an enigma. 

By the early decades of the twentieth century the 

domestic market was undergoing a revolution of rtslng expectations. 

'Minimum standards increased and timber whi.ch fai.led to measure up was 

spurned. Tasmani.an timbers were adversely affected by process, 

particularly as systen1atic seasoning became routine on the mainland. 

The Tasmanian timber industry had two problems to overcome, one 

arising from the nature of timber, the other from the nature of the 

market. The market also required that high quality timber be 

available in sufficient quantity at short notice. 

required to meet these expectations. 

More capital was 
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Seasoning of eucalypts is time-consuming. The rule 

of thumb for air-drying is an inoh a yem• referring to the 

anticipated period of tfme required for e.ach inch of thickness. 

The process can be hastened by the use of kilns. But in 1929,kilns 

were still a novelty (Elliott, 1938, 34). Rodgers (1928, 841) 

observed that the main difficulty in providing seasoned timber was the 

amount of capital required to hold stocks for a sufficient length of 

ti.me to permi.t air seasoning. The problem could not be solved by 

installing seasoning kilns due to the same lack of capital. In 

addition losses incurred by faulty stacking of timber during air-· 

drying would reduce the returns on capital thus invested. In fact 

much of the air-drying then practised was considered inefficient and 

inadequate by an expert who described it as little better than green 

stor•age yards (Elliott, 1938, 84). Tasmanian mills were singled 

out by Lane-Poole (1928, 98)'as extreme examples of this Australia 

wide problem: 

'l'he inefficient mills are the main causes 

of in.ferior1 timbex• being placed on the 

marl<et.. They are insufficientl-y financed 

to bear the cost of seasoning their timbers 

and ar•e forced to reaUse "off the saw" to 

meet wages. 

UndercapitaHzation was a eontd.buting factor but the 

effeet of attitudes were equally important. In spite of early 

knowledge, writers from Curr (1824)_ to Rodgers (1928)_ reveal the 

level of knowledge available, the frequent failure to put it into 

practice and the resultant complaints about the inferior artele. 

Even for the overseas market where it was known that an assured 

minimum standard was essential this casual attitude persisted as 

was bluntly noted by an official government publication on the 

Tasmanian Timber industry: 

Little, if anything, is done by sa:wmillers in 

regard to a systematic seasoning of timber 

for e.-cport, al-though there is not one of them 
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but w-ill adm,U that 1:[ such a practice were 

adopted both the appearance and its 

vaZue ... hlould be considerably enhanced. 

The t,ime is not fa.r distant hlhen this 

subject hli U require seriou..g aonsider'ation 

at the hands of tho.c;e connected hlitrl the 

Timber' Indus t!'y . 

Tasmam:an Forest~']{, 1910, 42. 

Rodgerst conclusions in 1928 regarding the need for action and the 

responsibility for it echoed the assessments and advice preferred by 

Penny in 1910 and by Perrin in 1887. 

\,) 

Tasmania was as tardy in undertaking extensive 

research into the problems of seasoning as it was in applying the 

findings. This again reflected the nature of the industry and 

the ~~anomie climate of the times. Research was expensive in 

time and money. The government while prepared to organise some 

form of quality control through inspections paid for by the industry 

ht1·t was not prepared to invest i.n research. A few enterprising 

Victorians experimented wi.th k:tln-drying. In 1910, the state 

government took over one of these experi.ments and Victor:i.a was reaping 

the benefits by 1930 though prejudice was initially strong and had 

delayed the adoption of kilns (Elliott, 1938) • Admirable though 

this was it fell far short of the thorough
1
systematic research being 

undertaken concurrently in South Africa. Plagued by the lack of 

suitable indigenous forests, the South Afri.can government experimented 

with various species, including Australi.an eucalypts, under plantation 

conditions. A detailed report of the findings on the best way to 

treat various eucalypts, particularly Tasmanian blue gum~was presented 

to the British Empire. Forestry Conference in Canberra (Scott, 1928). 

The following year saw the establishment of an Australian government 

department, the Division of Forest Products, C.S.I.R., which began 

by concentrating on the problems of seasoning. 
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While all eucalypt timbers are difficult to season, 

Tasmanian regrowth eucalypts are more extreme thus increasing the 

need for care. Timber felled, cut and stacked to begin the drying 

out process over the St'.nnner wtl.S observed to react badly. A strong 

moisture gradient developed wi.thin ti.mber exposed to rapid surface 

drying and excessive deformation resulted. Other conditions possibly 

related to cell structure and moisture content reflecting the rates of 

growth in several species may make Tasmanian timbers more susceptible 

to this extreme form of seasoning problems. If the lack of a market 

for timber cut at this time forced temporary closure then this 

imposed an extra cost burden on production. The Tasmanian Railwa·);s 

wrote date restrictions into all contracts for sleepers. The 

permissible period of cutting extended frorn the first of April to 

the end of September (Tasmanian E'orestry, 1910, 53). 

The degree of seasoning is not the sole criterion for 

quality. Care in cutting and sorti.ng were also important. It was 

clai.med (Tasmani.an For•estr•y, 1910, 51) that sawmiUers do not 

exercise sufficient care in cul;tin..; to specifications of dimensions~ 

or t·o avoid bZemisheB. This had an adverse affect on demand even 

in cases V.'here Tasmanian timber was otherwise preferred. 

At the eore of the problem was an i.ndustry incapable of 

or unwi.lling to control the quality and marketing of Hs products and 

a government not prepared to run counter to the prevailing Zaissez .... faire 

attitude to private enterprise. Yet the government owned most of the 

resource upon wh:i.ch this inefficient exploitation was based .. 

Legislation had made little i.mpact; the situation was one that needed 

enforcement and in this the government failed. Many were of the opinion 

that government control of the forest aud of aspects of the industry was 

the only way to achieve the full potential of the forest. 

The industry was undercapital:tzed. However, it was 

further handicapped by its failure to organise capital labour and 

resources to maximum advantage. Major deficiencies were of two types, 

the quality of the product and marketing. After a decade of sustained 

contact with the highly exacting overseas markets, adequate adjustments 

had not eventuated consequently one of the principaZ difficul-t-ies in 

extending the timber t11ade of Tasmania was decidedly the unce-r'tain 
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quality of the timber.• (Target, 1902, xviii}. Marketi.ng required 

public relat-Lons campaigns as well as the efflcient organization 

of the system of distri.bution and wholesaling outlets at one end 

and the assembly and despatch of goods at the other. But 

entreprene.urial skills were :l.r, short supply. Marketing, particularly 

for :i.nterstate, suffered from a lack of organization. The government 

which had aecess to sufficient funds lacked the incentive to engage 

in the sustained promotional activity necessary to open up new 

markets overseas. Improvements at each end of the interaction were 

greatly needed if the trade was to expand. Western Australia had 

provided a successful example of another approach for its (!Y'eat trade 

had evo Zved by advertisement and str1:ct adherence to grade (Rodgers, 

1928, 843). The lack of capital, initiative and organization are 

seen as major factors accounting for the decline experienced in the. 

second half of the nineteenth ce.ptury and as contrlbuting to the 

decli.ne in the second decade of the twentieth century. The largest 

mills which created the growth of the period of consolidation did not 

lack these factors and were able to produce a better product, one 

for which there was a demand. 

The Tasmanian Timber trade from 1830 to 1930. expe.d.enced 

varyi .. ng degrees of difficulty in meeting the conditions which were 

essential for cornplementarJty. Limitations on the trade arose from 

the nature of the product, the industry and the shipping links and 

also from slow diffusion of information, competition and consumer 

preference. Demand has been the major factor controlling the size 

and nature of the Tasmani.an timber trade. Initially, there was 

little scope for substitution in the small colonial market, but for 

most of the century, the variation in exports can be explained by 

fluctuations in constructicinal activity and by the extent to which 
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substitution occurred. Negative changes displaced Tasmanian timbers 

in interstate markets whilst positive change enabled special purpose 

timbers to be used in distant places. 

If complementarity based either on spatial differentiation 

or on price differentials exist, then the level of trade depends on the 

potential for and extent of substitution. Ullman (1956, 868) described 

two factors which created conditions favourable to substitution. These 

were the factor of intervening opportunity which resulted in a 

substitution of areas and the factor of transferabil:i.ty which resulted 

i.n a substitut:i.on of products. Both occurred in this example of 

spatial interaction but in themselves provide only a partial explanation 

of the experience of the Tasman:l.an timber trade, Two additional factors, 

behavioural aspects and the nature of the.product were crucial. Models 

of international trade assume a u'i:liform product but allow spatial 

variation in cost structure. 

accepted for timber flows. 

This simplifying assumption cannot be 

Eucalypt timbers are d:l.sadvantaged by negative consumer 

attitudes as well as the high costs of preparation and transport. The 

lower costs of supply and transferability for softwoods increase the 

range of their opportunities for movement, and the opportunity surface 

for softwood is of far greater extent than is possible for eucalypts 

under condi. tiona of parity of pricE~. The widespread consumer 

preference for softwoods assuming equal suitability for the task has 

resulted in a greater number of linkages to potential markets on that 

opportunity surface. Flows of information had the potential to 

modify the interactions for better or worse. 

In addition to problems inherent in the timber • the 

Tasmanian timber trade suffered from self..,.imposecl difficulties arising 

from the nature of the industry and the role played by the government. 

The structure of the industry determined the quality, quantity and 

price of the timber. Thes~ factors significantly affected the 

desiderata of Tasmanian timber as judged by the market. The Tasmanian 

industry lacked capital, enterprise and organization for most of the 

century studied. The entry of British capital about the turn of the 

century increased the scale of activity and hastened the organization 
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substitution occurred. Negative changes displaced Tasmanian timbers 

i.n "interstate markets whilst positive change enabled special purpose 

timbers to be used in distant places. 
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accepted for timber flows. 

This simplifying assumption cannot be 

Eucalypt timbers are disadvantaged by negative consumer 

attitudes as well as the high costs of preparation and transport. The 

lower costs of supply and transferability for softwoods increase the 

range of their opportunities for movement, and the opportunity surface 

for softwood is of far greater extent than is possible for eucalypts 

under conditions of parity of price. The widespread consumer 

preference for softwoods assuming equal suitability for the task has 

resulted in a greater number of l:i.nkages to potential mar·kets on that 

opportunity surface. Flows of information had the potential to 

modjfy the interactions for better or worse. 

In addition to problems inherent in the timber, the 

Tasmanian timber trade suffE~red from self-..fmposed difficulties arising 

from the nature of the industry and the role played by the government. 

The structure of the industry determined the quality, quantity and 

price of the timber. These factors significantly affected the 

desiderata of Tasmanian timber as judged by the market. The Tasmanian 

industry lacked capital, enterprise and organization for most of the 

century studied. The entry of British capital about the turn of the 

century increased the scale of activity and hastened the organization 
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for overseas markets but orderly marketing for the nearer Australian 

markets remained a pipe-dream. 

The TasmanLm timber trade has exld.bited c.ontinuity to 

a striking degree. It has continued to supply general purpose timbers 

to the same major markets. The trade has undergone great change in 

scale but the determining factors shaping that trade have remained 

unchanged. However, the detail and the relative importance of 

these factors has been modified by changing circumstances. 

Technological innovations have been of great Significance ~1 this 

change as they provided the potential for dae substitution of product 

and area as descr:tbed by Ullman. 

Eucalypt timbers were under particular circumstances 

highly susceptible to substitu,tion to the detriment of the Tasmanian 

timber trade. 

relatively low. 

Desiderata for eucalypts as general purpose was 

Only when the particular properties of eucalypts 

were turned to account either increasing desiderata or reducing the 

threat of substitution could large scale movements to distant ma~kets 

be undertaken. T'asmania did not succeed 1n creating major permanent 

markets for its timbers beyond its nearest neighbours. Thus the 

tyranny of distance is very evident in the resultant spatial 

interaction. 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION 

The potential of the forest was not realised during 

the period of study. The Tasmanian timber trade was small in 

scale and of minor significance to all hut Tasmania. The state 

was endowed with untapped, extensive tnature forests close to tidewater 

and close to growing mainland markets. These enabled an early start 

but the timber trade failed to grow as its traditional markets grew 

and Tasmanian timber gave way to substitutes from mainland and 

overseas forests. 

Some of the problems were in the nature of the market 

which was prejudiced, protecti;mist and variable, some were in the 

nature of the. timber but most of the causes for this failure were ln 

Tasmania. The governm(~nt and the timber industry each contributed 

their share. The government failPd the industry through its lack 

of commitment shovm in many ways; its inappropriate land legislation, 

its neglect of the forest resource and its unwilli.ngness to invest in 

transport facilities, promotion, and research or to interfer~ with an 

inefficient undercapitalized industry. Though some individual efforts 

were exemplary, the industry, in general, failed to adopt adequate 

standards of organization, capital and enterprise. It failed to 

invest in new ideas, to practice the knowledge already at hand or to 

d
• . 

a JUSt to the changing nature of the market. The 'good years'' after 

the turn of the century were a period when these failures were. 

partially overcome. 

With a similar resource base and experiencing the same 

difficulties :i.nherent i.n eucalypt timbers, the comparison between the 

achievements of Tasmania and Western Australia was instructive. 

Different attitudes, scale of activity and different levels of 

enterprise account for the difference :i.n the experiences of each 

state. Tasmania failed to make the mo~t of its resource base and 

thereby co1.1clemned itself to a minor part in the Australasian timber 
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trade, Western Australia became the premier timber exporting area. 

Even South Africa indulged in more experimentation with Australian 

timbers and obtained the benefi.ts of such endeavours. 

The Tasmanian Umber trade grew w:Lthlu the context of 

a pioneering society's search for economic independence based on 

export staples derived from natural endowments. The development of 

such trade was conditional upon the existence or creation of 

complementarity. It has been demotistrated that such conditions 

existed and that they were capable of expansion, The restrictions 

limiting the exp<msion 'that occurred)were largely the outcome of the 

sltuation which generated the need .. Tasmania never ou tgre\v the 

characterisdcs typical of a pioneerlng society. Labour was 

expensive, capital and enterprise were scar<.~e and only the resource 

existed in abundance. 

The Tasmanian timber trade, though performing at less 

than its potenti.al, has made a s:i.gnificant contribution to the well .... 

being of Tasmania. The contribution of the forest to the overall 

economic growth of the state increases when lt is placed within the 

broader context of the local economy. The external timber trade was 

only a portion of the economic activity supported by the exploitation 

of the forest. The bulk of timber production was sold to the local 

market. From 1884 when data is first available, exports have been 

equivalent to between 20 to 1+0% of the total sawn production. The 

exports were able to generate greater returns by utilizing capacity 

more effidently and Here :important in providing an addi.tional 

stimulus for investment in economi.es of scale. The timber industry 

generated much employment and income, and indirectly provided for more. 

Any depression in the t:Lmber industry had its repercussions 

throughout the wider community. 



Amongst the benefits attributable to trade was the 

multiplier effect on shipping. The large traffic in timber meant 

an unusually large amot•.nt of shipping was employed by Tasmanian 

traders (Mossman, 1866, 165), a situation that continued undl the 

Great Depression of the 1930's though the change to larger ships 

had made an impact prior to this. The strong trading links which 

regular contact created had its consequences in the flow of ideas 

and peoples. It linked the timber ports of Tasmania directly to the 

wider world broadening horizons and providing a ready route along 

which innovation and mi.gration could occur. The movements were 

both ways. Many Tasmanian lads spent a few years of their youth 

do:i.ng similar work in the for est s across the Tasman. Many advances 

in technique reached Tasmania this way while others left with 

trained personnel applying the local techniques in the forests of ., 
Gippsland and Northern New South Wales. 

The procurement and processing of timber became 

incre .singly dependent on technical developments which in turn 

supported a eonsiderable engl.neering and metal..,.working 1.ndustry. 

Eng:i.neeri.ng fi.rms in the larger urban centres suppll.ed the tlJany 

essential services such as the castl.ng of wheels but fabrication 

into wagons and so on was largely the prerogative of the blacksmiths 

employed by the larger saw·-mills. 

A reciprocal relationship with agriculture contributed 

further to the state's well-being. Most t:imber..,getters were 

specialists and self-sufficiency in food was rare. An additional 

multiplier effect derived from the great demand which existed for 

animal fo~der prior to mechanized land transport. Farmers bought 

the local timbers for constructional purposes, many even hired casual 

labour skilled in splHting to provide fencing material from timber 

on their own land. Orchm:dists looked to the timber industry for 

cheap fruit-cases. Often the specialized skills and equipment of the 

timber industry were used by farmers. Repairs were taken to the 

blacksmith. Hany small·-holders depended on the horses essential for 

logging to provide the motive power to plough their land. 

I 

I 
I 
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Forest exploitation has aided settlement in several 

The forest provided for many the first cash returns which in 

turn financed the early agricultural development of 1reas accessible 

to transport. The provision and later extension of the state~s 

infrastructure was in some areas due to forest exploitation. Land 

transport and jetties, once constructed were also available to 

agriculturalists. The frequent shipping contacts already 

established by the timber trade encouraged initial flows of 

agricultural produce to interstate markets and broadened the 

opportunities for diffusion of ideas. 

The reacti.on to the forested lands has influenced the 

spatial and social patterns of settlement now stamped on the land. 

There was a need to come to terms with the particular combinati.on 

of environment and culture which existed in Tasmania.. The forest 

has not been easily or cheaply converted to other uses and forests 

rema1n itn integral part of the Tasmanian scene. The full recognition 

of the forest's worth whether measL~ed in economic, ecological or 

asethetic terms had made slow progress aga:i .. nst the entrenched attitudes 

and practices. The limited and restricted development of the timber 

trade may, however, have been a blessing :in disguise. The reduced 

demand for timber correspondingly reduced the area of forest subjected 

to destructive exploitatlon. Sustai.ned yield management which became 

offi.cial policy during the 1920ts, promised care of the neglected but 

extensive resource base. New developments in processing of eucalypts 

promised the prospect of paper manufacturing, a more lucrative use of 

wood promising greater job opportun1t:i.es and greater impac.t on the 

local economy. Thus by 1930 the future prospects were brighter and 

the forest was expected to make an increasing contribution to the 

fortunes of the state. 
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GLOSSARY~~ 

Name indicates size; from 3/4 inch to under 
1~ inch thick and from 1 to 3 inches wide of 
any length. 

A structural timber used horizontally. 
A structural timber supported at two or 
more points. 

A p:tece of savm, hewn or dressed timber of 
greater width than thickness. Usually 3/8 
inch to 1~ inches thick and 3 inches or more 
wide. 

Timber us~d for the manufacture of boxes or 
crates. 

Dimensions for Tasmania -

Long apple case: ends 1'2"x7"x7/8" 
sides, top, bottom 2 't~"x7"x1 /3" 

Dump apple case: ends 
sides 
top, bottom 

1'3"x9~"x7/8" 
1'8"x7"xl/311 

1'8"x9~"xl/3" 

Flattening or buckling or wood cells cluri.ng 
drying which becomes manifest in excessive 
and/or uneven irregular shrinkage. 

1. Board or plank of fir or pi.ne of varying 
dimensions but exceeding 7 inches in width 
and six feet in length. 

2. A standard deal is a plank 3 inches thick, 
9 inches wide and 12 inches long. 

3. Such planks collectiveJ.y. 

4. A general term for European softwoods 
e.g. a deal table, a floor of deal. 

Wallis, N. K. , 1970, ~-~-~!"-~l_~f<:t..t.~_!imJ:eT: __ !l'_~~~~...':~£~, Angus and Robertson 

Dr ~-!-!_~l?...:s_~~:::_' -~_g_9..!!!.P..l..<:!_C2:_!?_LS:...~~-~~!2~I:)' __ o f ___!_h.:;_ En g]j~_l_l_}~·:mg u ~_g e ( Rev i sed ) , 
l86L1, London 

Green, A.O., 1903, Tasmanian Timbers 
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T:imber :is dressed when one or more sides has 
been planed. Planed surfaces. 

The natural resistance of timber to its 
various diseases and decay. 

Dressed, tongued and grooved boards nailed to 
floor joists to provide the floor of a house. 
Usually in 3-, 4- and 6-inch widths and l-inch 
thick. 

Timber used to form the basic structure of a 
building. 

A term applied to freshly felled timber, or 
to timber wh.ich still eontains free water i.n 
its cell ~avities. Unseasoned. 

A ribbon of gum or kino between growth rings 
which may be bridged radially at short 
intervals by woody tissue. 

A conventional term used to denote the timber 
of broad leaved trees belonging to Lhe 
botanical group Angiosperms. (Porous woods). 

That portion of the centre of the tree 
affected by decay or of no appreciable 
strength. 

Wood in which the growing tree has ceased to 
contain living cells and in which the reserve 
materials (e.g. starch) have been removed or 
clmnged into more durable substances. 

Timber, finished to size by axe or adze; the 
ends are sometimes sawn. 

Applied to timber or trees native to a 
particular country. 

Term applied to logs before sawing. 

Round timber means logs as distinct from savm 
or he~.m timber. 
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LATH 

MATURITY 

MOISTURE CONTENT 

MOISTURE GRADIENT 

PALING 

PICKET 

PILES 
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A branch or limb embedded in the tree and cut 
through in the process of manufacture. 

1. A thin, narrow board or slip of wood, to 
be nailed to the rafters of a building, for 
the purpose~ of supporting the tiles or 
coveri.ng. 

2. A thin narrow slip of wood to be nailed to 
the studs for the purpose of supporting the 
plastering. 

3. A piece of sawn or riven timber 3/16 to 
3/8 inch thick and 1 to 1~ inch wide. 

The age, varying with the species and conditions 
of growth, at which a tree attains its prime and 
after which the heartwood begins to deteriorate. 

The weight of moisture contained in a piece 
of timber expressed as a percentage of the 
oven-dry weight. 

A graduation in moisture content between 
successive layers of ti.mber. 

1. Pale: a narrow board, pointed or sharpened 
at one end, used in fencing or enclosing; a 
po:tnted stake driven into the ground and 
fastened to a rail at the top of a picket. 

2. A fence formed with pales. 

3. Boards of particular dimensions; 5 or 6 
feet long, 5 or 6 inches wide and 1 to 2 inches 
thick. Tapering of width was commonplace. 

1. A stake sharpened or pointed used in 
fortifications and encampments. 

2. A narrow board pointed, used in making fences; 
a pale or paling; picket-fence. 

Long wooden poles driven into the sea bed as 
part of wharf construction, and so on, or into 
the ground to provide foundations for a structure. 
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A loose term applied to boards usually wider 
than six inches and two i.nches or thicker. 
Boat planks: the outer coveri.1!g of a wooden 
vessel. 

Woods usually from broad-leaved trees 
containing pores. 

Pores are vessels, i.e. the principal vascular 
or water-conducting e1ements of hardwoods: 
these are sometimes visible on the cross-section 
(end grain) as small round holes. 

A horizontal member of a frame, sash, door, 
panelling, fence and so on. 

Fence rails were typically 9 feet long, 6 to 
7 inches in width and tapered thickness (2 
to 1 or~ inch). 

Fence posts 7 feet x 7 inches x 5 inches. 

An e.xudati.on from trees solidified, or partly 
so, known variously as amber, damar, gum, 
etc. soluble in ether, turpentine, alcohol, 
etc. but not in water. Used for varnish, 
lacquer •.. 

Timber sawn to dimensions of up to about 
6 x 4 (inches). 

The drying of timber. The degree of seasoning 
cannot be stated in terms of period of kiln or 
ai.r drying, but must be expn~ssed by moisture 
content to which the timber is dried. The term 
does not imply the suitability of the timber for 
any particular purpose. 

Timber that has been dried by stacking in the 
air. 

Timber that has been dried in a kiln. 

A separation of timber extending longituclinally 
and formed during drying. Commonly caused by 
the immediate effect of dry wind or hot sun on 
freshly sawn timber. 
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SHAPED PIECES 

SHINGLE 

SHOOKS 

SHRINKAGE 
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SOFTWOOD 

SPARS 

SQUARED LOG 

STAPLE 
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A partial or complete separation between 
adjoining layers of timber, due initially 
to causes other than drying. 

Precise meaning uncertain. Some referred to 
Limber with bends, crooks and forks of 
dimensions suHable for shipbullding. 

An oblong piece of wood sawed or rived (split) 
thin and s1mll with one end thinner than the 
other, in order to lap lengthwise, used in 
coveri.ng buildings, especially the roof. 

1. A p ieee of case making timber of a requi.red 
slze. 

2. A set of ~oards for a box. 

3. A spli.t stave for a barrel. 

Decrease in dimension due to decrease in 
moisture content. 

Tangential (back cut) shrinkage is approximately 
double that of radial (quarter cut) shrinkage. 

A strong piece of timber laid on the ground 
to support loads, structures and so on applied 
in part:lcular to the transverse timbers carrying 
railway lines. 

Dimensions: 7' X 10" X S" 
6'6" X 9" X S" 

A conventional term used to denote the timber of 
trees belonging to the botanical group 
Gymnosperms. Commercial timbers of this group 
are practically confined to the class Coniferae 
or Conifers. 

Strong round pieces of timber used for hoisting 
purposes or for carrying the sails of a vessel. 

A log \rl1ich has been roughly squared up with 
axe or saw. 

Principal conmodities produced by a country for 
exportation and use. 

1·--



STAVE 

SUPERFICIAL FEET 
(sup. super.) 

TRENAIL, TREE NAIL 

UNSTABLE 
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A thin narrow piece of wood, intended to form 
p<:trt of a barrel, of which casks are made. 

l)imensions: 2'8" XL+" X 1" 
3 1 211 X 5!z" X 1 1/16" 
l1

1 0" X 4~11 
X 111 

A superfi.cial foot is the equivalent of a 
square foot one inch thick. (It is sometimes 
called board measure). 

Other units: 1 cubic foot = 12 sup. ft. 
1 load == 50 cubic ft. 
1 standard - 165 cubic ft. 
1 Cord equalled 128 cubic feet 

A long wooden pin used in fasten:i.ng the planks 
of a tree to the timbers. 

Made from s'traight-grai.ned timber. 

Applied to timber whi.ch varies conslderably in 
size with change in moisture content. 
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,,4v 1<:,<::,4! i ! II v.)L I '-',;)<:Ol n.a. I 
- .-' I "" 1 r''"' ! ! ; l' r- (; i ~---...! I . 
L.c4 ! L'-+,o<::Li l I Ill v.v2 : 5,,;;cd • i 
2.35 18,5751 ' i ' 0.48 l 3.C57! I I ' /~ I ~ '9'. ' . 'I ,., ,~ ' ~ -p?i I I ;.co ':1 1 ':.:: ...-! l ; it v . .-~':J j .::: .. L-_,,! 

1.C1 I 4.425j :1: ! l,' 0.35 ! 4.537i I I 
0.38 !' 3,577; ! ! iJ 0.92 t 3,759i i 
1 =.:::: ::.. :;-z,..... i i ! l 0 "" I ..... ACQl i I -~--I v,_,r. ' . ., '-"/ '•.J~Vl I 

1:§~ 1 !~:~~~~ ; l l ~:16 1 ~:~~~l I 1 
;-:~ I ;9,::s~! i !i v.!2 ! ., ~2L: i 
o .. ~ J'-',:7::>::>; i !I 0.__,3 j ,,c-.c9j , l 

I! ~~·~?~! ! ! 11 1 ~.a.~ I 
-'"•·-"vi ! i il , ••• a., l 

25.23 I 4~~: l i 1
1 I ~:::: I 

21 24 I """" 707 I ' i ll 0 24 i " '<0' i 

f~~ I "'~f~~~l I ! II . l ..-'~:::: I 

.10 

.92 

.93 

9.38 J 33.7731 106,790f. 26,983 il 0.26 I 3~5511·;' 254 3,297 I 
9 .. 54 ~ C9,901f 75,674! 34,227 !J o .. -ri ~ ;,;:;o; 503 so? 
6. 78 I SC,972! 5. 2,680! 28,292 i_l 0.40 ! 4, 756! 1,260 3,496 I I 

I ,. : !· I i 
'7 h l 7-:t. ,...,_C. f c;.~;:::; -...-y , "" l "') .Qr l ~ --J.f'i ·7r'l ~ '"'7f'\ , • ....,6 1 ,..-~,7Lv 46,...;t.'!._;, Lt,20, ,I u ........ O 1 ...... ~~-tv~ 2,9,v ...-,.:::.,v 

,(2_55 FIRE'tiOOD J 
~40~ 5 HOUSES 

I 

I 

j 575 SPA..:>$, EAl.2 

1200 SA'A'X TD~:::::?. 
h 150 SAtt:i T:i:~:?:::::. 

l 7~26 66,755! 48,4401 18,3-t6 1j 0.36 1 3J3U8j 440 2,908 
6.17 I 55,8501 37,5551 18,295 ll 0.27 I 2,425/ 675 1,750 I 
6.99 '! 69,2451 49,C6Ci 20,785 h 0.53 i 5,2831 820 4,463 I 82 1431 DOORS, 

105 l 
SASHES 

8~33, 81,255i 63,5C5.l 17,760 ·1'! 0~77 I 7,528! 2,255 5,2631 1· 
r -' ' c;,r r ,.-..! ~- "7"2.-1 ....., 1 -1 -..., ... 4 ::;::-.-., "" .....,,.....,. .-..., f"'\ o.--..4. 1 _,o,c7ct )),;>:;! ~0,9-+3 l ··-''- J ::,.-.~!vi :,;ou 9,V!\...; 1 
~·-I ;.- ..,,,, ~9 ~-o- '6 ~"8' I 1 7'< I ,. ,~,, - -o- 'C56 I 57 j42 HtJRDLES~ CASKSj 

20 ! . : :).4C5 t ~,,!.,.-'!! ~ ,o:::; ! 1'-' ; Iii • ../ i ;4,'4-C,j L,? ., lf-' 

6.55 i 51,747! 27,6;01 24,137 ! 2.42 ~ 19,1521 2,860 6.292 
" "o~ • 49 'o"l. "-'· "7"'' 1"' '2,... J'j 2 ?1 I -,., "'' 5' 4 --~5 6 -,·.o ...; .. _; l ,_,.,._,J, _,;'+,-.,Uj _,.,.,! v ·- Lv,.,....-.i..f.! ,.vv ,,.....4 

5.15 42,5971 27,645! 14,972 I. 3.04 ! 25,127i 8,565 6,562 
I 1 ij' ! I 
l ' I 

t 1 L 
i l !I 

203 l Jl 

190! 

176,20 FELLOES I 
I I 
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61~8 

?~C 

ES.3. 
.::::?, 

, --.--, 
-..z:..-, 

' ..,...-, 
,L.._.,..":,, 

-:::::-:;:::_ 
'j '_,lo 

'3 ~ C'' 

,;:-;:c_ 

', E<5 
~, ;: ..... s, ~=:.: 
.3::2,~=~ 
.~~'?~C,:..~ 
,3""."'3,:53 
L..;.S,S7~ 

,(:....!.... 
'2 ..... "2: 

'._.. ~ ........ ' 
,:77,'-75 

:::~:- :::. ~ 
'~· '·~,:::. ~ ,, ' 

= :0 , - -

:!ll'!ll 
n .. a,. 

346.584 3·'J2 .285 

i~Z:~~~ 
..-,775 

5t:0,C:2 
SS5,C76 

~g~:~~ 

i~i:~§~ 
337' ~51 
LL..~,s:;,c 
L96, ~74 
535,S:J7 
696,339 
705,530 

c~.rzRSE:AS 

520,495 
635,223 
~??,:;~ 
:;..::.::::.,cc:;, 
C:7~ !:;;2'"?-
426:252 
§~2.' ~~? 
b:,t8,,1 i 

951~566 
1,002,093 
2,010,503 

.74 

.65 

.12 
.C8 

....,..::_ 
• 1.) 

.16 

.76 
5.15 
5 .. 55 
4.56 

3 .. 44 
3.64 
3.?~ 
2.:::0 
3.36 
:z -:::;::_ 
..)•../--' 

2.69 
2.47 
5.21 
4.35 

2.58 
2 .. 98 
2.42 
1 .26 
1. 31 
2 .. 28 
2.12 
! .95 
1 "51 
'!.53 

1.53 
1.55 
1.14 

1 "' ',.._; ( 

2.62 
2.44 
2.49 
2 .. 98 
4.06 
4.33 

37,267 
49.260 
46~614 
63,246 
z~,;~~ 
bd, C·-4-"J 

65' ~51 
,.-..,-r: 

,';:!-...-:; 
,539 

59,7-;3 

34,3"081 

zZ:I~6! 
52,6~~~ 
56,1~2' 
.::..5,l..iOi 
53,652~ 
55, SOL.i 

;o, iB2 
14 1 S60 
l8~E39 
1B,S66 
2296~1 
22,533 
~9,741 

29·~n 
t7,vd? 

3.67 
2.42 
3.69 
3.41 
2.39 
3.73 
4.92 
2.35 
2.37 
2.35 

.87 
• ; l 

.59 

.36 

.87 

.36 

.98 

.20 

.64 

.98 

5.87 
4.45 
2.83 
2.90 
2.15 
2.46 
1.90 
1.52 
1. 72 
1.20 

1 ""~ ,. 1_..1' 

1 .11 
1.24 

1 .. 16 ' ~~ ,.v.::: 
0.52 
0.68 
0.60 
0.64 
0.71 

I 
I 

6,385' 
5, 770 l 
7,900 i 
7,030 l 
7,214 I 
2,775 I 
2,638! 
3,410 t 
1,143 I 

I 
I 

17,448 
12,163 
25,674 
23,455 
14.,909 
27,8'17 
42,963 
19,939 
19,989 
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' I 
I 
I 
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rL.a .. I n.a. 869 
n.a. I --

! ,03! I 
' ,52-8 

I ,619 
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I ,426 I 

11 ,6?9 
n.a .. 

1
1 '~Z~ n ... a. 

2,310 11,036 
596 ! 840 

3,096 11,313 
6,972 i 1,333 
2,864 11,643 
::; . ...,,,..,., ,, ,833 ., .. .c...v. 
2,942 11,388 

3,160 l 2 ~ -., I . , ,_ 
n .. a .. 1,423 

355 11,350 

n.a. 

I 

n.a. 
1,404 
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937 
763 

1,048 

''iER~ I 
301 

I 
327 
206 

n.a. I 
420 I 142 
241 I 

1,870 I 
I 
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~0 ¥u!.\.J?.I ?1: . .:. 

57 CAS7.B 
12 GU~-1 27'5 SA;.;".; 

20 GlJM 

i 37 SAw;! 
1 '351 
1,.:;58 
1,884 
1,L74 

26,723 
23, !72 I ., 
6,021 l:HESSED 

TIMBER 
OVERSEAS 

n.a. 
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;~?FS::::IX 1 .. TIMBER, B~~{ AliD TOTAL EXPORTS OF TAS~JiliiA, 1830 - 1930. 

BY VALUE 

P, , ll ·--·---· I 

y-~""f TO'I:.L EX?ORTS l! TIKBZR EXPORTS II Bft.P.K EXPORTS i OTHER TREE PRODUCTS 

I! il ~ 
!1 l! t' 

i .. ~2 :\/2~ 

I : ~ ii d i ~ ;! l ! ? E I I 

I 
ST;.TE .,. EXPO?::' V . .',.Ll.;'ES" U?:S.'i.CE,KTAG.tj TOTAL I PORTS OF EXIT" !! PERCENTAGE! TOTALj PORTS OF EXIT- I EUCALYPTUS! WILLO, OTJ:-:ER 
TCTAL FRO:·: lli OF TOTAL I VALlJE I 1i OF ':'OTAL VALUEJ OIL i OSIER IKCl~,'L:0Ii\G 

~----~------,i S'"A'""' I II STAT"' ' I DRE"""'" Al:D 
i l II EXPORTS i I I• EXPORTS I ' I . 1"£\G..;.:;.;:L'?~ 
i F.03 . .',..S.T i :,..!;.1.;'?\C:O:STOK\! I ' HOBA."i.T LA\.JNCESTON OTHERS tl ! HOBART LAU:\CESTOI\1 I IT:::;:.s 
I £ £ I £ it 76 ! £ I £ £ i.. !i 9( I i.. ! £ £ 1 £ I £ £ 
; ! ;; i ' l! I J I I 
J J ;\' !' j' i'l' !' I . 

~ ll f I H l 
1 '329, 553 n ! 4CO' 000 I ~ n .., !I 1 '"' n.a. n.a. 

8,815 U~U~l ,,D£7.''' II Hi [jiH!Uifiii J(lil :i~]li!l U! liHii U]if :¥:~~j 7,603 WOOD & WICKER }:A;,:;...rrACTL?.E.S 

2 

~'-;~;··~ i! :;42..- ! 7~~~?;} -~~:''o~;v ~~~0...:.~-;' ,~~~,.f~~/l ~~~.~ l!:;o_ ,_., ·~ L;,:?;::_, ~~,~;~ 
::::?--::.~~=- 'l ;.58 1 3:..-:o.oo- 1 1__,i ,_._3 ,),_,..c2 ._..u,v .... ::::i~: v • ...;':J _.-8,.82? 2:,t::...c:..7 .2~_.._..v 

9~~=3~: lJ 3.59 1 ~72! 9?~ i~~zt~?s ~;,§46 1 ~~;~3~11 o.~4 12~i5~.1 15,g§§ ~J4?~ 
9~C.E~,O tj 3.7? \_~...,.O,c::;; ll.:;L,/42 tv,?88 l..Jit•7L{1 0 •• 8 11o,1v4 9 ..... ?o oJ14b 

~ :1 l I !I I t t 
tc~:~,;:-~.=:;.._s~ :--e:€!"'S -:o p2.Z,::es c1.;:::siC.e the present Co~or:wealth of Aust:ralia .. 
t PL=,:- c? EX:'.:' 1 :.r:cl~C.es all _pc;:'ts 1..!Ylder the jt.:risd.ictio:l cf "t~-:e relevant V.arine Board. 

!-:::::c::-- :::is::re:;a.::c:.e-s :..:: ~J::.:.al ~iruber export values i'or 'that yea!"'; i:: all cases that given 
~~e t=~~~~ed e~~c~~ Ca~a. 

is the aggregate value derived from 

C:assifi~a~~C~ C~2~ge. 
S~2~e ti~je~ e~~~r~ ~o~als 1910 - 1921/22 are in~erpola~ed from~a 
19\4 - six =8~~s cr~y; ~hereafter the financial year is used4 

graph in the Forestry Handbook 1928, 16. 

:-~.a. !·~c-t a~ta.ila·:::le. 

8,785 WO:JD Y~\LFAC7:.J~3 
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161.4 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 

1650 

" 52 

'' 54 

;g 
II: 
59 

1H60 
61 
62 
6) 
6•· 
65 
66 
67 

1068 
69 

16?0 
71 
'11 
n 
'74 

tl 
77 
78 
79 

1000 
81 
82 

"' S4 
B5 
e6 
~I 
ea 
89 

)890 
91 
92 
93 
9'• 
95 
96 
97 
98 

99 
1900 

"*1901 
02 
Ol 
04 
05 
06 
07 
00 
09 

44;>, 9H8 
5.?0.~tl2 
561,2'8 
724, ~9, 
~')~,lS4 
5?-',710 

6~8, 5l~O 
641,60'3 
£!60,1t&) 

2,27,, ~·)7 
2 ,601,,(,8() 
1,559,797 
1,41;2,106 

~ :~?>~:g\i~ 
1,16,,907 

1,C({1,4n 
9',)}, 517 
(',)?' I,J., 
902 ,gi,Q 

?~~: ~~~ 
802,107 
6)6, ~l·6 

845,152 
975,1112 

792,916 
7?8,C87 
807,162 

1,107 ,Hi? 
, ,257 '?8) 
1,18'),(H;2 
,,1},5,003 
1,.,08,671 
1,VIo,812 
1,26'7,i+7:5 

1,369,22.~ 
1. 4 ~1 • '\fll~ 
1,670,8?2 
1,8}2,6.~7 
1 ,6;,6,11fJ 
1,75? .l~e6 
1,75?,567 
1,596,817 
, ,6·1o,66Lj 
1,611 ,Oj5 

1,897,'.512 
2,051,St64 
1 ,49'7, 16'1 
1 ,0')7,68} 

979 ,C'/9 
1,09lo 1 lt'.t7 
1, 1']2 ,lo10 
,,.,(7 ,608 
1,050,018 

1,769,.32.1+ 
2,0'/l,6~8 

1,961),199 
2,t.l.'i! ,.,,,, 
2,~9~,81Ci 
2. ~51•' 4)11 
~ ,651, 7:>4 
,,0~0.514 
},21t8,19~ 
3,3'11,&'.2 
,,129,8'/3 

.. 1922~2} 9,103 ,;54 
2 3M24 9, eoa, 65 ~ 
21t-·2J 8, BG8,1o(,Q 
2?~2:G 8,1•50,'/9, 
26~27 r!, t..r.f>, ?'!' 
21~2n j,~;:e,?F-6 
28 .. 29 9,2j5,246 

1929·)0 9,131.8,102 

SHAM: ()f 
Trti'AL 
STATE 

1KI'001'S 

~ 

O,t,i, 
1,10 
1,01 
O.f.-8 
0,1+5 
0.46 

0.68 
0.72 
0.16 
, .06 
1.16 

1.98 
2.16 
1.47 

1.11 
0.67 
1. '\9 
0,01 
0,68 
1 '14 
0.70 o.o 

O.H 
0.64 

1.m o.u 
0.~ 
O.H 
o." 
1.11 
1,17 
0.62 
1.m 
1.15 

1.16 
1.30 
2.m 
1.H 
2.16 
1.~ 
1.~ 
2.54 
1.~ 
2.1} 

1.64 
1. 78 
0.91 
o. 9'~ 
0.)8 
0.9~ 
0.60 
1.CO 
0.94 

1.15 
1.12 

1d4 
1. ,34 
1.84 
0.85 
2.13 
1.n 
1. )) 
1.19 

0.65 
0.(.; 
0.62 
o. 51 
0, jO 
0.51 
o. ~0 
0.7() 

VAl-UI:: f QUANflTY 

Sup. f't, 

------1--.. ·--"'-"""-
1,$46 
5.'1::8 
5,f84 
4,692 
2,bfl9 
2,6.59 

4,1,.,~ 
4,6)4 
,,,~.,1 

24,057 
}0,2}0 

n.a, 
n,a. 

2'), 174 
28,E.'/3 
17,110 

11 ,e:J'I 
t.,313L1 

10,;:>1,() 
'/, )45 
6,1')4 
6,695 
6,211 
~.424 

4,8f.i' 
6,2S7 

6,626 
6,604 
,,813 
6,243 
8,012 

13,110 
i},2MI 
6,086 

1.5,31•2 
14,627 

15,e97 
18,564 
3'-,665 
28,51)4 
35,?19 
Jio,9'/4 
26, )47 
lo1,031 
21,616 
34,271 

~:2?.?. 
1},500 
9,J6' 
,,670 

10,1124 
7,126 

1.3,612 
15,5G9 

20, ,91 
2J,2lo6 

~:m 
,4,81') 
47,016 
22,503 
61+,627 
)6,"139 
Ulo,'l.5?. 
Y/,3"/6 

~9.511 

~2:i~,~ 
1,2,6b2 
28,1,11,8 
41J,P.fJ7 
1;6,21o4 

69,0'5 

1 ,461j,600t 

6,016,900-t 
11 '8~·~ '/,(() 
$,3~2. 400 

'?~?. 0{'() 
;!,Y)8,~U) 

::;, 1~'62' 1?2 
678.900 

3,0?), 141.o 
6}1•,960 

r.;z:~~ 

1.5~1,,0,6 
614,112 

957,924 
665,500 
371 ,90'• 
650,052 
887,421< 

~;~&~:~66 
923,080 

1,595,500 
1,609,692 

1,99'~,002 
2,656, 356 
,,~l.6,4~0 
2,9)?,')4'}. 
3,482,9?9 
2, 155 • .325 
4,9f:o6,500 
5.305,302 
3,%6,692 
£1,709,069 

4,564,62/.a 
5,?35.271 
2,e<J6,1o6:? 
1,7,3),591 

?12,)?.5 
9')':i, r~) 7 ~ 

1.0.20, 140-t 
2,130,214 
2,86?,81') 

),706,00'/ 
4,312,581• .. 

OUAN'riT't 

3,241 ,CX.Xl 
3,79,,~05 
~.U.1,?1•9 
3,465, '52 
1."n6,414 
,,1)26, 52? 
2,8J'/,267 
} 19CI+,,12 

Ct.OAR 

t 

2,0)0 
6~)2 

1,676 
~90 

5.7'10 

4,045 
4,110 

900 

20 
"tl10 

115 

1,430 

550 
220 

270 
260 
)45 
235 
185 
?;o 
210 
165 

ASH 
UlCKOH't 

912 

:184 

['fAL3 I 1'1Mf»..H 

£ 

,,,2, 
8)0 
602 
002 

n,n6 
7 ,&f.l5 

'· ,90 
'.e~o 

~Jll 
~)20 

j,200 
4,0!4 
4,?65 
2,702 
1,014 

1,7?9 

),861 
352 

4,495 
584 

t.,2h6 
1,715 

4,624 

,,710 

2,5'/5 
4,00.? 
2,,96 
',497 

24,46p 

9,90) 
16,670 
10,8ZO 

10,('ql, 
5,0'/4 
$,720 
4, ~4') 
2,065 
},9)0 

'·i~ 
BOARDS 

1BJ 
1,S,?.O 

2,094 
1,3?5 

812 
1, 745 

9J5 
4,955 
2,500 
1,145 
5,164 
5,186 

4, }19 
5.905 

n,e<;2 
13,6?6 
9.~89 

11,365 
7,6)4 

19,)6J 

1~:m 

ll:m 
4,0$1 
1<,17') 
2,030 
3.'170 
2,54) 
6,Uo7 
?1916 

7.95'1 
10,674 

utHlllfS.StO 

21,0112 
5,fl6'J 
21,0~ 
27. 7.~5 
11 ,Bh2 
21.j,9?4 

~l:~i~ 
21,0H 

Utlutf..SS£02. 

41,0~8 
52,1t9 
}8,1+'1) 

~-~:~r:~ 
27,(l(h 
21,'/f-A 

PHOIXJ("f 

~-··-·--~~--~----------- ··--·~·-

GRE.AT~;H 'I'H.AN 
3 INCHES THICK 

1 ,60'• 
3,29' 

4,474 
4,186 
2,125 
),565 
6,)35 
6,785 
9,160 
5,508 
6,.714 
7, )64 

a,oc;; 
10,501 
16,052 
1'3,654 
2~,042 
21,936 
17,161 
18,994 
14,3.18 
19,41) 

21,65'$ 
19,362 
8,'543 

960 
221 

1' 1711 
2,9ll4 
2,07'1 
4,496 

),457 
,,B02 

Ul£$SE'.D 

8,27) 
9,'/T/ 

1},'f59 
19,281 
10,661 
J9,65J 
1.5,,2'5 
18,056 
16,359 

TlM.'BJ:".R 

n.e.l. 

16,170 
11 ,;?0.5 

g:~~2 
10,760 
19,055 
21,1U4 

LESS THAN 
j !.NCHLS 'l'IUCK 

706 
1,152 

1,788 
783 
531 
698 
557 
620 

1,:n4 
1,268 
1,461t 
l,OTI 

.5, 465 
2,158 
4,121 
1,261• 
),088 
1,67J 
1,552 
2,680 

905 
2,932 

1,000 
3,2(;6 

946 
7J 
16 

2% 
181 
.558 
6lt5 

5'19 
1,161 

CAm 
MA.Klt 

' 555 
)56 
126 
22C ,., 
205 

6211 

62) 

O''fHl'. 

12'~ 

66 
1 
2 
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APPENDIX 2B. PORT OF E!>.'TRY FOR TTI-:BEH IMPORTS, TASVtA1HA. 

1858 - 1878, 1922/23 - 1929/30 

! PORTS OF El'<"TRY - 1 
' ' 

' . I 
r10.AH. TOTAL TL"IBER IMPORTS HOBART LAUNCESTON ! OTHER j 

£ % % £ % £ I 96 £ I 
' ' 
' ' 

'8"-7 ~" 7'· '"O "O "'' 8~ • "72 .. ~ ~"' s 1"'2 I I 1 
i J' .:::: -·.. . ..... l ....._. ,. i . ./ vI • L i f v' _;L. l......, 'J 'v j ! 

~,-, ·--p 73 1"('; no "-O r..-, "' -r,- ~1"\ ".1:~ ...... ,..,,.._Q I . )0 L...;, .VJ•L" v ·.C/ 1 1 :)J'J ,../'::) .. _,.., ! t,t::::./._.. l J 
53 17,10 ;oo .. co 47.87 ,190 52 .. 13 8,920 t 

! --~,- i i 

1860 1
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i ,86"'- 00.00 I 31.27 ,710 ! 68.73 8,154 
6 1 ".<O'. QQ no I ~2 /.<' '"0 l -{-( {;(' 1 9"'- 1 • 

1
• ,...-u"-+- ... v J C. .-.-u ,...,._, .• .,...v ~, ./4 

'-2 • ~· '' "0 r." I <;• r/ 2-"- 4A '"- 4 9"4 v l J , c....--:v v • vV. _.,~ l • C- , c.._... ! ._, .. -''-' 1 __, 

63 l ,345 oc.oo 71 .. 27 ,235 28.73 2,110 
;:.•. I '0'· "0 -- "7 "4 ,__ I -- !/ '% "'"'9 V"+ ! t l__.'-t v .. l.:v I ../ .. _.,~ ,_.,.::::_:J c.:::::.-o ./f'-''--'_ 
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67 ! ,424 co.co 47.20 ,120 I 52RB0 1,304 
-~ 'I --" 0""0 3"''2 '25 ' 6r-8 '<2-8 co ,c-;:;_., ·v .. v ./•4 ,c 

1
. o .. :; .-/, ;; 

69 i ,287 00.00 61.87 ,890 38.13 2,397 
! ! 

. ' 

I 
I 
I· 

I 
1870 II 8,626 I 00.00 I 45.33 I ,910 I 54.67 4, 716 I I li 

71 ' ~,604 I oo.co I 54.30 ,585 I 45.70 3,019 I ! 
72 I ),813 00.00 38.95 ,485 l 61.05 2,328 

7; ;::.. ... I, n n 1 A:z: t'lk c.;::., ~ c:.:z:...... t Z-: J -;:."~~~ , "'~·::::~ l ;~-~~ 1 ,!::. f -:~· 6 ' ~'~:;';: t I 1 
( 4 t c' c . L I co. J'.) • I )':0. '.,) i '-'::!") I ... .) • 90 , • ~- ' f l I ! 
75 ! 13,110 ! 00.00 I 49~29 I ,540 f 50 .. 1'1 6,570 I . 
75 I 13 .. 2L4 ! 00.00 48~78 ! ,460 I 51.22 6~784 I I ! 

! 77 1 s;os6 1 oo.oo 52.99 ! ,285 j 47.01 3;so1 I .' I 78 l 13,342 I 00.00 I 45.01 I ,005 I 54.99 7,337 I I l 
1 I ' 1 I • 

l i I · ' I l ... ' ! I I I I I 
j 1922-23 I 59,511 i 99.99 58.33 l 34,714 j 22.67 13,493 I 18.99 . II 

: 23-24 I 63,392 I 100.00 I 65.23 i 41,350 I 21.89 13,879 12.88 
' 24-25 54,688 94.26* 59.76 32,682 1 2o.26 11,081 14.<4 
' 25-26 42,682 I 09.92* I 54.32 I 23,186 ! 24.00 10,244 I 21.68 I 

26-27 28,488 I 100.00 I 49.75 I 14,172 l 29.08 8,285 ! 21.17 ! 
27-28 I 48,867 I 99.99- I 43.74 21,375 I 43.53 21,274 12.72 I 
28-29 ' 46,244 I 100.00 . 37.52 I 17,352 . 44.11 20,399 I 18.37 I 

1929-30 l 69,035 ~~~~~--;~.65 1 17.706 1 46.44 32,059 1 27.91 1 

11,304 
8,163 
7,786 
9,252 
6,031 
6,218 
8,493 

19,270 

STATISTICS OF TAS~JU~IA 

* Discrepancies between 'Trade of Tasmanian Ports• total and 
detailed s~ate export total. 



AI'Pl.ND!X J OHI[Il PH!NClPAL (X 1'01\T s I TASfliiNIII 

wnm. r.r~tH, 111\Y r!n!IT Will\ I.£ M!Nf.I\Al.5 Y[/\" flOlll\ & !lH/\N JMIS OIL ~ 
% '£ vuaTAntlS UONI' GOLD TIN SlLVtR COPf'LR 

18~0 20. (ll) ); '£ t; % ); r. 
31 40.7 
32 3\l. s 
·H 41. ~ 
34 N.A. 
35 44.6 
36 40.7 16.03 
37 40.9 6.50 o.~t 16.44 
38 29.5 8.91 l.ii 23.57 
•39 22.2 25.47 I. 9q 13.61 

1840 25.8 26.00 2.96 10.82 
41 40.4 15.58 1.89 15.81 
42 40.5 22.38 2.39 11.01 
43 44.0 21.79 1. 71 10.96 
44 43.1 20. '11 13.26 
45 42.3 16.62 1.20 10.24 
46 36.7 27.42 2.12 8.48 
47 41.2 23.53 1.62 11.20 
48 39.8 20.72 2.25 10.05 
49 36.2 20.52 3.14 6. 77 

1850 40.5 19.30 3.83 8.07 
51 37.5 25.93 5.77 7.36 
52 16.2 17.67 3.18 2.44 
53 18.6 17.94 7.03 1. 71 
54 22.7 23.85 7.42 1.94 
55 26.5 29.53 11.46 3.09 
56 26.5 25.16 5.51 4.44 
57 29.1 28.69 7.99 3.41 
58 34.5 25.03 10.89 4.33 
59 39.2 25.36 7.71 5.32 

1860 38.5 22.32 11.01 5.96 
61 36.1 23.41 9.26 6.65 
62 39.8 22.09 9.53 6.60 
63 40.8 15.13 14.02 3.02 
64 42.6 16.13 15.76 2104 
65 43.3 14.00 11.60 2.78 
66 46.2 13.28 11.83 4.37 
67 47.9 12.57 12.26 2.88 
68 43.3 21.98 12.06 5.7.1 

1869 36,7 15.31 18' 41 5.91 

1870 38.0 13.37 16.77 5.53 1.15 
71 40.3 17.28 12.07 6.26 1.92 
i2 47.7 u.o1 10.18 3.01 1. 75 
73 35.2 16.57 12.72 tl.92 1.71 

1874 37.9 ).3.36 14.30 3.33 1.92 (),8 
75 39.9 11..97 13.31 1.15 I 1.27 2.88 
76 38.9 5. 79 l..J.94 3.69 i J. 70 8,81 
77 36.9 6.61. 12.44 2.:1.3 ' 1.90 ,0,96 
7B 36.7 2.85 13.07 1.29 i 4.49 20,04 
79 31.1 1.86 14.70 1.03 ~1.20 23,30 

1!380 35.86 2.65 9.91 113.34 22.60 
61 32.04 1.53 12.51 13.58 24.16 
82 2'7.26 6. 75 .. 15;56 3.0.14 22.74 
B3 26,01 2.14 12.78 ro.o2 21.74 
84 30.73 2.19 14.25 . 8.94 20.42 
85 19.83 1.15 17.16 ro. 76 27.22 
86 23.35 4.16 16.77 I 7,84 27.29 
6.7 28.66 1.18 15.06 i 9. 70 26.14 
sa 23.01 0.80 11.80 : 9.56 31.96 
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I 
1890 20.19 2.48 16.29 i 5.86 19.96 1.13 
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97 14.91 1.57 18.64 12.98 8.49 12.22 17.89 
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24/25 15 J,6 2.41 2t. 14 2.49 2.04 3. 7() 
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26/27 9.31 2. r,J 29.97 3.12 1.50 3485 
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AP?E~:DIX 4A. A U S T R A L I A : TIMBER ;:: X ? C R T S 1898, 1899 and 1900. 

':HE VAL~~ A!\1'> I:ESTINA!ION OF STATE EXPC::tTS. 

~--- -------1; ---------~------------~ 
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Co:!!!t:onwealth o~ Aust:-alia, Parliarcen1:a.ry Papers, 190~, Vol .. 2, 957~ 



A??~"DIX 4B A V S T R A L I A T I M E E R S X P 0 R T S 1898, 1899 and 1900. 

::-:E VA:..UE A:'!D DES7I:-;A7IG:-I OF S:'A:"=: EX?O::t':S 
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i " ----,-- " I. I 
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APPENDIX 6 

'l'If'/IBER EXPORTS OF WT~S'l'EHN AUSTRALIA 1850 - 1930 

BY VALUE 

____ ,_,_,.._.,. ____ .. ________ 
YtM. Cubic te•t. YA!"J~. Yrar. Cublo teet. V~lu~. -------· .. ----~ -~ ... -···~------ ... ---·-·---.. -- ·----

£ £ 1850 10,500 1.1).)'\ lSGO 1.172.~00 S~,f)52 1851 1.!::50 2ilS 1801 ] ,27~,0;)0 S:), 170 1352 7,0;')() snc; 1sn t,oc,:!,GJO 78,.11!) 
1853 5::!,:.'!00 5,2~0 I rt\l3 512:J.-,Q :l:~.SS3 
1854 53,500 7,0~:1 lSlH l,06:l,'700 H,so.t 
ISM ill, I)(){) 12,071) 1805 l,!!:J:J,~:'JO 88, J.lt3 
1806 70,!500 9,G'il IS DO 1,545,1)(•1) 116,.~~!() 
1857 6(),?.1){) 0,:10 18()7 2,3nt;,:JOO 192,.151 
1853 2'J.2GO z.a1o Jfi:)S 4.0Sti,l50 32Cl,105 
WHl 6'1,2[,() 13,(\11 lil\lO e,<J1:~;.;.:;o 5G3,101\ 

]801) 51.ti00 4,():)'~ 1\l()() 5.n:.>.tno 40~,{131 
18lll 27,1 f)i) :!.1~7 IDOl 7,1.:>0,1;00 1r1:!,a::;4 
1862 cs,soo 7,1;)1 l()O;! 0,2;)G,7!JO [1CO,f,3:1 
lf!o3 3:.l,DOO Z.Otl:l 1!)03 7,718,1(;0 610,70;) 
1864 58,300 ;;,;;o.'\ I Dll~ s.on ~,no ti:i t, ~).j \) 
lSHS 183,!);)0 1 6 .fi! ):~ I th\:; S;iOll,::i()l) f)')'.J,D\3 
186(3 8ii.G.i0 (l,Sl!l )001) s.s:l0,71Jo• ill:).U!I:\ 
l8G7 .. l G(i,"i~10 4,:!11 I ~lOi 6.-lll!l,::;:;o• 5!l.U2:l 
1868 8,000 I u:l~ 1\lO'l 9,SG\.l,f>OO• s 1 :~.:i'.) 1 
1869 179,000 I J.l,~/3 IUU!l lu,s:;o,-1.'30* Bt>7,W,} 

1870 157.~00 li.~.i 1 I !ll 0 1~.071,100• !ii:?,CD'!. 
1871 21s.:;oo I:i,:lU·I J(lj] t:!,4l!J,[.(l0* ~J.Sf),:3 -ll 
1S.i2 31,1)()() 2/}~10 I ~J 1 ~~ IU07,!C·ii 0 00:>,3:!•) 
187:) G>l, lG') .f,77l 1DI3 12,G!Il,".)'i' J,n.;tJ,!~l 
lfJH 3-!G,I;ft() 2-t, lH:2 l!JI {(- 6,:~·;~,'i;)()i. 50:~~ l J3 
1H75 31:2,:l.:iU 23,Dt):) 1 !.J t:;: ~.l11l'3,:JOO• 8(/·1,~1~):! 
1£.71) 21o,o;;o 23,713 l'Jlfit 5,{3:!,!00 .J.Jl,'J()l 
1877 33G,JC:O :H),f1 'i~ 1 '.ll i ~ 3,8'Ji),(i.)() 310,2i)~l 
1878 6$0,0()1) C:l.\1•):: I U l t1 ~ 3,4:1G.~<i') :!I ~.l ;, 1 
1879 t127.~!r{) 60,7·1:.! 1 \)[:> t 4-,13;),/!iO 3·H,Jl!l 

lS:JO f)(i? ,!J ;)i) 60,2;):} I 0~(•! 5,11(;,)/lUO 487 ,fjfii) 
lf\'ll 7:!:~;; ;)0 70,~177 1 ~J:' l; !J,8lll.~~;;o 1.1 n::!.~·:.L=l 
18';:! ll~\O,;jl10 (l:J,•lt,CJ l 'J~:~ t 8,3lW,i50 1 ,(It~:.: ~·i 'j' 5 
1883 !JlJ7 ,(H}() 7\l,'ii}() l ~~~;;! 7,ou.:no l,OU~.s:ll 
lS!.H 8GI,'i00 1\3,0:\i) ttt;~ t.; II, 121),~ti I 1 ,3'7J,O:~:~ 
188.'> 8JS,J50 67,S.)() !(J:?.;; ll,f.ll,:lu:J l,.lOl,ll:.'5 
1886 G::tl,l:>:l fJO,OD:~ !():21jj. 12.oo1,::s ~ 1 ,:)~;:),rl;~o 
1887 354,Sli0 ~3,3~':-t I~.!/. 'it, 12,580,'2()~ l,G,ill,';7G 
lSSS 5:~5, 730 ·i:!,OGO 
1889 78H,f>OO G:l,OS:) 

'l\'t ~1 183G -I t)::l7 273,6tll ,910 25,4\lt1,236 

KESSELL, S.L., 192E3, The Hardwoods of Western .Australia and 
their Markets, in Lane-Poole, C.E., 1928, Hardwoods 
and. their ~1arkets (Australia), Third British Emp.i:..r.§ 
Forestry Conference, 116 - 117. _ ... ____ _..... __ .... _ __.. ... ---

1928 
1929 
1930 

£1,265,500 
£.960' 500 
£B07, 500 



;_??E~;DIX 7 A TTI1BER PRODUCTS EXPORTED FRO?~ TASYu\NIA, 1854 - 1929/301 

LECENNIAL 1lAIJ.;3S 

;- : i . 

":.~~!~r:.-5 ! SAiiN ! BOA .. R.D BLA.Ct:"'riOOD PALINGS LATHS. STAVES ?OSTS PILES HE'il'N LOGS I LOGS LOGS I..CCS f ?IECES 'i'C:AL I 1 p~,zs SA'I<:;; sHn:cu:s T~{~r:::.s BATTENS R;~Is 3~:Jis j BLACK'wocn PIKE oTl-"Bj 

I£ I£ £ £ .c £ £ £ £££I r. £ £!£ £ . . 
-'------ I 

=-:::-.S-.-59 3'16,~22,12,~98 I n.a. 197,344 44,7!..7 1,062 3,035 39,3C4 13,739 -- -- -- -- -- j2,782 ! 630,-"33 

~ ::.::<:'-.:::;: 
r • , 

2 7~ '"'· I 2""~ ~4~ "9 "'·5 '3 o.r- " <~" ~~ '~" < C'-- ~ 98" 2 3"'A - 7~7 ' 10 -• 1 1 0 "~"' ~"~ __,.·t, l_........... -- -- · .... ':f.? ':1 ...J ,_,4- l ,..;.....,.; r ,D;_, <V,...,~v o,_..,4:;; G., ..1 , _.;~ J, c;, i_ · r ~ 1 ..... _,::_,,...,..._._, 
1 ' l 1 ---T-

267,9'1 1 56 -- 26o,o27j 40,787 24,294 488 11,499 1,725 --1 8,272 1o,693 555 4 4,635 
• I 1 

63"1,216 

... :::::-~:: ,,----- j ' ' 
267,406 -- 33,594 119,690 i 10,063 15,C99 12 8,460 508 -- 12,6931 22,949 I 3,998 714 8,889 

! I 1 i 
50L4,;.:..s 

·s;:::-:;;? 160,625/ -- 56,327 35,7021' 1,117 i 30,429 -- 1,902 -- -- 50 12,352 4,C75 2,3L..L--l 9,334 ; 3~4,2:07 
. ! . 

:s<:::-1;.·:3 70,455 yK;~1 21t013 17,237 10 t 2
1
002 -- 418 5t435 -- -- 3,697 2,760 429 j 2,C89~ ~ 861,2!9 

1

1 P<,-1 .. +- I ' : 
-:·:;:c-~S<J9 738,3L..6 n .. a. 59,238 n.a. j 5,900 n.a.. n .. a~ n.a. n.a .. 11,023 n.a. n.a. n.a. j~!:.. 

............. .-... ,....~ ... ;_....,... 
. :;; '·.-- '~.c. ! ILL 

1922/23-"1929/3Cl U: 
ID: 
IT 

2,314,942 
401,813 

2,716,755 

~ ~ jS,C77 _____ j 

I. !' ! ; ! 1 ~.a . 
l i ! 

- ~-~~:.-604-li ---~--- I STAVES lli I I l' I I o-THER 
-- I 16,824 . I I ! I l -I 521,427 I 299.064[ n.a. I 58,214 n.a. I n.a. n.a. I n.a.,27,823 i 70,321 -~9,779 9,057,3,045 3,714,736 

STATISTICS OF TASY~~IA 

The years 1855-56 and 1910-1921/22 are omitted due to lack of data. 
2 Class~fication change - laths, shingles, posts and rails, piles and beams, shaped pieces and miscellaneous items 

a~e grouped tL~der Other. 
D ~Tessed 

u Und:essed 

T Total 
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C:JA:~TITY 

:;;-;_;~·32 

.:.:: -:coors 

l i ,292 

1~:~'§§ 
757 

L5,3CL.* 

70,~;~ 
:::::::::; 

7~,903 

57,812 
333 

9~ '275 

:9,261 

VALUE 

£ 

n .. a. 

23,966 
!9,988 

793 

44,747* 

37 7 '140+ 
2,205 

39,345 

38,978 
271 

40,787 

10,063 

% 

?f·~6 
'+'+.D7 
1. 77 

100.00 

94 .. 40 
5.60 

'iCO .. CO 

95.57 
0.66 

1CC:.CC 

100.00 

TAS;!!.AJli~l 

:{ .. S. W .. 

£ 

7 ("•"\ ',v-v 
"15 

!,C55 

6,S75 
35 

7,0i0 

556 

722 

!20 

% 

15 .. 77 

i7.72 

'17.81 

-z{:. 
• .. N 

.,_ .. 77 

-:. ~9 

E:<PORTS OF 

Q. 

£ % 

9?5 
53 

1,028 2.6-: 

1 

I 
I 

LATHS AND SHIKGLES, ~849 - 1902. 

SUM!'":ARY 

AUSTRALIAl~ STATES C"',3SL-!.S 

S.A. VIC. W.A. TOTAL ~;.z. O'IE-"::ERS ':'OTA.L 

£ 

2,343 
54 

2,397 

2,365 
254 

2,619 

% £ ;6 £ % £ % £ 36 £ 56 £ % 

n.a .. 
8,322 -- 17,705 39~57 2,233 so 

714 -- 783 1 .. 75 -:c - 10 

5.36 9,036 20.19 -- 18,488 41 .. 32 2,243 ~.C1 50 0.11 2~293 5 .. 12 

i 
' ~ l 2,270 ! 5 .. 77 -- 12,585 31.99 -:9,.L75 £,.9.~:0 555 20,C30 5G .. 9: i 
j 1,72c r 4.37 -- 2,co2 5 .. 24 -:L..3 -- !i..-3 1 
I ' I "6.66 3,.990 !~0 .. 14 -- 14,647 37,23 19,6-";8 ~9 .. &5 555 1.41 20,":73 5: .. 27 l 

; 

3,536 8.67 494 1 .. 21 4,586 11.24 d 34,167 E3. 77 t 225 34,392 
37 

84.32 
'51 234 
657 : .. 61 5,455 0.55 

o.57 H 37 
1 A'7 ~~ :z::; .... .3 .. _,r q ..J./, .c:? 

83 
' 

E5 .. ::7 j 225 357;32 25.63 4,076 9.99 

4,357 43.30 267 2.65 4 7441 '7 "4;! ' . 1 ~ • ' d 5.293 52.60 Lb 
l ,.._ ,..,.--
; v • ..-::o 5,319 

' > ' ' ' -·-·--;·---;- -r r-
s 0.36 526 i 1,117 ! 100 .. 00 j 276 l 24.70 -- I 251 22.47 345 l30.89! -- f 872178.07 2L5! 21 ... 931 - J 245 

l i l ! . : 
> : ' I ' I 

- - -.. A' A 0 ! i I i •I - - ! 
· _ ~ - ~ L -- :;o ; -- -- ! -- 2 . -- J 2 I 1! ~ - b ~ 

:::::,;.::.::;1 ·. I j I il ! 
=--- n 189,729 96, :cs+ 70.63 14.571 97"' 1 8 244 11,086 I - 134,876! il 55,875 830 ss. 705 I 

:373 :... 2,065 3,269 2.40 - 50 53 i .162 2,535 __ 3,079
1 

li 190 190 I 
.. ':L

7 -19C2 s 4.87 240,257 100.00 15,183 11.16 1,028 I o. 76 13,700 10.07 14,297 10.51 - 144,208 I 32.491162,514 45.94 856 0.63 63,370 46.57 

* + I I !I ! 

H 

s 

"':554 

+ '1862 

Eobar't expcr::s 
La~~cestc~ exports 
Total 3ta~e exports 

::.est:.r:a-t.:.on given or~y as "3ri tish Colonies. 11 

Re?rese~ts 17~61% o£ the total lath and shi~gle exports for the period 1854- 1902. 

?.ob2r~ e~or~s of laths and shin~les were o=i~~ed from the detailed export lists. 
!~o i~£o~ation regarding desti~ation is available. 
Represen~s 3.33% of the to~al lath and shi4gle expo~s for the period 1854 - 1902. 

STATISTICS OF TA.S1'-LU.1IA. 



A?PDIDIX +"!: 1 T~.A.~IA.li EXPORTS OF LOGS'! 1860 - '!929/30 

r~ttS PR.O!Y.....-'C': 
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?:B-7 CF 
EXI:" 

~..ARY 

. . I 
I ~~ -l I r::.-.. •• !<. ••• 0!1 

! l i 
jS?.A."Q,£ OF . CUANT!'!'Y '!'OTAL VAlUE i A:Is:?_A,L:: .• u.: S7A:'ES OVERSEAS i 
J ~~:g~ I ! i i 
i EX?CRTS ! ! N.s.w. I o. s.J.. ·:rc. I lf.A. TOTAL Tv-o:AL I 
I " !1000 Ft. r_ " I £ % I' l: " ;: % £. " i. " £. " £ " I l I ! t 
j • I • I . I ., 

~86C-69 (:,) H i I 772 2~985 56.07 I' 5 l - I - f 2,980 55.97 - 2?9€5 -
(:..) L.? .. I I 656 2,339 43.93 - I t -- 314 z.:.zs 3S.C4 i - 2,339 - f 
':'O':'AL I 0.90 11,428 5.324 100.00 5 I 0.09 l - I 3~4 ' 5.,90 5,005 94.01 i -- 5.32.::. 100.00 - I 

1 1 ~ 

'""'"' "' . ~ . . -· I I' i i ~ I' - ••. ,. -,-- < _,,___75 ~;:f ....... • 2,<+89 o.::-.... ? 120 J - i , ,o :::.o_'? - I 6~_,£..? --
\:....; s.. '-+ - f -- ! - I .:.f. - ! ·~ -

~S?0-79 ':'~AL "'!.30 2,489 8,276 100.00 l 125 I 1-51 ! - I 1.299 ~5.70 L 6.852 82.79 - I 8.276 iOO.CO -
• l l 1 ! - I I I i I ' i 1680-B9 !. L 5.331 )•! I, 12,693 72.93 I 586 -- l 2,517 l 9,492 ! - l,. 12,595 72.35 98 I l 

M 53 232 1.33 6 -- J - l 226 ; - 232 1. 33 -- I I 
? 387 1. 3,998 22.96 I 804 : 10 l 512 1 2.61:.2 1· -- 3,968 22.eo. 30 _ l 
S '!47 462 2.77 - l -- l - ~ i.82 - 482 2.77 - I 

7C':'AL 3.34 587 i 17,405 99.99 I 1,3'?6 ! 8.02,10 10.06 3,029 17.40 ! 12,842 7).781 - 117,277 99.26 128 l 0.74 ' 

1BSC-99 

1SC~.2 

"S..'(:-?9 

~ I 
? j 
s ! 
-:~AL --~-

~ 
? 
s 
'r07AI. 

:18TAL 

I 
' ! 
' I 
i 
' 

2.06 

2.80 

1.65 

1 
;o o. 77 I -- I I -- i i -

1,220 19.78 29 3 ! 42 I u,C76 63.00 499 I ! 80 I l 2, 750 42 .. 50 
l 1 ,Ci;;4 16.45 I 16 I I - I ! 161 

j 6,470 100.00 • 544 j 8.41 ja3 1'·28 ! 2,953 ~5.64 

j 161 5.05 ! 46 I ,_44 1 __ I i _ 
. 2, 760 86.55 I 275 I 8.62 I -- I ,2,CS2 65~66 i 268 8.40 20 0.63 t -- 2 

l 3,189 100.00 I 341 110.69 ! - I 12,094 65.00 

j14,212 ~00.0:) I n.a. ! Jn.a. i n.a~ 
' _L ' , I , 

'" cC6 
654 
f':12 

Z,21Z. 

;('? 
-:t:Q-t z:s 
71.4 

n.a. 

' 

t-
1= 

:;4.11 l = 
i 3.36 ' --i •2.26! -
f ?.71 I-
i 23.33! -

! !" 

i 50 ! 
I 6oo I 

I 
4,013 1 
1 ~049 i 

! 
5,792 1 

l 
153 i 

2, 758 i 
263 l 

3,179 1 

! 8t625 i 

0~77 --
10.51 6{)0 
62.G2 63 
16.2! ~5 

89.52 678 10.L.8 

4.80 8 I 56.43 2 
8.40 -- l 

99.69 10 0~31 I 6C.69 5.587 39.31 

J 1922/23-1529/30 I 
l 

12 C'7 

I , '~ oo1 
! 27,823 ,. 59.63,. 
i 4.&35 10.47 I r- r I 

i 25,938 I 11,885 ! 
4,885 1 I -! I 

j=t 
, I u I 

I TCTAL I l m 
19 

15,084 
f '870-'902 

I 

1 , 870-,929/30 

I TOTAL 

I i TOTAL 
! 
l 

(L) 
~ 

p 

:..at:..ncestcn. Port o:f. Exit. 
Hewn 
Log-s 
Piles 

I s. 779 i 2o.96 

I 
4,C46 I 8.67 

126 0.27 i 46,659 ,, 

1 40.664 • 

I 
1100.00 

98,3461 1· 
r 100.00 
{ i f 

T}?e cf ':"!.mber 
G "Gum" (Hardwood) 
M Myrtle 
P - P!.ne 
S Sassafraa 

2,411 

l 
! 
I 
! 

I I I I l I I 
I I I 

I I ' ! I 93 j 9,689 ! l n,655 

1

5.93 r·23 • ~23.63 
I l I 

. l J I I 

1 
2 

Blackwood omitted; see Appendix 9 
P.ay include Black\tfOOd 

168.01 1-
I I 

Unit is number- not fee~. ~s quantity is 
oml tted from t:he decenniel to"t.a.l~ 

9,779 I --
4,046 

67 59 l I 
44,707 i 95.82 11,952 4."t8 

I l 

i 2.01 I 39,8481 97.991 816 

90,001 1 ' . ,8.345 
1 8.49 1 I 91.51 ! 

STATISTICS OF TASMA...lf!A. 
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7;"'7 :z::;.?.. ./• ,_._..'-r 
12,665 

41 .9i ~6,919 

171,055 
72,619 

260,028 

,S5,73 
27 .. 93 

'iOJ.OO 

' i 

26,414!10.84i 3,£27 1.57 
345 C.1~! 1,38~ G.57 

29,071 !1i .. 18! 5,646 3.22 51,3J8j!8.68~189,725 42.28:--

111,326 45.69 57,617 23.65 
71,993 29.54 626 0.26 

195,750 75.28 62,367 23.98 

11 ~&45i o. 76 

j '1 ,245 

67·0.'03 

67 C .. C3 

59,::.;:s 
62:S 

64,279 

t- . .:..3 

L .. 72 
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' . ;; ::; ~ 

6 .. 2-8 

9,L34 

12,524 

35,7C2 

'i7,327 
59.238 

;oo.oo l 
--:co.co 
100.00 

1,651 

797 

20,973 58 .. 74; 11'7091 4 .. 79~ 2s ·o.oel 

i 

8.25i 8,141 i 46. 98i 'i ,429! 

24,430j68.43j11,272\ 31.57 

10,367159.83 
30,433;51 .. 37 

6,952 40 .. 12 
1 

s o.cs! 
' ----;-----r------------------------------------;--------r-, -------- .._ =....J....l.!:~S-{~~<-rl.>-tc.J 

:c .. a.. n.a. n .. a. \ 5,22C.64tJ. 

' ' ' 

5.2o 24,645 299,064 1oo.ool 1!264,900i8S.5si 
! ; ' 
I ' l 

'!"'1.272 

2~:§~§ 

j 
~ ... 
r-· 

~0.~7 
r~~.63 

33,':52:1 

3!.;.,. '16L. ~1.0:.2 

-:-c--:.!.L I I j I li I I I .., 
''"';7-1903 811,614 178,211 !1<,654 189,639 354,525 i 28 1634,057 173.6741 3,479 4C4 ·1177,557! 

100.00 9.64i 1.44 23.37 43.68! -. 78.12, ! 21.40 0.43 0.05, 121.58 

0~'-~929/304 

2 
L 
s 

225,777 1,240,616 
4
. 1

1 

! 919,023 
1
1 

1!233,556! i ! i I I ' ' I 
1"0 ""· ' 74 08' ~A ~-v .vv I l ) • I I ! l ...... c_;: 

1 : i ! , ~ ~ 

Z:cbar"t 
Lat:r:ceston 
S~ate To"tal 

n.a. 

1 

2 

3 

not available 
STATISTICS OF TAS."'.k'<IA 

Pacific ir:cludes Fiji, Guam, New Caledonia a.."l"}.d New Guinea. 
1854 G.es-tination ~r3ri tish Colon.:es. !1' 

represents 7.1C% o£ ~o~al export earnings f~om palings. 

Quantity ~~d value for 6 ~cnth period 1914 ur_<nown. 
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;..?PEN~ IX -' ~~ TAS}LA.NIAN EXPORTS OF PILES ~u-...1) BEA? ... :S, 1854 - 1902. 

Sill'1}<.ARY OF VAL1.JE ~u-...u DESTINATION 

~---- l i 
""S"'T''AT'o~· I .1,..1~ ~ .... ~~ ....... 't t 

~~ 

~ :_::;,:_ 

-: ::s-7-59 

:260-69 

~ s:C-79 

.s::......:..?.-=: CF 
:c-::-_::_L 
:::~.;::2:: 

~Z.?C::~7S 

;<:: 

2. 91 

i.-9 

'1 ~ 17 

C.27 

QU!.l?:'ITY 

No. 

::: .. a. 

3,225(:'~0-) 

L, 122(No.) 
-.:- s,sco .ft. 

43C.(Xo.) 
88,684 ft .. 

TOTAL V ALi.E 

£ % 

N.S.W. 

£ % "' "-• 

i 

AUSTRALIAl~ S7A7ES OVERSEAS 

r- -----~- ~-, ~---------i -~----- ----1 
~. S A HT~ ,. ' m""'' r i " Z I A~•c- ! "'0~ q l l...l. ,. • Y..L\...-. 'li • .o"'\.. lv~rt...... 1 .. 01.. • v..:...r:J:::...rt i ..l.. J.rt._. 1 

! • ! ! 

% £ £ ~ f. "' r- c,.; I £ "" l £ o.r: ; £ % i 
j ,.. f'J .._ ,v ! 7J ! fV ! ' ~ 

8,8S6 ~--r n.a.4 n.a. J 
4.s~3 .oo.oo 1 __ : -- 10 0.21 4, 758 s8.24 - 4.76& i 98.45 75 1.55 -- · 75 , .ss l 

1 ! 
-,-----,--~-~--, - ~--- -l 

6,943 I CO. DO 50 0 .. 72 -- 361 5.20 4,C52 5-8.3""5 - 4,463 64.29 2,480 35.72 - I 274-SJ 35 .. 72 t 
' ' I I 

1,725 !00.00 __ __ 155 8.99 388 22.49 _ 5"-3 31.4B ,,,82 68.52 _ •• 122r--~8.52 -~ 
I l 
l I 

~?:::-~-8? 0.10 72(Na.) 5cs 1co.cc 24 4 .. 721-- ---=-r- ---~t ~~ .. 54 _ --~-lOB 2-t.2s 4oo 78.74 -- 400 78.74 I 
+ 4, 517 f-:. 1 1 t ! 1 

~ S';>S? c -- i -- -- I -- -- ! - ! - - -- -- - I 
. ~ 

! ,....,.,_...,,~ .,. .- r -.- _, ,..,,... J { c:. , "'%:- /'"'. i c:;. , -::: .-,,.., r"r'! i 

co~-~-~H:g 1 l 
;·;.c:-c2 f-.!..3 I OLf\~0:) :;, ... 5? ;OO.vv -- !' -- -- - - -- -- ! ...;,4-_,) 100.v0 l Jt4~5 1•....-·-.~~v.J I 

"' ~"··--::~ -..,+ I I ! ' , i 77.-,.v9 su,_ .... o. 1 l !· 
I • ' . . ' ' I ' I ' I I i '":"'- ~"r r.."' l \ ; .0'-r~~ 1.vt 1 j I l 
;1s5L-1902 , 1 • 
! £ II 8,490(No.) 28,350 74 I-- 526 9,282 - 9,882 4,137 ! 5,4351' ! 9,572 j 
I +98,7C1:ft. * ! l ; 
' % i 100.00 0.261 1 .56 32.74 34.86 14.59 19.17 .,· 33.76 ! 
l : i I I 

* 1854 Destinations described as nBritish coloniestt;not i:lcluded in destination values .. 
1554 Valt4e represents 31.38% of to1::al export earnings from piles and beams. 

+ ~¥0 =easure=er.t system (feet and nuzber) are used interchangeably. 
year i~ w~ch export quantities are expressed !n both units. 

1901 is the or..ly 

STATISTICS OF TAS~ANIA. 



~:=:;._.~s 

:~§=~? 

'":::::,:-:::9 

-"S7'--7 

.... 
"'::0>.39 

.. ::9:·-59 

,.. _..,._ ~-. 

;:. ~-·-0:::. 

1:: 

!;: 
'-

!~ 

VALUE ~ES'I'It\ATION 

--j-- A'u~crt"'c- ... -r ~r.:-s-:,...;;-s -------------- ~ 
J v•=-~~• ~~•~ U 
'! E 

O'ri:.RSEAS 

~--r-~~ ...... ,.- ,.....,..., "~T,...." 'i' ,..,., ~ T..,.TT.' ,...,. . ~ ~r-r- L •. j m li I rYT' ~ ,..,_..-.,-:-..,..,. ,:-::..-:~.:: ..•. -. .-J: v" QU;-..N~ •• r .O.~L VA~ur.. ; •• S.il. Q. S.A. ;.J...,. i"·A-1 10TAL 9 N.Z. I u.ru=J, •L·~fi-'-' 

-::; . .s::;,:~~7;:::.'ffiEE ,. ~ ' . _ ' _ ' _ _ , , _ , • ! ! ' [, _ ! _ ' . 
/o ,-.o. <- f % L 1 % L ; 16 L ! % L I' % I '1 £ ! 96 i L ! % I .t. i % 

~ I ~ 1 , 1 , ! n ! , 

~-- . i----;~ --T- . . ' 1 ~80,551 6,273! : 33 -- eo 5,810 1 -- 345 I 
1
1 , 

,-. ,..__ _._.. r-,r i -• _. .-.-"l l i 
c39,3.:::::; ! 1 ,'-;::::) j '· ;4 -- -- tO,:::':Jc. f --- -- j i i 

~ ~, c .. c.~ 

1 .. 74 

: ... "'Z-1' Q.....,., "'Z""' "'2.:'"'' ~i ~ ..... ,..... ... , ..... ,.., i ., .... o~ . + 7./ l I ~ ,,,_..,9,._.,o _,·';J,_,.v4! . 72 -- ?:5v ;o,8v.::::: 1 -- io,~-__.,4 ,....,~51 1 ~ 
; ! ' J 

~ ! L L _____ ___:_ 

52;,330 
257,5!3 

779~ Jl..3 
i 

6,930 
3,390 

f 10.320 

I
. - T . -~---- r--- r _ , ~ __ . ~ ~ __ 

980 i 20 i 260 2.52 i 1,280 h2.40 ·-- 2,540 .o4.o1 !I 4,3o::> '+"-3v l "-? 
14 l 3 ~ 13 Oa13 ! 3,338 [32.34 -- 3,368 32.64 P 22 0.21 

I ! 1 l i l !i 
;oo .. co ~ 994 ! 9 .. 63 2_3 ;o.22 273 2.65 , 4,6Jsj l -- 5,9::;3 57.25ll 1.:..,;-s7 42 .. 51 

~ l ! p 
25 

i. 

"XL.,-=; ... ~ 

345 

4,390 
22 

4.,.412 

~ . i 

~ - I . . , '8 • -~~ ~ 0"' ,-, 7 - .. - r8 1, • "2 ~ ,..-588.6-:J3 8,c15 -- --1 i 250 >+4 l -- 0':1d c. 't : 1 ,e._,.::· c • £.tot <.._J J.;Jft 

* 

L2.75 

ce.e5 
77,226 '1 ,C96 -- 20! ~0 1,007 I -- 1,037 9.02 fi 59 1 59 

- _... .-., '"" 1 -1 . Ar', r ~ ' _,...._ ..._ ! ... .- .- . - ,-., - ! ..-. - ..-.. '2 ll Q...- 11 ,-, Q r";l.--. ~-, ! Q 
::0 .. c2 794,L.2, , 1,<.99 lvO.vO j '+0 v.35 "0 :0· •7 :;0) 4 • .;9 1 ,8o5 6 . .?9 -- .:::,4::>0 .o1 ·~1 r, 8,~o7 o2 d~4'::f rc.-, 

~ ' . ~--- ! 
l l !i . 

:.68 i 653,729 1 8,46o i 10o.oo I ~8o 2.13 i -- i ! 426 i 5.04 ! 3,1o6\36.r1-- 3,712 43.88,.1 4,741 56.o4 7 I 4,748 ss.12 
j l ! 

I i 1! 
I , " 

0 .. 51 170,529 1,9o2 1oo.oo I 67 3.52 - 193 0.15 314,h6.51'1' --I 574 bo.1sji 1,328 '!
1 

69.82 - 1,328 69.22 

i . I I I -_J _____ L ---'------'---~-------' 
........ ~4 v • ../ 

-- ---;--:---------, --- :- -- -~ I 1i ' 
100.00 -- i -- ! -- t i -- i --I -- It 418 100.00 t -- 418 ':CO~ :c 

\ l I . I '· l 
i i i I I ' U ! 
I i i i i I I ll j 

! ! ! i I I I !! I 

30,Li7 418 

, ,, , , . ' I U ' 
-.--.. I l I' I I ; j I' I _ .._. _.-._.. 1 , I ~ 

':05.:..-~:;::;;:: £ _ B,747,915 71,903 *~1,353 1 43 1,477 26,725! ! -~~29,598-j !120,186! 114 20,300 
% 2.:;7 

1 
99.99 1 1.88 

1 
r·06 2.05 137.~~ 1 41.16 1

.~ i 28.07 0.16 28.23 

* 

E 

1354 

"';354 
1879 
Hobart 

! i I l ! ! I . I 

2~a~e Tctal o~ly; destination given as nBritish Colonies~ 
':!:e ,,-alue for 1854 represen-::s 30.6% of the to-::al export earnings from posts and rails, 1854- 1902. 
C~i~ted from des~ination data. 
?orts of Exit data ceases. 
?ort of Exit L Launceston Port of Exit S State Total 

STATISTICS OF T~~<IA. 
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181+9 
.. w .. ~-~ ~----

1857-59 

161)4, 
5?-5Q '\ 

-~-· -~-·~· 

106<>··69 l 

1870-70 I 
[, 

1870'-79 '3 

1800-89 

1890-99 

1900~02 

1900-03 ·;~ 

1900-0'J 

1910-
19?1/22 

tOTAL 
1/)')'/-·190) 

5.9~0 

25,836 
t., 114 

50.12 29,950 

50.11; 47,599 

~8.905 
19,592 

,9.95 58.577 

6.0) 4'.) 
53.02 96,491 

"_,9.68 96' 5:Y:i 

2.26 7,100 
51.11 57,1.~9 

69.0'• 64,238 

,,419 
25,l.h9 

75.59 )6,547 

08.1'/ 138,0)0 

n.t. 

~~1:6~; ~~Z:rf? 
4.2) O.l;'} 

7'~. 90 .?0')' ~d."l-'1 

112,1<~0 
~O,t'U 

162,697 

316,122, 

1')0,215 
86,919 

23"i,1V• 

1"/3,634 
60,7 )I~ 

?-,I,,,GB 

267,911 

1~,01_:1 
(),(1) OJ)') 

Tt~'''~~'l' t!I'I'ICI"!l>t-d ~~~~ 'rlr·l·~'llloJ! 1ll ~)n•lti.r,H\, 

Qllfllltlty ~ ll!o\1 Pl'lfll" tn If'"<) .J~;lv~n tH~··t~{tt 1 ' 1 b11t li'I')Jn 

thl'u <lro.,.." 1 ·~ 11 n '' rl\ •. t •·r r 1 ·~ltd t ""1.." 
10~,1,- d••utln~t.lnn "[•rl11t1h ('ll•ml~"'" 

.. r·••r>r•'llf't\t;1 .L L'•, ot t_<~lrd l\l'tlm ~wport11. 

1Wt5~G nr11l 11:)10··1');;1//? Nnltl.~\'1 tror~ \ot'llfl, 

Clllll~lflcatton ctul.•p;<! J.n 1')•),, ·~~rt.,...nt bl:!l'""""b 
1914 t~nt ev~ilublll'l'. 

H 
I. 
s 

11.11., 

tldnlrt 
(/1'\ri('' litr'HI 

Stl:llt 't•1\al 

oot •vilJ l11bl• 

fJll'lr:k"W{!Od 
Hnr·lw·>r'H!~~o- ln<·lufl .. <l 1n 0 until 1')<12/('' 
Otlwr ttml1•-r~ 

Tot••l 

n.a. 

1.~?.1:6~; 
1'/6,n' 

;'!,611,07_;1; <)2.61 

07,97,8 
415 

OB,4'/ll 7.3'.~ 

9/di,I•M· 7:!.~0 P'>9,'F!· n.eo; 9,~11 0.7~ ~,,,11' ~~-~o ~tA,t.)~ll':>l ru 

_,,Ot)l;,t.y 00,160 

'" ....... "._,_..,. .. ~.... ~~ '""- -..... -"'"'"'" ~ ~~ ~~ 
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.;_~?22L~ -'!7 .. TASMANI.A.1~ EY..PORTS OF STAVES' Af,"D 'I?ENAILS 7 1849 1929/30 

S0?TY~~qy 

! ! 

?g'~Y' s;~~s" ou<>ITITY I 
DESTI:-IATION 

??.::::::;:-:-

l~ f-\ 
\- i 

"::' ,~: .s): 

~ ~ -' '"-'' _,; 

s 

0.17 

2 .. 28 

3.85 

VAU;"E 
AUS:'RALik'J S':ATES I OVERSEAS 

Q. 

£ % 
S.A. VIC. 

I 
TOTAL U.K. OTEER I TOTAL :w.A N .. Z~ 

£ % l£% £ % £ % £ % £ % £ % 

in 

1CC0 1 s £ % 
!N.S.W. 

1£ % j£ % 

376 r:. a. 

2 50 50 50 I -
A I 

6! 1,062
1 n.·a f n.? .. 

-'I C;::::l . rr;r. ,....,,..., ,-r ,.... -::z:,....' .-..- .....,~('~ . r,-.- j ':J:.. :::, ! ?.. ,.... r-:r; C:::'"' -;;:::..,-c:; ! h/ ~ -::z:;:: \ 0;;-f --:' 7'· !,_;.__6 9,b'vV i'J .. C'J .:::::: .. 8_,::; 1 .::::::;0 O_,v 4.,:::';!V.~ ..... 4.~,..;4 S,vO:; o .............. ::;: _...!....- ' ,_,-_, ...,...... i -"-'--'! f•_.i'-4 

:·2~: •3,~~7 A~;·:~ ~- ~~! ~ rr- :- ~ ;~ ~ ~t; 3,~:~1~6·:~ 3,635 2~.~~ ;'! 
1 

rj ~= ' ~ :: r J ::!I:·;~ 
.:::::,8,.,.... 13,_...47 •Vv.·vu <:::::,8.<;-_..;; .::::1.vu 2_...0 1 ~8_.; 8,__. f D .. ..,..~v 8,.:::.._,4-i 01. 11 -- 12,240 9v.__,._.,. .._..2, """'"0.../l 6.o.+,..1 ~ .. 7 ...... _._... v .. .c=::'-[.1 ,_..vr t ':j .. ,__., 

' l : - ! ----)'-'----' 
' l i . . --,---

1,459 8,794. 36 .. 20 2,0271

1
, 106 '!J355 2,42'1 f--J 5,909f 313 i2,532j 40 !2,ES5~ 

3,548 14,C11 57.68 1 ,084, 482 ~81 11,394 l I -'13,941 I Eo I -:o l -- 1 70 i 
t; .....,~ ~; I, "" ,r>. -:z '77;:::::i ~ ;::_ !,- ~ -1.., ,-1 ..,, !, t::; i ! _,. ...,!_,' {"\":;: "'2:: .... ~/.! ..... 7-::t""'? !..,..,. ............ ......, ' ..,;:::::i --!==:0t-'! ...... C7 _,.,3c:_., .:::::"+,29'-+ ~oo.Ov ...).,;_.~v: 1_; .. 38 _./88 2 ...... .::::: 2,:73 ~ ,.L, •"+~0<-+7 ----7.84 --j21, 1'+4j87.,_.._; 37_, !·f"· ... !.:::::,._;t ii ~ .. .:::::r 4u 0. , ....... 1 3, ,_,..._. j.c.. • .,. 

j ; ! l ' ! i 

, .• -~-. -- ...... i ,...._, _ _, ..,- r;. ;.., ......, 0 . ,- r ...... "" '·'· ~- -_,...,.;._I, .... - '-z'""' .......... -.- _,.,....,'"" -. 1 ,l }"" 7../ _i ~-' ... -, ............... -_-.,...,. ~- -.- .. ,_ ~-;: 
-::-::~-::7 .:::.:.59 1 3,e4! !:J.,v99 1 1CO.vv C,OO! '+<-+ .. <:::::? ?!f! ).,~.::::: ..),.'-+....JV)LL ... IL 3,;.;::::,_,. .:::::.-+- .. 6~ -- i 14,_;-+8j95 .. , ... :;.; ;::; ..... i .. l.,..:::. ~;:r 3.'j)!-- /'Ji ...... -::-,. 

1 l ! __ L-------~~~~ l '---'---~---'·'---'----'-----'-----' 
- • . i I . ' :"=:?:-;.:: 9 .. £3 ! 61938 i 30.429 i 100.C0120,556 67.56 4,586 !15.07! 2,755 9.05 1,983 6 .. 5 -- 29,880 98.28 529 1 .. 7L 20 -- 549 1 .. SC 

l ! l 

"(O~C:-C3 494 2,002 436 330 645 575 - 1,986 16 - -- 16 l 
• --~ -~ .... 6" ~ 2~3 - co~ ~ "0 "o 5 87 8 cr. r3 ?:> u- ~., I /--...'-'"""-;: v. ':1 1,. .:::. + ~'~ V !Vv.v 1 t --':;~.0 "'-"- "'-"; 

.. 922/2.3-
;~29/3C 1 .. 57 2,440 

I I 

I I 
58,214 i 10o.oo !' 1 57,172198.21 1 _ 

I . . . I 
1,042 1.79 

1
- 1 r -,1 1~-~ I 1 I I I l I i 

! I I I I ' l i ' 
' ' ! I I ' ' ~-, -:;- "Cr:- 01 <:: ! ! I I ; I I I I I I ! j · ._._,_,....__...._.. - ,_,_,..__.._. 1 t l j i I I "\_ 

·e57<s::;; i 19,470 l 85,420 134,2541 39.63 6,271 17.26! 10,464 12.1~ 28,659 33.1~ 1! 79,647192.15 1,699 1.s1! 3,999 i 4.63 75 ,o.osl' 5, 7731 6.68 
' . I I I • I I . I I 

1534-1929/30 122,639 1148,5S4 99.99
1

1 '!' I I I !140,7111S4.69 I I i ! 6,821 l 4.59 
' ' ' . . ' I , . , ! 

H i:c':Jar-: S Staves STATISTICS OF TASY.ANIA. 
~ La~4ces~o~ T Trenails 
S S~ate :o~al B Battens (included with staves exported f~o~ Launces~on in 1865). 
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I i AUSTHALIAN STATES OVERSEAS l 
i I l 'I L ?ACIF!C i I 
~ YEARS PRODUCT YALL'E N.S.W~ i Q. S~A. I VIC. V.A. ':OTAL N.Z. U.K. !FIJI I;AM fN.C. I N.G. M. OT.-::ER iTC"l'AL I 

£.. " f. ! L £ 'I £ £ £. £ I i.. ! t. i. I i. ! c. i. £. l i. I 
657-59 5-<!...-n 

?a ling 
Battens 
:a:ca:-<!s & Plar.ks 

l l ' ' 

162~t97 so.12 '!5.i.7-6 -- s.sas113~.9s3 ~s6.3-'~4 6,o23 1 105! 2s5 j ~.3~~~ 
iC9,317 33.67 7,667 -- 15,9CO 1 80,672 - 1S4,2)9 4,%3 - I 115 I - ! ?YCr:::f 

§:~Z~ ~:~~ 2,~§§ = ~~~ t 3.~~~ ::- ~:~~ 35 'I I 50 I ~~, 
20,7~~ 6:!:!' 7.055 _ 2,3:7! 9,036 _ 18.'-08 2,243 50 I 1 2,293 

~.343 1.49 - -- 10! 4,7S8 - 4,768 75 ., I l 751 
"!7,2"99 5.33 72 - 80 16.802 - 16,954 3-45 . I I ~5 ~~aped ?.::_:,es ·- 2,7~ C.86 "!0 -- 410! 2,289 - 2.7~"9 73 I I 1 731 

La "ths. Shingles 
Lc~s. Hewn 
Piles & Be.sms 
?cS'7;.S & Rails 

.::.;..aves & ...... ena~ ... s :;..... - - -- -- ! 50 - ..~o j I 1 ; -- t 

i TO':'AL £ 324,646 32.55D -- 25,i57lzs2,607 - 3~0.3~4 131757 i ji no~~ 3C5 I 1t..,33~l 
j * 00.00 10.G3 7. 75 j 77.8:1 S5.59 ..... 24 j 0.08 , 0.09 ! 4

·"-; f 

~860-69 Sa....-n 23?,134 ~S-95 ~7~739 2.~0 50,898 i 9"!,2C6 -- 162.303 73,1..75 950 I i 2C5 65 50 25(ClV) 7!..,2~'!~ 
·I im~~~od £6tm "Hi 25;~~ 5.~~ sq~~ 1'2::m = "U~ s;;;~~ -- I I 790 170 55 10(C; 5~:S~~~ 

! :..at.::s, Shir:gles 3],3.:.5 6.63• 7,C~O 1~028 2,6>9 t 3,9'30 -- ""4,647 '!9,618 ! 540 15 20.173! 

i ~!;= n:~~~ J:m ::~ s~~ ~ ~~i I tm = ;:~d t:ii~ I I 15 00 f:~~~~ 
~~:~:~ !~;~:~113 ~3.547 2.23 2.C45 250 2-61 '1: 8,254 -- 12,2:0 627 645 i ! 25 '!C{C) i ,3271 

l ' • 

TOTAl. £. 593,504 56.321 9,:;61 114,347j245,597 - 425,£.26 159,713 1,595~ ~ 1,575 260 ":05 105 163.353 

" 00.00'" 9.49 1.58 1'9.271 41.38 71.71 26.91 0;27 ! l 0.27 0.04 0.02 .02 27.52 

Sa~ 267. 9""11 .:..2.5-0 2, '!51 :;'60 99,13£.1 65.961 -- :68.5'13 g~:~J~ f soo I 10 
Paling L60,C28 .:.,"( ~25 29,C71 5y646 51,,3.D8 109~ 725 -- 195.750 47 

Eat:.ens :.sa c.:'a 103 -- 160 25 - 238 2GO 
3lecrl:wocd '0,6S3 ... 70 34 -- 1,2<--4 9,29' -- 10.5S9 9'2 l 32 
:.a tr.s. Shingles !.:.0.787 6.47 722 -- 4,C76 657 -- ?.c..;s 35.107 
Logs 8.2-:-5 '· 31 125 -- 1.299 6,852 -- 8.276 
?ile.s & Beams 1. 7:0::5 f).27 - -- 155 328 -- 543 1,182 
Pos~s & Raila 1"!,!..99 "'t .E2 co 20 S05 1,C..85 - 2.450 8,967 
Shaped Pieces 4.~0'5 0. 7-4 154 

500 
2.CS7 (~71 - 2,635 2,000 

Staves 21...2'94 3.85 3.736 2, 773 14,047 - 21 ~ 144 3731 2,737 

TOTAL 

--
Sa'\ffl 
?ali~~ 
Battens 

Lo?."S-
Blackwood sa:.ffl 
Laths? Shingle a I 10,C0 .z.oo '120 
LOP'S i 17 •• 05 3-'-5 1,396 i 10 
?i~es & Beams ! ~00 0.10 24-
?os ts & Rails I 8.4&0 1.6B '80 
Sha"?ed Pieces l 8.€.89 1.76 177 114 2~071 
Staves 15,099 J.OO 6~681 517 3 .. 430 

TOTAL £1 504,075 35,218 1,805 !35,939 

"; 99.99 6.99 0.36 26.971 45.28 f j 79.59 i 19.}5 

-· 

., 



j, 
. ,. ! 
i I I • . i 
! I . ,. ! l js .AFRICA! FP.A_'<CE j 

Sawn 160.625 151.11 6,581 ( 8,973 58,578 f 14.078 1,383 €9.593 40~619 11.251 1,250 ! .,2.441 ~ 5,46"! 71,03~ 
?~l.tng r.o~s ~~:;~~ j 1;:§ ;:~~· I ~~ t 2~:~~g I ~:]]~ :: ~~:~~ ~~:m :S -_ - - - j -! - ,~:~~~ 
B .... ackwood Sa-..rn '56 "Zz-7 j ""'7 cz "7 ":~;r.gl 20 j » .::;46 J 20 885 f..~"' :.2 "'l'OQ -:e7 3:: 141 l i j ~ ""2;J , m::·&~~:::·· -~:i~ 

1 
~:~ · ·~~ ~ 1 ;J~~ I ~:~~ ~ -5:~ 2~ -·6~ 1 1 : --~~~ 

Posts & Rai:s ~ ,'?':"2 i C.61 67 J - i 193j 3"'!4 -- 57::. ~ .328 t i t 1, 3.:::q 
Sl:aped Pieces 9.33..:.. I 2.97 ~.071 ! "-7j 1,455 'I 4.273 2~ 5 . .e:37 2~i..97 I l ~ 2,49] 
Staves 30.429 i 9.Ca 2C.,5:56 f 4,586 2,755 

1 
1,983 -- 29.2.80 529 20 t ! 54Si 

890-99 

TOTAL £ 31k,258 f 51.125 !13~837 I 95,460 I 60.199 1,472 222.~'58 57~918 15,C80 -I - ~.250 - i ~2.44i i 5~~1 92,16~ 
l ,; poo.oo 16.27 f 4.40 j 30.38! 19.16 o.~7 rc.57 i8.43 4.80 o.40 ; ;.96 ! ~~TI 29.33f 

! I"JY> "'~ <:: ,. · ... a .... ! ;;;;.- '""' --x 4 ! "' ll 'j .. .., -.. - ---.. - .... --6 c -;::,7 <2 .. ...., ~ i "' "' ..... ! ,1.:::'"'-v-v.... :::.awn .04. ·~"- , ~::>-~5 1..,,o2 j _.~83 19,937 ,s.e.a ;.9 ;2.::c· :>.;,e.<.> .. ,.£..., .... o , ...... c:o, .. /~· • ..-·;: 

1·~ ~rt~~~. ::·:Hl~ '·~I ~I ::~1.::::1 ~ ;!.1 ,~ .. :~ ··= ! I :;;i 
I Shaped Pieces 2,&-:; j 1.&:- 396 j 9 II 321 1,795 29 2,26..,. 52'! 7 J f 62q 
1 Staves 2,:~::2. ! '1.25 436 l 330 645j 575 - 1.-.;.SO '16 [ i ~cf 
I TOTAL £. 160.172 l 21,076 l 7221 33,620 I 37,972 ~ 53.933 39.2I..9 '!4,567 1,540 ! ~0.878! 66,231 I % i'oo.co 13.16 ! o.451 20.99! 23.7' . 0.34 ;.2.6> :;<..50 9.09 o.96 l 6.??! 41.551 

I
.· 1' . -· <C.. ~ 1 i : i -- --. • --.1 .903-09 Sawn 5)"-. •r 91.7v j 

1 
I 1 fh,~<. ~27,<:>e! 

! Paling ;~·~;,'! ~-OS 1 . 1 2~.~~ z:·~i 
i L~gs '~·::'::3 •-5~ 1 1 1 ! ;~~ :::.;.~i 

j I S.aves --=~2 0.56 I 1 1 l "'""2 "'! i Dressed 599 0~09 j l :;99 --I 

[ 

! TOTAL i. 691,565 I I ., 336.924 354,65;! 

I " '!00~00 I I ! I 48.72 51 -2~ 
1 ! l ! 

1"922/23-1929/30' B 5Ck,EC4 13.53 I i I 5S4,5~4 7CI 

1 1 ;~;~; : '·~1~:~1 :~~ 1 1 1 J m }~ 
l i TOT~ i. 3.,29,2-~ I I I _,482.,~. '"":-"'1 
• j % 100~;;o 93-3-S o.62i 
! i ' ' l 

I' 1: i 'I I I! 'l; I II CTllER i ' I I l j • 

1857-1903 I Sawn f1,."!99,.965~· 47.56)63t537 ,12,.992~ 317,6.25, 443,9851' 1,902 8LO~C41 298.804 22,.099j2,343 !2,.49314,430l540l23,.319 5,~"1.\ 359 .. 9241 

I I ' I , ' , I . , ,c ·~· 
Paling 811,61'- •

1
• 32.H j78,211 11,6541 189,>391354,525, 28 654,057 173,674 3741' 242 1,700 ,1,287~ 25<:1 - 3<l)!:X1tll 177.5571 

' ' I • I I ! l ~10) 

!, Battens ~· !"·~50! ·').44 i 6,013! 1401 ""',820Ji 4~30? 1 - ?.280 L765 - 1 --1 - -! ~ - '"!05(}'!) 1,870 
Logs :;.3. 4 18 I 2.t2 J 5,614' 158 7,340 38,690t - 5'!,802 1,.326 290 l - t - - 1 --; - - 1,6~t6l 

I 
Blackwood Sawn 1110~934 J I..'-"0 i ;;3,733 20 J 9,4161 '73,196 f !..O ""!c-6.405 721 3,808 l -! -- i - i --4 - - 1·.529f 
Laths, S.'ili>.gles 112,1D3 f 4.44 i 15.183 1,028 '3,7001 14.2971 -- 41>.2CB 62,514 -I -! 646j 180! ;ct - - 63,370! 

I Posts & Rails 49~898 1 'L97 "1,353 43 .,,to77 26,725! - 29~5?5 20.186 -I 7 97 101 -t - - 20~;::-o ' ~~f~s & BeaMs ~~:~~t i ~:~ I 2 '"
4;1 ~~I' 9 '~~g I 2~:~~ = 3§:~ 4~ ~~~ 4.2~~ !1 ,o20 ~~ :: I = j ~ = = 9.~i~f 

I Shaped Pieces I 23.579} 1.13 1~808 143
1 

6.025 "~2,203f 50 20,229 8.3C: 451 2 2 '! -- f --i - -, ..... ~o'. 8.3501 
Staves 85~420 f 3.39 I 34.254 f 6~271 1 10.4b4 

1 
28,659 f -- 79~6Lo7 '! ~699 3,999 --! 25 --! --1 -- 50j~:~~) 5,7731 I T~AL £,2,523,199 I 232.191 I 32.5k2' 567.721 1';:•30.5241 2,020 i ,664,957 573,283 35,690 ! 3,614 !k,96315,907 l 820j 23,319 6,081 653,6771 

l l6 ;;oo.c{)• 9.2o i 1.29 i 22.5o 40,64 i o.oe 73.9' 22.12 '·'-'I o.14l 0.20 o.23 P-~31 c.92 c.z:. 25.911 
> 1 1 I l · ! 

laths and s:-...ingles - detail rega~ir_g destir.:ation lacking 
for£ 4,525 or 0. 76% o! decenn..lal ex;-o!"t . .s e.nd 0.28%. ot 
final total .. 

M. 
N.C. 
N.G. 
H.K. 

B. 
c. 
v 

i•!e•.:.ri"!:.ic.::s (£.. 410 7ctal exports} 
New Cale~onla 
New Guinee 
!-:or..g K0r..g (£: 50) 
3a~avi~ •,i. 10) 
Callao (£. 45) 
Valpar-aiso(£ 60} 

STA"1"!S!'!CS OF TASMA..f.l:L\ 



/ll'f'flll1IX ?(), J'I11CE OF' f'llif\ol()(l[l AflU 711'11!1.11 ttl ltf!nAr!T, 1M9"" 1922. 

lf31t9 
w~o 
1H?1 
1B52 
18), 
1(1)14 

18')5 
18')6 
18)7 

1867 
1C'M 
1B69 

18'/0 
1071 
1F..l72 
1873 
1t:r?4 
1075 
1A76 
1El77 
18'/!3 
18'!';} 

1A"'O 
11391 
1fl92 
18')3 
18')/; 
1895 

i~0~ 
1ti91J 
189') 

1900 1901 
1?02 
1903 
190~ 
1905 
1')u6 
191)7 
1~08 
1'109 

1910 
1911 
1')11. 

~~il 
191~ 
1916 
1')1'/ 
1911) 

1919 

1920 
1921 
1tJ.?2 
19.13 

J/6 
}/6 

1z;: 
1}/-

(1.0.0. 
1'1/-
10/-
n.l!l. 

n.a. 
e; .. to 9/
'1/6 to 9/· 

?/6 to 9/-
8/· to 9/-

12/· 
11/~ to 16/-

11/-
11/6 
11/9 
11/-
1'•/-
n,l\, 

to 10; .. 
to II/~ 
to 16/6 
I~~ 11,/
IO 17/ .. 
tn 11/~ 
to 1"1/· 
to 1'1/~ 
til Hl/·· 
to 11/~ 

10/- to 14/• 
10/ .. 
10/~ 

0/ · to 10/~ 
'1/-
6/--
'1/-
6/-
7/· 
B/· 

B/-
8/6 
9/-

10/-
10/-
9/6 

10/-
10/-
10/-
10/-

10/-
11/-
1?/,; ... 
W: 
11/-
16/· 
16/~ 

1A/11 

C'iUM 

,(1 .10.0 
(1. 0.0 

15/·· 

14/-

1G/-
16/·· 

1?./- to 
1 ~·/·· to 
1'J/• !!'l 
) 11/•· til 

1.'>/- to 
1 .~/- \I) 

1 ~/ ,. {() 

12/- to 14/-

15/· 
15/· 

111/- to 1"5/-
10/-. 
10/· 
9/-

10/-
11/· 
12/· 

22/9 tl) 2'5/

V/G 
:w/-
50/· 
n.A. 

fli!FUAK 

UNCU't 

10/~ to 12/-
10/- to 12/-

10/~ to 12/-
11/~ 1 tf~Y/6 1'7/-

17/6 
15/-
16/-
16/, 
16/ .. 20/-
16/- ?0/· 

i~ ~~~= ·t 16/M t() 1~/~ 
H•/·· to Hl/-
16/ .. l() ;>1/ 
1Hf .. to U/-
11'/" to 'i(/,. 
11.1/·· l(\ j'"/
HJ/- t<t n;.. 

to 15/-
1o 1P/·· 
t u ~·uj.
to 1'0/· 
t!) 111/ .. 
t.o 111/~ 

13/· lo 15/· 

15/-
15/-

11!/- to HI/ .. 

20/· 
20/· 

JJ/· 

t~o!-
J5/· 
35/-

·---------

1\fll'' 100 ft. 

7/6 t~ 8/6 
9/H to 9/6 
Oj(., to 9/G 

6/-
8/-

'1/6 to r./-
't/6 to 8/-

?/6 
7/6 
7/6 
'1/6 
'J/6 

~~= 
1/-
1/-
7/-

7/-
6/G 
6/-

6/- to 6/6 
6/-
6/-
6/-
5/-
5/-
~.; ... 

5/-
5/6 
6/-
6/·· 
6/·· 
6/-
6/ .. c,;. 
w 
a;.. 
8/-

10/-
10/· 
~/(J 
H/f1 

10/--
10/·· 
10/-

!1A!!DW\lOD f·A't.'tl 

!;Crlf'fl'l.\11 ;3 

p~r' 100 (\1Jf1, 1\, 

111/· 1!:/6 

20/- 18/6 
10/6 18/6 
1'1/- 17/-

-··-·-----·-· 

~h~ "nrlll".::.:t yt><"lr.e rt'fl(>ct "th,. nv~!"llltf' pdC!' otl 31~1t l'f·crmbt>r tAd'l Y"!'ll'." 
1hf> lt~t('r )'Hnt·l\ e;re l>ti.Se\1 on th•'"F;<'Ill'l"!!l l'!!\all 1>1"1< I'll .\"It !Johnrt d<JJ"illR thAt yeAr," 

11M HEFt 

f'AI.JIIWJ f•IH' 100 

6 tt. ' tt. 

9/· to 10/b 
0/·· to 10/6 

6/- to 10/6 
7/- to 9/• 

H/- to 10/6 7/- tr.> 8/6 
8/- to 10/G 7/- to El/6 
'T/6 to 10/~ u~ to 8/6 
9/·· to 10/6 7/6 to 9/-

11/C 11/6 
0/H to 1?/- 7/() to 10/(J 

10/H· to 11/6 8/- to 10/~ 
0/-· to 11; ... B/6 to 10/~ 
0/- to 1?/6 0/- to 10/-
0/· to 1</6 H/·· to 10/~ 

o; .. to 11/·· A/· to 10/-
10/~ to 12/- o; .. to 10/-
C/9 to 1?/ ... '! /6 to 10/~ 
!J/9 t!'! 1?/- 'l/6 tr'l 10/" 
n/9 tl} 1r·;~ 7/fl ttl 11/H 

ltl/t.'• to 11/(1 91- t{l 10/~ 
o;-. to 11N1 ':if· .. to 11/6 

h)j .. to 1 i/6 9/· to 11/6 
0/•· to l 1/6 9/- " 11/(, 
0/· to 11/6 9/· to 1 1/G 

0/- tt\ 11/ti 5/- to 11/6 
10/G 9/· 
1()/ .. 8/-

9/- to 10/~· '1/6 to 6/-
8/- 71· 
8/- 7/-· 
0/- 1/-
8/6 ?/6 
0/6 7/6 
8/6 '1/6 

6/6 7/6 
8/6 7/6 
9/6 8/6 
9/6 8/-
9/6 8/· 

10/6 9/-
10/6 9/-
10/6 9/· 
17/- 10/6 
10/6 9/6 

12/·· 10/6 
1~/- 10/6 
1 ,J/ .. 10/6 
1 l/· 10/6 
111/~ 1?/-
111/¥· 1'1· 

;r.~: 1)/-
11/·, 

111/~ 12/·· ----.. ,.~- .. ~---- .. ~·-
SAWN 

rAUNC!:l 

5 tt. Pf'T' 100 

1'1/6 

n/6 
27/-
18/-

W!l/lC!J..:l 

J>~r 1 OO(J 

10/- to ·11/-
10/~ to 11/-

10/6 
9/· to 10/6 
7/6 to 10/-

10/· to 10/f• 
8/~ to 10/6 

12/-
12/3 
12/-,; .. 

10/- to 12/-

12/-
12/·· 

11/6 tl.l 11.; .. 
12/6 to 14/·· 
12/6 to 1~~1-
12/b to 1.~/6 
17/~ to 1)/(", 
1~/·· to 1)/b 
12/~· to 1.~/G 
1?/- to 1)/6 

12/- to 13/6 
12/6 
12/-

10/6 to 1?./-
9/6 
9/6 
9/6 
9/-
9/-
9/· 

9/· 
10/-
11/-
11/-
10/-
11/-
11/~ 
11/· 
11/-
1)/• 

11/· 
~);: 
lP/-
111/6 
11~/6 
20/· 
10/-
10/ .. 

f;!'J.J't 

tiHlt:Gl.F!\ 

p~r 100\) 

JO/

J.J/4 
}0/-
2"1/6 

JO/-
25/- to 30/-

JO/-· 
30/-

;>;>f- to ~0/-
}0/· to 3?/• 

33/-
33/-
J2/6 
.n; ... 

l'/• to l5/· 
YJ/• t.o Jl/• 

}0/-
J.:Jj .. 

'0/- to '!i/·· 
;~)~:. ~~ ?.6~: 
WI·· to ~~~ .. 
.ml·· t(! ·''I~ 
~t'/;, t{) 35/ .. 
~0/~ to 'J/· 
Yl/-· to .15/• 

lf.'/·, to Jl/· 
5.5/· 
JO/-

30/- to YJJ .. 
)()/ .. 
JO/-
)0/-
JJ/-
)0/-
Yl/-

JO/• 
)0/-
}'!/·· 
15/-
)5/-
30/·· 
JO/-
YJ/· w-Z/• 

YJ/-
JO/· 
50/~ 
50/-
~0/~ 
50/~ 
!>0/-
50/~ 
~JO/~ 

·~~- ............. ~-·-·-~···· 
roms a ltA11~'3 

p~r 100 

n.•. 
n.fl, 

STAT1S1'1CS OF' TASMANIA 
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